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ASSEMBLY COJ.'f..MITTEE ON FINANCE AND INSURANCE 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT PRACTICES 
HEARING: ASSEMBLY BILL 2094 (FLOYD) 
CHAIRMAN LOUIS PAPAN: ... respons0 we huve received in a 
matter that is critical to our state; critical to some of the 
financial giants, both within state and from outside of this 
state. 
I think that the interest and the information and the 
willingness to testify surely should shed considerable light on 
the concerns that we have as legislators, in order to determine 
whether laws should be changed to accommodate additional banking 
activities in our state. I personally feel that after receiving 
much of this information and talking to many interested people 
that it is a little naive for me to think that these giants could 
sit down and ask us, after they have reached some agreement, to 
proceed to change into law existing law so that the people of 
this state could be better served. I don't think that's going to 
happen. And so we must proceed to gain as much knowledge as we 
possibly can to determine the impact of this interest on the 
people of this state. 
This is the second of two hearings. I have also sug-
gested to some of the principal players that an effort be made to 
meet with the members of this cow~ittee who are not here present-
ly, and also bring into these meetings smaller meetings with each 
of these members -- people from the university -- in the attempt 
at getting all of the information, so that they can proceed to 
cast, if this measure ever comes to a vote, a knowledgeable vote 
on the impact and thrust of this particular measure. 
I'd like to thank my col s. rro the 
ster, the Chairman of the 
chooses every word so care I don't want 
think for a minute that he is not 
he casts a vote. And to my is 
- she 









the event she's able to make a decis 
each of the meetings - is interested 
frankly, I'm sure is struggling 
enterprise system making this kind of a 
the marketplace. But as a good Repub 
challenge. 
us at 
With that, I will de r to the 
chair on the other side, it wouldn't be as 
On that note, the opening 
Assemblyman Floyd. I will to 
of the people who have airplanes to 
considerable distance. So with that, 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: Thank , Mr 





this hearing, but s subcommittee be 














ing that at the previous hearing some of my sses had already 
the testified at length, we will go 
nesses proponent of this measure, so at give 
- 2 
the opponents of measure an to s here in tht=c 
box, as I am, and tel s exact they oppose this 
measure. 
wou c i 1 'J'his s 
been bandi New bill not 
about New bil . It s state. I 
would to read a brief letter the file to show that this 
st in is not con to New York, but 
is from the east to the west of s letter is 
from the 




It was addressed to 
le Lou Papan: 




as a result of Cali 
even without rec 
a 
the future of 
ludes unrestricted 
states that wish 
shou be in 
toward fu 1, open inter-
system 
those 
, economies ll domi-
nant in world cormuerce the deca.des to come. 
Certainly the 
of California and its 
tions far outwe 
upon 1 
that anyone has suf 
financ 1 institutions 
companies. And we see no 
ent results from 
institutions. In fact, 
ship has been recognized 
America, as 
Seatt F st 
ington. 
Rainier supports 
ciation consensus for 
reciprocal interstate 
ington State, and as an 
advocates interstate ownership 
out reciprocity. We bel 
as well, and urge 
removal ot Ca 's 
ownership. 
I think that is an 
s focus s measure where 
not a New York banking 11. 
opening our borders to state 
state commerce. 
s 
With , I'd 1 to cal a ser 
brief comments. re z 
I don't mind 
CHAIID'lAN PAP AN: WEe 





ist I ? 
I'd 1 to you for your opening statement, and I 
did a of letter that you just read. In the letter 
you did of ca isition of 
Seatt st Nat 
ASSEMBLY~ffiN FLOYD: Yes, s 
CHAI~~N PAPAN: It tresses me, ear on I have 
been advi by 
that you're 
for the most part 
Bankers' Associ 
My comments to you 
owns 50% of the 
b st in s state the matte 
l study; and that 
the California 
is going to sent in testimony here today. 
regards to tell 
its in s state 
you that the bank that 
s not chosen to chal-




s morning is Mr. Connelly, who represents 
today. vle 11 
Pres 
won't you j the 
here and we'll be 
RICHARD C. 







I'd to you for coming here 
t now to st witness. Mr. Aspinwall 
st of the tan Bank. s 
of the 
le. 
ll? I want you to sit over 
Thank Jllr. Chairman. I am 
f ~se Manhattan Bank. 
this ttee and to 
s of nt issues raised 
'I'he citizens of 
from the new 
s, 
of services. Moreover, 
also be strengthened. 
i 
s 
The burden of proof to show there 
effects to the public must rest with se 
seeking to forestall 1 
eve ing number of multiproduct, 
entities, unfettered by most 
iting bank customers on a nationwide 
banks seek to block entry by out-of-state 
and 
tectionist gesture, given the rea 
non-bank firms. 
s of 
In my cowments I shall concentrate on 
benefits to California res s. 
'I'he major s ial 
forms. First, price competition is 
icant amount of deregu 




















Third, del revo s also being reflected 
in a range o is iers may 
costs of s ry across of 
services, costs a i c than where 
suppliers offer a narrower scope s. Users of services 
California is attractive ma 
for suppliers of f 1 s. Chase representat in 
California covers commercial and consumer finance, loan produc-
tion, money market ces, computer time sharing, Edge Act 
offices offering rnational ces. 
The s lable to Ca residents through 
the auspices of sales offices non-bank subsidiaries of 
out-of-state holding companies only a portion of 
important banking transaction 
services cannot be o Wi se, many services 
are less attractive for customers if 11-service state 
banking were permitted. 
Enactment slation would put new competitors 
to a rigorous t -- to deve for California customers 
added order to win their alle-
ance. Here are s: 
In late 1 82, Institutions Deregulat 
Committee authorized and ft inst to offer money 
market depos accounts to customers free from erest rate 
. 1 . ceL ... lngs. Over t e se rates offered by 
- 7 -
major banks in New York have 
basis points above those of red Ca 
cation of s f on the total vo 
estimated to be held in Cali 
to California savers of over $400 1 
l of rates to be of event of 
cannot be known, the aggressiveness New 
indication that rates would be Ca 
the status quo. 
A second example of 
in the greater volume of cred 
bene 
and 
available to a wide range of Cali 
ment of credit terms to state and munic 
example. In fact, New York banks are a 
ingly active role in Ca fornia 
New York banks took a 44% share of a $1 
loan facil out-of-
deposits in California, however, a 
relationship is absent. 
extens distr net_works 
large banks 1 s s 
er Caii s, s 
solic ent s. Smaller 
marketing of their new issues 


















Improved terms on credit and other services for users, 
such as consumers, small bus ss, construction, home mortgages, 
and agriculture, would also accompany a l~service banking 
presence. For example, rates on personal installment credit 
offered by New York banks current tend to be at least 200 basis 
po s below those of the major California banks. Here again, 
California residents could expect lower credit costs from the 
entry of new, aggress banks. 
Access to an integrated package of international and 
domestic business financing services would be another element of 
enhanoecl compet iveness. Chase itself has branches, subsidior-
s, and other faci t s in over 100 foreign countries. That 
is, many firms needing international services, which Edge Act 
subsidiaries may provide, could obtain these as well as domestic 
services, including deposits and loans, at a single entity. Such 
consolidation wou more cost effective. At present, for 
example, the need to document the international character of 
credit usage, imposed on of ces, raises credit costs. The 
requirement that offices furnish collection and money trans-
services only for international transactions cuztails operat-
ing efficiency by reducing volumes, thereby raising costs. 
In all, California has a maJOr stake in international 
trade and finance. The state could achieve an even greater role 
as an international center with the full scale participation by 
the major U.S. banks outside California. 
9 -
In conclusion, provis for out-of-
s to establish sence Ca 
bene users of local Ca markets. 
reased financial activity will create jobs 
revenues. In addit , the pro of 
out-of-state banks is likely to 
tures, benefitting consumers, on 
themselves. 
Efforts to provide special 
cannot succeed. The issue that Ca 
whether competition will be active 




the benefits of enhanced competition that can be 
entry by out-of-state bank holding 
placE:' Cali in vanguard of states 
of financ l trade and economic deve 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIID"lAN PAPAN: , Mr. 
a questions from any member f Mr. 
appreciate it, Mr. 
the second round 
I 1m ing to 
11, if 
you as a 
11 two 
call the Presi~ent of State 
, at which time I will ask 
we'd like to bring you back. I 
remarks as to how will help the Cali 











and parcel to the question, how your bank and out-of-state banks 
will iinpact the banks domiciled in California, is another area 
that we may have to ask quest But I will at least give you 
the opportunity to hear how our California banks, why they're 
showing reluctance to allowing your bank to come in. You heard 
me state that the Bank of America that has 50% of the deposits of 
this state is not going to testify pending study. Okay? 
MR. li.SPINWALL: Yes, sir. 
CHAIR}~N PAPAN: With that, Mr. Farnsworth, Senior Vice 
President of Citicorp. Do you have a printed s~atement? 
~\TILFORD M. FARNSWORTH, JR.: Yes, I do. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Is it available? Could it be made 
available to us? 
MR. FARNSvWRTH: Yes, it could. 
CHAiffi4AN PAPAN: Are there additional copies? I think 
we need three of them. Do you have them? 
CHAIR}ffiN PAPAN: Thank you. Please proceed, sir. 
MR. FAF~SWORTH: I'm Wilford Farnsworth, Senior Vice 
President of Citibank in charge of its Western Division. It I 
look familiar to some of you, it's because I testified before 
this conuni ttee one month ago in San Francisco. I'm delighted to 
have another opportunity to talk to you, and I'm also pleased 
that the citizens of San Diego will learn more about the evolu-
tion of banking through our efforts here today. 
California, and for that matter the nation at large, has 
for some years discussed the course financial services should 
- 11 -
le all of us been ta 
been changing, 
luding regulators, 1 s s and banke 
dazed by all. 
What are they to when Sa 
teller machines the 
Sear.,s offers " s and at 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I didn t want to 
se the banks haven't got the act 
HR. FARNSvWRTH: Right. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
to your question. 
's an over 
M.R. FARNSWORTH: Plus 
agents; but that's ... 
CHAikMA,N PAPl\N: \/'!ell, we 
result of the of effort and 
the erosion is I'd 
every banking institution in our 
MR. F'ARNSWORTH~ Or 


























new tower was nea 
on the s of 
had the pleasure o 
Center in San Franc sea, and 







become out f 
CHAIRJIII..AN PAP AN: 
MR. FARNS"VVORTH: 















MR. You came 
CHAIPJJLI\N 
























Hl<.. FARNSWORTH: So I from 
laws, when I 
to 
that the 
state banking, become out-o 
ref reality 
And while banks have been 
banks have entered the and 
as we•ve 1 
Sears and J.C. Penney, are of 
cards, money market and 
outlets across the United States. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Another 
serv 
Citicorp done in the st, historical , to 
s 
I S 
of banking as we once knew it, with re to se 
you just stated? 
I"'R. FARNSWORTH: We 1 ve tr 
opportunity we could to serve 
of ss throughout the 
CHAIP~illN PAPAN~ But have 
ful at all in bringing about sante 
activit s that are 
MR. FARNSWORTH: I 
by the env 
to free f that environment. 
s 
CHAIRMI\N PAP AN: So you' 
federal l of 
















rent in of s t sent see occur·-
MR. FARNSWORTH 
l to render 
rest to te. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: ? ? 
MR. ~"ARNSWORTH: l 're a l 
ld. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: You'd l same ? 
MR FARNSWORTH: We' l to th name thing. 
CHAIRMAN PAPl\N fee it s suf 






























, publ ly and 
could s that we, 
s 
served if 
that what is 
s. And that 
resu of the 
We haven't had 
number of bank ilures that we sent s 
ot concerns that cover 
of this state, with re ss 
ta you I have had 
Why is if you'd l text to 
ref on inabi of the i s to come to the 
lators and to the s f 
also spill over to hurt at least 1 ' -Ll 
has on it ill excess of $100,000? 
MR. FliRNSWORTH: I tb I'd two comments. 
First of all, I think ab 
to get together some of the reasons 
have different sts. But also, I 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We're ta about consumer st, 
so 's not necessarily entire true. 
MR. FARNSWORTH How do s true? 
CHAIIU!lAN PAP AN: \'Jell we 1 re 
consurner; but divis be 
be to the 
and eros laws 
those in the bus ss se 
l1R. F'ARNSvWRTH Well me make I sus-
ct Mr. inwa 1 or re 
le '•Je 1 ve had more trouble 
s a so true 've s 
1 than at any 
through a le} iod. 
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CHAIID1AN PAPAN: Banking? Banking? 
MR. FARNSWORTH: No, I I not referring 
CHAIF1-1AN PAP AN well T ¥Tas referr to , .J. 
MR. FP£RNSWORTH: I'm ta about it's a sign of the 
times to an extent, in sense that there have been far more 
bankruptcies generally, not non-banking, ever fore in 
history. Now, in terms of how many banks actually gone 
under, I suspect there are more than there been; but I'm not 
sure that it's necessarily any much greater number a relative 
sense than the other corporations. We're going through a very 
difficult time is what I'm suggesting. 
CHAI~~N PAPAN: Yes, and Mr. Farnsworth, the only 
reason I disrupted your text and your presentation, was to try to 
get it into the record; because I'm going to ask Mr. Cook, when 
he comes , who's the voice for most of our banks, some of the 
same questions. The concern I have is that you're so divided 
you're jeopardiz yourselves. Never history that I can 
remember s there been the kind of talk that 've covered for 
us with respect to international banking. And the kinds of pri-
vate conversations in to educate me with regards to 
your activities and the soundness of those activities, I carne 
with a to ref on. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: I'm 
CHAI~i PAPAN: Yes. But go ahead sir. If you'd like 
to go into more detail lack of direction from the major 
titut of this state as being motivated strictly by their 
- 17 -
own self- st, rather 
's sented in this 
sumer is more one way to 
wou be , as s 
forward, as I said earlier, with some 
how to law to f 
everybody a situat that is a 
l as my understanding is -- a s 
MR. FARNSWORTH: Wel , we 
to be ab to come with a common 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Please 
MR. FARNSWORTH: r 
I've distributed for your 
1 the banking bus sses that a se 
ages, other nonfinancial 
've also distributed a map 
a legislated one or 
12 that are now su 
state 
c s wor 
be able to turn 
Cons 982 0 
of Co But 'ltle 1 re not 
of banks have off s in states 















In this state, 




members of s 




'l'wice the last several 
and 
ward and assisted, and 
is measure a California 
1 2 lion i 1 more than 
We more 5, 00 California 
owners. 













state was fa wi 
needs, we for-
a position. 
With $6 Ilion in Cali outstanding, we'd be 























2 bil and Bare 
more se 
Union's $4.7 bill 
s' less than $1 billion. 
Ca fornia First, and 
shi Bank of Ca $3 billion each; 
torno, Mitsui, and Golden State by 
Bank of the We t. 
- 19 -
CHAIRl~N PAPAN: Excuse 
I le) me that 
t ? 
MR. FARNSWORTH: Some of i 
CHAIRNAN PAPAN: l please 
narrow it as best can. 
MR. FA.RNSWOR'l'H If 
contribute far more than the 






a subsidiary of the Aktivbanken of Denmark. 
We try to be good Cali 
well, such as supporting, some 
t. like the Orange Countv Per 
les Museum of 
Urban League, the Black United 
bus ss schools, and 
we contributed to lp restore 
And. in San Diego, we've 













Arts Center, t 
Scouts 
s 
more than 0,000 
sta 
on 














function out-of-state banks still can't provide without a bill 
like the one before you. 's depos ing. 
's ground s state, essence, that an out-c 
state bank may truck funds 
to lend to its corporate 
compete for deposits thin 
imited volumes into this state 
individual citizensi but it rrmst not 
s state to lp fund its loans. 
Now, many people, as you members of the Assembly know 
better than anyone, speak out interstate banking. But 
their arguments are a little puzzling. 
'I'he chairman of a major bank out here has expressed 
astonishment that a Ca fornia bank would be acquired by a Japa-
nese instead of an American bank. And yet, still opposes a 
California bank's being acquired by an American bank from New 
York. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We've grown so civilized, and I presume 
you're making re to Citizens'. Is that the one? Which 
bank are you making reference to? 
r4R. FARNSWORTH: I'm referring right there to WellE", 
Fargo. 
CHAIRJ'1AN PAP AN: s Fargo. Okay. 
MR. FARNSWOR'I'h: Another large bank here freely adver-
tises the bene its interstate branches hring to the public, 
but it just can't see fit to another nk's offering 
interstate banking to consumers. 
terest a a le of reasons for 
barring door. But to pursue my question: It's not interstate 
- 21 -
banking self oppose, to 
of tate 
assets into the state. some~ 
one suggests letting an out-of-state 
in the state. That seems to me 
Btrip away all the embel s, s the 
issue, and the only issue, that we' a 
about. 
All of s 
of-state banks compete depos s 
by just looking us. There's 
banks, which ho a tremendous re f Your 
four biggest British-owned banks 
llars in its. Your 
another $10 billion. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: But re a sma 
MR. FARNSWORTH: Not exact if 
look at the total deposits of the 
CHJ,IRMAN PAPAN: As a matter at 
Let' s see. 'I'he s 
326 total Cali 
bank s s 
ion is the balance 
U.S. banks, $59 bill ; a total of $3 
bil ; which sents ss %. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: I you take away of America, 
's the biggest b 
CHAIRJI!'iAN PAP AN: 's not. 
:t-1R. FARNS\'lORTH: Ye t's the t b 
col se seven 
u.s.-owned s have 1% 
NR. FARNSWORTH: They 3 %. 
MR .. PAPAN: 12 18. %, is what I have. 
Is that what you 
MR. FARNSWORTH: I a total of $36 billion, 
if I'm not s I don't rs here before me, 
and you 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I to , and somebody was 
good enough to to me. we have -- and I again lo-
gize for 
MR. FARNSWORTH I s mere that if they 
ld that no and we 't. believe it is 
we're not. real he i t sence -- but we 
feel there's no ason ( suffer 
CHAIP~N PAPAN: You're not You're not? 
~JR. FARNSWORTH: re not. 
Let me sk you, sir, it makes any 
sense us here n to allow ign banks to come 
and a banks, and of our own U.S. banks cannot 
come Cali s in order to n a foothold 
the market 'l'ell me how 
.t'iR. FARNSNORTH: All r 
CHAIR1VXAN PAPAN And frame o 
MR. FARNS\tJORTH: frame 
bel and this s consi 
ma~y, many year , that we be 
source is good; 
Indeed, we 1 ve testi 
and other areas. 
we 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Because 
opera·tion. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: That is correct. 
CHAI~~N PAPAN: I'm 
as a legislator struggling with the 
although I'm not adverse to the 
anywhere and us going elsewhere 
J:.1R. FARNSWORTH: I 
limit our own banks. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: That's 
tv!R. Flc.RNSWORTH 'l'hat s the 
here today. 
CHAIR14AN PAP AN: Is 
ASSEMBLY~.ffi.N :FLOYD: In our 
's reason, reason, 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: No 
is going to be able to answer 
Ca banks. 
4 -









1 of the 
ASSEMBLY~ffiN FLOYD: I'm sure he will. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go ahead, s 
MR. FARNSWOR'I'H: All 
For years Citicorp and other U.S. banks have been trans-
porting money into California in huge and growing amounts. Khat 
in the world would suggest a bank that for years has been 
bringing money into the state from outside, suddenly given the 
chance to compete here, would reverse the flow and start taking 
money out of California? It simply defies logic. 
When we speak of interstate banking, it seems a broad 
auestion to address. But the broad question of interstate 
banking has been almost camp ly answered. Only the n&rrow 
question of competing for deposits remains. California has 
answered this question in the affirmative with respect to banks 
from England, Japan, France, Mexico, Korea, Canada, the 
Phillipines, , and Der.mark. We now address the same ques-
tion with respect to American 
In summary, failure to act on this legislative proposal 
would seem simply to preserve sting special interest legisla-
tion protecting a n1arket franchise at the expense of California 
citizens. It hard seems necessary or sensible in 1983, in one 
of the largest, most modern, free-enterprise economies in the 
world, to continue to protect the world's largest bank, among 
others, from competi s seems to me unfair, not to men-
tion can. 
- 25 ~ 
I urge Cali 
·the wor of modern and the 
Iv1R. FARNSWORTH: .Members of 
ot Ca fornia av1ai t your ship 
Thank you very much, Mr. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Thank 




s st from any 
f the members? Are you planning to little 
so that you can get the 
.MR. FARNSV'JORTH: 
sdom of our Ca 
I look 
CHl'.IRMAN PAP AN: I'm going to 
unorthodox, and that is to give 
are some small California banks who 
interstate banking. And I'm doing that 
benefit of all of the testimony 
in California. 
So I wi you would bear 





else testifies for our here, we can 
they're corning 
And with that, I'm to 
14r. Cooper, who is President of 
Jl.ssoc ion Los les. And, 
case. Please e, 1 
better anybody I know. 
ASSEMBLYHAN FLOYD: And 
consen·t, we also a leman who 
K. Reade Harrison, who had some travel 
6 -









l bus ss, Mr. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I call him too, so that you can make 
your case that not everybody's against the idea of interstate 
banking. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: Thank you very much, sir. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: And you've picked the Black gentleman, 
and you're picking someone else who represents a smaller inter-
est. I got the message up here, and I'm doing it because nobody 
testified last time. 
ASSEMBLY.r.1AN FLOYD: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay, go, sir. 
MR. EARL COOPER: Thank you. I'm Skip Cooper, President 
of the Black Business Association of Los Angeles. Our organiza-
tion represents the interests of minority-owned business with the 
major objective of increasing the opportunities for Black entre-
preneurship and addressing the issues which impact their success. 
I felt it was very necessary for me to appear before the corr~it­
tee on behalf of Assembly Bill 2094, because this lf~gislation 
raises issues which are important to my members specifically, and 
to the independent business owners in general. 
By eliminating current restrictions to interstate bank-
ing, the Legislature will create new stimuli to the state economy 
which will have significant impact on businesses. A more compet-
itive banking environment v.rill certainly impact all of California 
businesses, especially small and minority-owned businesses in two 
major areas: the increased availability of lendable funds; and 
more favorable credit costs. 
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The provisions of this legis 1 also have a 
posi effect on prospects new and s 
bus sses. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Do you have a of statement? 
I didn't ask that initial 
MR. COOPER: I have a draft, s. 
CHAIFMAN PAPAN: Would you u when 
you're through, sir? 
MR. COOPER: Yes, is common B 
businesses and most small businesses are faced 
handicap of inadequate financing and the cost of 
credit. As a result, the failure rate of 
businesses is high; and the entry into new businesses is 
difficult. 
Passage of AB 2094 will create financ 1 
California and promote a more le c s 
lopment. More lenders would mean rates, and 
access to a greatly increased 1 of s is 
particularly important to Black-owned are 
erally small and medium siz , and o l 
depressed areas. 
As it now stands in our state, there s an 
of limited competition in lending. are 
often ignored. Interstate banking ll increase lending 
competition here in Cali sses, in 
my f wou f 
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In addition to these benefits to minority-owned 
businesses of a larger lending pool and lower rates, I would also 
like to point out that there are additional benefits to be gained 
by this legislation. Black businesses tend to be concentrated in 
Black communities. We provide the goods and services necessary 
to provide for a stable community environment, and we employ 
Black workers at a higher rate than other businesses. From this 
perspective, we view AB 2094, not only in terms of immediate 
benefit to our own business interests but also the long-term 
positive effect it would have on the conununities in which we 
conduct business. 
This legislation will be of benefit to small and minori-
ty business and minority consumers alike, and we support this 
bill. 
'l,hank you. 
CHAIRMA.N PAPAN: The Chair recognizes Ms. Wright: for a 
question or a comment, Hr. Cooper. 
ASSEI-1BLYWOMAN WRIGHT: I guess \vhat I'm hearing from 
you, and I don't know if that's the kind of impression you want 
to leave with this committee, but are you telling me that the 
California banks have been discriminating against 
MR. COOPER: ... What I'm saying is that for small and 
minority businesses, we do have problems with financial 
institutions in obtaining loans to, not only start a business, 
but to continue and ••. 
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of 
MR. COOPER: me, I 
CHAIRMF.N PAP AN: Are you not -
you to say that it would open 




CHAIRMAN PAPAN: So 
lower rate? 
you 
MR. COOPER: We feel we 
CHAihl4AN PAPAN: Okay. Go 
interruption. 
ASSE!vlBLYWOMAN WRIGHT: 
tle problem because what 
it's a case of where basically we 
buy our , our 
it s their money that's 
areas 
able to make 
allowing them now to 
re 
he 
of Ca to make 
, are not 
ssman. That's the ss I I 
ASSEMBLY¥~~ FLOYD: I 











true that banks from outside the state make a great investment in 
this state; but Mr. Cooper's people have a difficulty in gett 
on an airplane and going to New and negotiating for that 
kind of service. What Mr. Cooper is saying: bring these people 
in. Perhaps some of them will locate in our communities and then 
we, the small business people, can walk into the o ce down the 
street whereby we can 1 t fly to New York and avail ourselves of 
more and more competitive activity. There is no question in our 
mind that increased competition will be of great benefit to all 
levels, whether it's Northrop Corporation or Mr. Cooper's client 
with the clothing store on the corner of 42nd and Western Avenue. 
But at this point, Mr. Cooper's clients cannot compete. Well, I 
don't want to cut into Mr. Cook -- verbally. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I don't want Mr. Cooper, and I think 
you're probably wiser than most of us -- There'll be no assurance 
that there will be additional funds for small businesses, and 
more particularly, small minority businesses. There's nothing to 
stop these banks that I can see, and I stand corrected, from 
making those loans now. So rather than use that kind of think-
ing, I, for one, think that possibly there would be new markets 
for you to proceed -- you, the small businessman to proceed 
into should those banks locate here, but we have assurance that 
they're going to expand it. Qu frankly, let me tell you, the 
profit motive is so strong, and it should be in some instances. 
There should be also a concern for the impact of investment in 
our communities as affecting all people. I'm not too sure that 
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it's going to do much 1 u 
have novJhere 
fact, they're a lot of 





11 on us. 
, but there's no assurance 
MR. COOPER: But we 1 
give us a the f~u~u~ 
CHAIRMAN Pl\.PAN: I 1 d have to 
's way it's to be, but I 




ASSEMBLY~~N FLOYD: That's I s 
CHAI ru~mN PAP AN : 
't<lR. COOPEK: you. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
I just can taste , so I'm 
hSSEMBLYI,1AN FLOYD 
here and self comfortab 
CHAJ.RMAN We want 
MR. 
My name is and 
As soc 
i 
, CBA. CBA is 






We have a team of witnesses today, Mr. Chairman. I was 
really not to be re and make formal presentation. We pro-
rest of the members of the commit-vided a list to you and to 
tee approximate two who our witnesses 
would be. That includes Mr. Hal Dawson, who is the President of 
the California Bankers' Associat 
National Bank; Jim Gray 
and the President of Crocker 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay, why don't we put Crocker on 
first? 
HR. COOK: May 
.Hr. Chairman? 
come up 
CHAIR}~N PAPAN: Oh, solutely. 
MR. J. HALLAM DAWSON: All right 
as a team, 
Mr. Chairman, with 
your permission, and mew~ers o£ the committee, I'm Hal Dawson. I 
have the honor to be the President of the California Bankers' 
Association, as George Cook indicated. We're about 400 banks 
strong, members of our association here in the State of 
California. I also serve the Crocker Bank as its President. 
The col s I have with me, if I may introduce them, 
are Jim Gray, on my irrunediate left. Jim is President of the 
Harbor Bank Long I have with me my colleague 
Russ Freeman, Executive Vice President of Security Pacific Corpo-
ration, Los Ange s. And Russ is back here with George. 
CHAIR!JJF,N PAP AN: And Mr. Dawson, then Cook t.Norks for 
you? 
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MR. DM\/SON: Cook vJOrks the Ca 
Association. I am serv as 
is not a full job for me 
CHAIR}'1J\N PAPAN: ll, just 
the vJrong impress s , if I 
sents your industry well; has a 
aw~ul lot 
MR. DAWSON: I apprec 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: 
compensation right now. 
se comments. 
is deserv 
MR. DAWSON: I think if s 
one. (Laughter) 
ASSEMBLY~.J\N E'LOYD: or 
MR. DAviSON: 1 r Mr. 
Bankers 1 Association would 
Citibank, Chase, any 
CHAIRM.?\N PAPAN Can we 
ASSB~IBLY!J!iliN FLOYD: Let 
bill. 
.fvlR. DAWSON: I 've 
ment. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay. 
MR. DAWSON: 
they already are 























CHAIRrmN PAP AN: Sir, 't try that one. Because I'll 




, Mr. Dawson, apoloyctical tell 
t carr bill that stopped the banks 
business. And in that instance, 
concept. 
~'m not sure I follow your point, Mr. 
CHlUFMAN PAPAN: \"Jell, I kind of that when the 
of state took a position against a bill that I car-
r , that one of the reasons was that they professed that they 
a 





rest competition. And now, when vl(' try to 
banks to compete, they revenw themselves. 
NR. DAWSON: vJell, Mr. Chairman, with respect .•. 
I mear", we can support competition 
it touches us. 
MR. DAWSON: No sir, that is not our posit 
CHAIR~~N PAPAN: Go ahead, sir. 
r1.1:\ DAWSOI.J: And if you will let me finish my ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go , I'm sorry. 





to establi the fact that in California we 
bank all size cowpeting with each other, from 
to sma to tiny, in a very competitive 
a half ago, the California Rankers' Asso-
first state banking association to support 
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interstate hanking. At that , in May of 1981, our 0 
adopted a reso full f 
banking The resolution cal for the 0 
Act, and the Douqlas Amendment to the 
These are the current 1 laws 
Act. 
t interstate 
banking and interstate branching. I not bel 
take a more pro-competitive stance 
'I'he CBA Board supports the removal of 
restraints to banking, if these restraints are 
nationwide basis. The resolution calls for 
federal laws subject to two conditions: 
could 
1 of 
One, that state and federal s must be enacted 
to remove present restraints on the abi 
to provide a broad range o financ 1 
we are in complete agreement with the te 
our friends from New York in that 
dual banking system be pre 
Board reaffirmed this position last 
ing to reaffirm to you today. 
In spite of the fact 
tibank and Chase and 11 New 
vJe' d 
f cornmerc banks 
s. 
r that the 
soc 
I' rn s morn-
to 
r we to 
welcome only New York banks. We sh to we 
not wi 
al the 
that want to come to California. We want we 
from Texas and Jl~:ri zona and F come Tennessee 
myself, and I would be happy to we Tennessee. 
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CHAIRl·I!AN PAP AN: So we are welcoming one another. Tell 
me that h.:wn' t ? 
MR. DAWSON: Well, it hasn't happened because it js not 
an easy to accompli 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Why? 
MR. DAWSON: Because there are a lot of other states 
are a of states that are not as pro-competitiv~ as 
Cali is. We a lot of other states 
CHAIRivTJ\N PAPAN: Could you enumf~rate those states and 
we're ling to get that across to the federal level of 
government Go into some detailr give me a little background. 
.r-m. DAWSON: I'd be happy to. Because the State of 
California has had statewide competition for a long time, because 
we banks of all sizes competing fully over a very large 
marketplace. The banks in California are not afraid of competi-
tion. The in some other parts of the country that have had 
protected monopol s for a 1.·iod of time are afraid of competi-
I don't knew ich states to pick on. Pick Iowa; pick 
s one you like ... 
CHAIH.HAN P.A.PAN: Let. me ask you. You know, I'm getting 
le rest ss. If we the gates here in ca:ifornia, does 
it re force you the concept of free enterprise at the mar-
lace? 
MR. DAWSON: No 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN. Let's talk ~- because we're California 
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I'iR. DAWSON: No, sir, I do not 
CHAIR1•1AN PAPAN Tell me 
MR. DAWSON: I think, as I 11 
comments, I think that it will produce 
th it will impede thto lity for us to 







CHl\ I FJvJ.AN PAP AN : Tell me how. These general s -- I 
want specifics. Sir, with all due re 
on the surface ta in these genera s. 
that in California? shouldn't we 
're so strongly supportive of free 





to someone else: they're not doing 
bigger and better market is there 
one. 
across the What 
Cali ? Answer 
MR. DA~'iSON: Well, there is no 
which is of t.he problem. It makes 





CHAIKMAN PJ.\.Pl~.N: Could answer my st 
the 
do it right Cali 
HR. DAWSON: Well, we can't do 
of free enterprise because, 






would not help us at the l l, t vWU action 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: the ral level. How would 
atfect us right , sir: 
JV1R. DAWSON 
cc is le 
to dw or 
't think U WC>U1d dd _o the 
I 
of cts. I 
,.._ 
L l 
't think it 
improve ce ... 
CHAIR.JvlAN PAP AN: But t would more t 
sure about ion. 
MR. DAWSON: 'l'here are two ques ons that may be a 
One is, s it do good? my opinion is no, at this sort 
0 any good. Does it do any harm? No, I 
don't doe harm, unless think it's harm that 
we re to correct so to the lem, which 
is the l ion to the problem. In my oplnion it would 
I be wrong1 I'm often wrong. 
CHAIR.JvlliN PAPAN: How, s ? 
l<"SSEMBLY~..AN ALISTER !-a1cALISTER: Can I ask a question 
? 
CHIH RMAN PAP AN : Go ahead . 
liSSEMBLYMAN IVfcALIS'rER t<Jho in Congress has introduced 
s lement your recommendations? 
NR. DAWSON: It s not been introduced. 
ASSEMPLYI;ffi_~\l IvlcALlSTER: And when is somebody going to 
MR. DAt'ISON: l, vle have been discussing \vhether or 
to and consult with the California Delegation 
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a.nd see a member of de would 1 to 
he us with tl:at_. 
ASSEMBLYl>tAN lYiCALI S'I'ER: have 
to be ieve are 
would have any serious sal? 
MR. DAWSON: It s battle. is no 
tion that, Mr. McAlister. 
ltSSEMBLYMAN :tvlcALIS'l'ER: Isr: 1 t it a 
MR. DAWSON: But the fact an 11 batt 
doesn't mean that it's impossible None of us s 
impossible. 
ASSEN.BLYMAN McALISrr·ER: Do have that 
Senator Garn would look on this with ? 
l'lR. DAWSON: At this , Senator Garn bel that 
the time is not right to try sue s slation to that 
ASSEMBLYM..l\N McALIS'I'ER: Don' Utah 
instance, don't they oppose this sal? 
HR. DAWSON: I do not know or not. 
JI.BSEMBLYMAN Iv1cJl..LISTER: Don't most o bankers 
most of the small state se islation? 
IY1R. DA\IV'SON: I wou say of small 
in the stern part of State e 1 
that It: s not sma l banks 
S~ate of Cali , as Mr. 1 +-' s \.. J_ r. 
- 4 
ASSEMBLY:r-'..AN McALIS'l'ER: If most of the bankers in most 
of the states the middle a western sections of our 
oppose this, aren't most o the meiPbers of the Unit 
(b 
I've a 
l\1R. DAWSON: I v10uld say today, without any ques~:ion, c:u: 
acknowledged, it is not politically possible this 
, this , to pass that legislation at the federal level. 
That does not lead us to the conclusion, I do not believe, that 
we ought not continue to press on that. I think we must press on 
that. 
ASSENBLY!v"iAN McALISTER: As I recall, you said you 
federal legislation to enact across the board interstate 
banking with two prov1sos. 
MR. DAWSON: Yes. 
ASSEivl.BLYMAN ~1cALISTER: One of them was, I'm paraphras-
ing, wou like to have, or you would say that there 
must be an elimination of restrictions on businesses in which 
banks may engage. 
MR. DAWSON: We want broadened powers, yes, sir. 
Jl._SSEMBLY!vlAN McALISTER: Yes. Now, is there anything in 
current scene in Congress to lead you to believe that they're 
to 
fashion? 
, either as part of this package or in any 
HR. Dll.WSON: We have gotten some broadt::r powers, as you 
are better aware of than I, California which will start to be 
ef st of next year, with other powers effective 
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in midyear. At the federal level, there are 
the Congress to further broaden the powers of 
be an ongoing process. It also 11 take 
lls current 
accomplish, but. is not a reason for us to 
That 11 
of years to 
off now, on 
the grounds that it's difficult. 
ASSEMBLY!v'.J1.N McALISTEH: Well, how 
requ in order to meet your so? How broad do mean? 
MR. DAWSOr-:: I think, frankly, that the so that we 
have in there ht:1s been substantially addressed a the 
California legislation, and by things that s 
that t st resolution at the federal level, and things that 
appear to be capable of happening over the next 
ASSEMBLYNAN lvlcALISTER: You think there 1 s a good chance 
Lhat can happen at the federal level over the next year or 
SG? 
MR. DAWSON: Yes, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ~1cALISTER: Now 1 
maintain also 
state charter 
dual banking , you mean the 
Nk. DAWSON: Federal and state. Exact r 
ASSEMBLY!v~~ McALISTER: Is there 
some movement to abolish the dual system? 
MR. DAWSON: There is no movement to 
serious 
ish 
although periodically things come up which seem to 
cially the s~ate part o that we 1 







ASSEMBLYMAN !llcALlS'l'EH: Where: do you thi1d.:. the F loridcl 
Texas bankers would be on your proposal? 
MR. DAWSON: I honest 
ASSEMBLYJIIAN lvlcALIS'l:ER 
could not speak for then'. 
They haven't t distinguished 
lves as being s of interstate banking, have they? 
lviH. DAWSON: I think the F'lorida bankers that their 
lS ing rapidly. I think that our friends frorr 
hard at work on legislation there, and it may 
be Mr. Farnsworth could give us a better update than I could 
on the status of that Florida legislatio11. 
ASSE1·1BLYl"LAN McALISTER: , thank you. 
MR. DAWSON: ThE: Californi Bankers• Association 
supports equality of competit opportunity, which can only 
ach if geographlc deregulation of the banking industry 
occurs, as I've said, on a national level. If California adopts 
this reciprocal banking statute, it will encourage a haphazard 










benef to Californians. Federal Reserve 
Paul Voloker, in recent testimony before a 
on 
expressed concern that state-by-state 
to nterstate banking was bulkinizing the 
stemi and the Federal Reserve Doard would 
in fi solut s if asked. 
s conu.lli ttee to reject the reciprocal banking 
you order we can continue the pressure on 
~1cFadden Act and the Doug s Amendment, 
ways to imately ~eal with the problem. 
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We other issues th Asserr.b F IS ll 
I would like to go into at s time; reasons have been 
tion by widening consumer choice and by s number of 
banks competing for business. The wou us 
believe that consumer choice in competition s not st in 
su ficient degree in Caiifornia today, and it's our content 
this is simply not the case. Competit 
the nation. Last 
we chartered more than 65 new banks that bus ss 
State of fornia. 
we've had major legislation, which 're more 
familiar with than I: AB 3192 and 3469, ana 3539, into 
law in 1982, which gives California s 
associations extensive new powers, luding corru:nerc 
authority. S & L's have s 
this has had a salutary on 
savings and loans. 
I'd ike the cormnittee to perhaps at com-
ment on whether their s l that are not 
ial ins in Cali We 11,000 locations 
state where California consumers can 
transactions during the business day. And, of course, we 
extensive networks of .liTN' s, where business can on a 
twenty-four-hour , seven-days si . Ne\v York, 
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where and Ci have created competit that they \vou ld 
to bring to Ca fornia, we find that there are only 6,600 
s; so on a capita basis, California really s one-third 
more locat (' iJ can do their business. 
We also serious question Assemblyman Floyd's argument 
that Ah 2094 will se new into California's credit mar-
'l'he corporate lending market has r~xisted on a national 
scale for many years can be served from almost any location, 
as has been discussed here this morning. There's scarcely a 
major U.S. corporat that does not have extensive lending rela-
t s with col1.11Vercial banks in many parts of the country. To 
a lesser consumer and small business lending markets 
are also becoming ss localized. Few barriers, if ally, remain 
to impede the flow of credit into California. At your October 
11 representatives from Citicorp and Chase empha-
sized that , the fact that both organlzations, and indeed, 
virtually o·ther center bank in this nation, have 
extensive operations in California. And those have been d~s-
cussed detail; and I don't need to recite them ±or you 
The jor Cali s have similar operations in New 
and othe:r.· lal centers in this country. 
Interstate s is not necessary to ensure compe-
California and out-of-state banks and the credit 
s. It already exists. 
next point is one, Mr. irman, that you raised 
and I know you're interested in , and I hope I'll be 
re to the point you raised. 
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ly V<:tlid before 





Be that bill ssed, fore 
age the banking business 
This was obviously just patent 
massive e fort went passing 
and I would welcome comment from our 
s 
tate 
Chase in this regard, it' i 
that: blll as as it d 
c to note 
because 
other maJor money center 
Citicorp and se -- tter 
pre at the time 
privi s Ultima 
t t Act. that Act has 
except for grand 
other s coun 
bus ss state. 
o any other 
the State ot 
ASSEMB1~YMAN McALIS'IER: 













in this state, and they're doing business in this state, and that 
can't come in on the same basis. That's their main point. 
MR. DAWSON: With respect, Mr. McAlister, they may come 
on same basis. If Citicorp wishes to go out of the bank-
business in the State of New York and go into the banking 
iness in State of California, they have the absolute right 
to do that •.. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Well, sure, but we don't require 
a bank in Japan to go out of the banking business in Japan. 
MR. DAWSON We require that they not be in the banking 
bus ss any state in the United States. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALIS'l'ER: But they can be in tile banking 
business any other state or province in the world outside of 
the United States. 
of 
MR. DAWSON: So may the U. S. banks. 
ll.SSEMBLY:tvlAN IIIJ.cALISTER: I don't know. You're making a 
st without a difference. 
MR. DAWSON Well, I really don't think so, Mr. 
ister. I think the iple is, can the foreign banks do 
s coun 
s country, bel 
that the American banks cannot do 1n 
the answer is "no," with the passage 
1978 11, over the opposition of the Citicorp and the 
se, they may no longer do those things. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: I think you said that there was 
a provision in this bill? 
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MR. DAWSON: That's 
ASSEJ:t1BLYMAN McALISTER: 
a dif -- of 
there, but 're all in. 
fference s 
MR. DAWSON: I 















don't give a damn about other states 
can go to another state. I'm a i 
one I care ; the 
ssing here. 
MR. DAWSON: As 










ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: No, now that we've passed this 
te 1 1 you mentioned. 
l\r1R. DAWSON: There was no reta ation to that 11. 
bill was viewed s a perfect equitable bill and that our 
fr s abroad had for a long time not understood why they were 
permitted to do things t,hat American banks could not do, nor 
they real under well, I guess they did understand, but 
seemed strange to them that h1o of the largest American banks 
supported them in that position. 
The final point I'd like to comment on before turning t,o 
my Jim , is that in testimony from Chase and 
tibank, 've of wondrous things that they can do 
for the Ca fornia consumer if this bill becomes law. They've 
spoken of better prices, higher qualit s of service, an expanded 
ports 
offer 
of services, and we don't believe that the evidence sup-
se contentions. The range of products between what they 
New York and what California banks of in Califor-
is very similar. The quality of the service is a very 
subjective kind of ng. I don't know, frankly, how you measure 
we'd be perfectly happy to submit ourselves to com~ 
regard, think we'd win that competition, 
because we bel general the quality of service in Cali-
New York. forn a is 
As to these comparisons are hard to make. And I 
ss basic principle is that New York and California are 
f , and between different markets you expect some 
- 49 -
fferences pricing; there are some concrete 
son. When last T an ..l 
was paying to their s on a 
higher rate of st than c Ca 
savers in the State of Ca 
Citibank s, as a s and loan, 
se t.he 1 to 
That seems a litt consistent some 
of statements that were 
11th. 
In ion, we have the to at 
Savings and to see what rates of st 
with other savings and loans in the State of 
evidence shows that they ise same rates as 
savings and loans in this state. not 
rates than are paid by California 
Finally, I think when we are 
paid that you might be aware 
attempted to fferentiate 
to the New customers 
some of the out-of-state customers to 
some out-of-state ons, which 
r. And when made 
ers, they were 1 to retreat f 
So in terms 0 s, s, of 
ust simp don't case been 
- 50 
Finally, as I mentioned earlier, I have a eal problem 
with the use of the word "reciprocal." I looked it up again in 
the d last night and as I read through the definitions, 
the term equivalence kept coming out at me; but I don't really 
see the equivalence between New York and California. Indeed, 
equivalence is difficult to achieve between any two states and, 
therefore; whi Mr. Farnsworth was speaking of large numbers of 
states that are moving in the direction that this bill proposes, 
I believe the facts are that only Maine and New York have adopted 
legislation of this sort. And progress in other areas is very 
slow indeed. 
I've been handed some indication of rates here, and if I 
may respond with -- Yesterday in New York City, the Citibank rate 
on the money market account to their New York customers was 8.9%. 
Yesterday at Citibank Savings in California, the rate on the same 
instrument to theCa fornia customers was 8.75%. 
UNIDENTIFIED: What was Crocker Bank? 
1•1R. DAWSON: Crocker Bank was paying the same rate that 
the other banks are paying in the State of California, which is 
less than the rate that the savings and loans pay, because the 
savings and loan are perceived to be of a different order of risk 
the are. And I would go back to Miss Peabody with the 
question, how does your rate compare \vith the other S & L rates 
the State of California? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: Wait, wait. \A1e 're not talking about 
t. The rates of Citibank, and I refer you to this, 8.9%; 
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MR. DAWSON: and 
ASSEHBLY.tvlAN FLOYD: 







AS SEMBL YlJIAN FLOYD: 
MR. DAWSON: ... rates than 
ASS EMBLY!VT.AN FLOYD: So 
the other s and 
MR. DAWSON: 's exact 
ASSEMBLYIJIAN FLOYD: Let's 
MR. DAWSON: Not higher. 
presumption was 
was -- that were 
-vwuld 
bas s more than 
does not 
be 
to pay that rate 
st 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: The 
ASSEMBLYIJIAN LLOYD CONNELLY: 
a ref 
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MR. DAWSON: Yes. 
ASSEiv1BLYMAN CONNELLY: And, I gue the figures that Mr. 
Floyd just gave us recognize s as of sterday's mar-
so, in terms of the California rate offered by these 
peop , the Citibank rate that you quoted earlier was about 
two-tenths or three-tenths of a point higher here in California 
than other California institut 
I think I have two questions: One is that just in terms 
of looking at California and the money market rates they're 
offering, are they, in fact, better than the California rates? 
if not, then who's playing with the numbers? 
MR. DAWSON: All right, sir, I'l and respond to 
that. Sometimes these things are complicated, and sometimes 
those of us who are in the business speak in shorthand and make 
it difficult people to understand. 
is a two-tiered system of rates on this instru-
ment. One is the level of rates the savings and loans must 
; and other is the rate that the banks must pay. 
ASSEMBLY.HAN CONNELLY: Let's exclude savings and loans. 
MR. DAWSON: ~vell, but Ci tibank Savings J~ a savings and 
1 so I don't think we can really exclude them from that cate-
gvry. 
ASSEMBLY~~N CONNELLY: Do you want to compare them with 
Chase? 
MR. DAWSON: Well, if I could start off and just say 
in terms of and loans banks, in California sav-
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1-1R. DAWSON: I think the on harm to the California 
consumer would be that, in my inion, they would not have 
opportunity to competing in this marketplace also the banks 
Texas, banks from Florida, the banks 
ASSEMBLYMAN CONNELLY: Hold , hold it. 
MR. DAWSON .•• from my own State of Tennessee. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CONNELLY: Yes, but that assumes something 
that isn't so. That assumes that that federal regulation is 
going to change, and the McFadden Act is going to be withdrawn; 
the Douglas Amendment overturned. And alt.hough I'm a neophyte to 
this area, I think the evidence is overwhelming that's not going 
to happen in a short period of time. Just in terms of my con-
stituents, my 350,000 people, what detriment do they incur as a 
result of the adoption of this bill? 
MR. DAWSON: Well, I think the detriment is that they 
wou have to t longer for the kind of competition that we all 
want to see: complete open and free competition nationwide. It 
would take ssure off action at the federal level. 
ASSEMBLY1•1AN CONNELLY: ~vhat do you think the likely time 
frame is for action at the federal level? 
MR. DAWSON: We 1 I think that time frame is honestly 
much shorter than we reason to believe. 
ASSEMBLYl~N CONNELLY: Could you quanti that? 
MR. DAWSON: I believe that we will have a serious pro-
po al in this regard within the next several years. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN CONNELLY: I have a question about that area 
a second; but just in terms of the individual consumers are 
they going to have less service? Are the rates going to be 
higher? 
MR. DAWSON: I don't think it's going to make very 
difference either way. 
ASSEMBLY.HAN CONNELLY: Okay. Now, focusing on the se -
ond part: the banking ins tution, California banks, the folks 
you represent. What specific harm accrues to them in the short 
term if this bill's adopted? 
MR. DAWSON: In the short t~::rm, I don't think there's an 
enormous harm that accrues to us either. I think Citibank s 
come in as Citibank Savings, and life has gone on; and it was 
kind of a yawn, and nobody really cares. But, if we're talking 
about something being reciprocal, then we ought to ensure that 
really is reciprocal; and we understand what's in it for Citibank 
and Chase and those people. And we're prepared to fight with 
them, shoulder-to-shoulder, to accomplish that at the federa1 
level. What's in it. for us, to be given the opportunity to go to 
a place that we don't want to go? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CONNELLY: I understand. They're getting a 
plum and you're not. 
MR. DAWSON: Absolutely. 
ASSEMBLY!JI..AN CONNELLY: I under there's net gain 
that they have that you don't have; and Mr. Papan, I think, was 
touching on this question at the last hearing -- what harm? Are 
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hear that around the country. As other people talk about compe-
tition and financial services around the United States, people 
routinely point to California and say, that is the point of maxi-
mum competition and best service to the public today in the whole 
country. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Dawson, you said that you have, 
over the last two years, actively supported interstate banking. 
Could you provide this committee with any information about what 
effort has been put forth 
MR. DAWSON: I'd be happy to do that, Mr. Chairman. We, 
at the California Bankers' Association, make one major visitation 
a year to Washington; we make a series of smaller visitations to 
vlashington; and we have an ongoing program of contact with our 
California Delegation. We use those opportunities to raise the 
issue of interstate banking. We use those opportunities to se 
the issues of the need for expanded powers to our industry. We 
use those occasions to talk about all the other things that we 
think need to occur for the benefit of this society of ours. 
That's the way we're going about it. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay, then, am I to understand that Mr. 
Cook is going to furnish us with letters of memorandum and the 
kind of effort that the California Bankers' Association has made 
to encourage interstate banking? 
MR. DAWSON: I'm not sure, Mr. Chairman, that it's going 
to be easy to produce something like that, because these are 
coitversations we have and we don't produce transcripts of them, 
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CHAIB.MAN PAPAN: s, 
act Let me a a s I if 
Connelly and I'm to 
I teO the lers f s 
to come ? 
MR. DAWSON 11, I gue I 
a : Is catas 
Is a ? No 
In I wou 
le of Californ if we rej 
ef s to so lern at the 
that wou in s of c of 
ours. 
Is we 
have a here 
there is a f I wou 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
this 
1 I ve 1 
0 that threat. 
MR Yes 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 
remarks, a result. 1 
not sufficient legislation or regulation to, do something about 
Sears and Merrill Lynch and Prudential and all of these people 
coming into banking. Isn't that a greater threat than bringing 
in regulated banks to compete at the marketplace 
MR. DAWSON: I think, Mr. Chairman, that i asked me 
whether I prefer to have geographic deregulation or product 
deregulation, I greatly prefer to have product deregu If 
we asked our friends from Citibank and Chase that same question, 
I'm very confident they would also greatly prefer to have the 
product deregulation. It is yery much more important than the 
creation of interstate banking opportunities. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: And my 1 remarks indi 
the concern I have is the lack of communication and lack f 
effort at resolving this great interest in the free marketplace 
and competition by the industry, rather than corning to us so 
divided. 
MR. DAWSON: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask you this, if I ght, sir: 
How is the competition from, say Citibank and Chase and any 
other gian·t different from Bank of America competing with Secu 
ty Pacific and Wells Fargo and Crocker, which it is my under-
standing is owned by foreign investors? How is that different? 
lvlR. DAWSON: I don't think there are differences, and 
we're competing with them today on the lending side in the State 
of California. We're compet with them today on the retail 
side in the State of California. We're competing with them in a 
great variety of ways. 
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? 
MR. DAWSON: t 
CHAIJ:Uf.Jl..N PAPAN: So the 
MR. DAWSON: 
"" l .L 
who wants come our 
are we to come 
CHAIR1fl1AN PAP AN: 
.Ame ica as we ? 
I>1R. DAWSON: I 'm the 
a 1 As 
t , and while we have 400 i one 
whether they 100 our 
wou not, that major banks s 
to speak next 1 can 
he'll reaf 1 . 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN 0 
you Are with 
MR. 
CHAIRJ..1AN f 
si we 't as I l 
MR. No, sir I'm 
he 
CHAIRf•lAN PAPAN: Okay, let me tell you some of the 
remarks that I made that concerned me about s bill that Mr. 
Connelly has. And a very general statement in 
opening remark I said that what I didn t want was some de 
banks coming into California. We have our share now, based 
their international operations. This morning's , I 
the Wall Street Journal covered it. So the argument that Mr. 
Connelly has reiterated was the that competition is going to 
hurt an industry that's already hurting of the kind of 
practices that they have engaged in outs e of the United States. 
I don't want to spread a regional liabil to California. 
You've done it all for yourselve 
ones have. Maybe it's great to talk 
well. At least the 
terms of competit 
maybe it is. But maybe the timing is off because you have 
the setting and ruined the marketplace for allowing this to 
happen. So I just wanted to reiterate to you so that you 
don't leave with the ss that 's all against you 
today. 
MR. DAWSON: No. I appreciate that, and I don't 1 
's all t 
CHAiill~N PAPAN: And the reason it's agains 
today is that they were waltz and waffling from testifying 
San sco. It may be that we recognize all of these things. 
But the overriding cons is not what the banks are going 
to do for the consumer --who's going to tap out their deposits 
or proceed to them -- I don't know if we are in a 
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strictly on the basis that Chase and Citibank have :arge 
international exposures. Our assoc does not agree. 
CHAIRMAN PAP~~: Mr. Dawson, could s 
What happens if those loans default? I've 
gentleman from Chase Bank who sat with me and tried to give 
me those assurances and we constant are see c And 
quite frankly, the last two or three 1 as a result o 
erosion of these laws that we've that served us well 
that the banks have allowed to because me tell 
I still respect power of the banki institutions of our 
country both here anci abroad. That to allow t to , or 
to a cloud to come over an Bank real 
estate syndication came into exist.ence, shou have been 
intolerable to everybody in the industry. 'l'hat was the 
beginning, in my view. I'm not convinced, sir, that are 
banks outside of this state or banks within state that can 
enjoy more compe at the bene of thee consumer, ch s 
the argument we're That.' s only one 
MR. DAWSON: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I don't feds wou sc:>rve 
us well by ing ion. We have that example 
rlines. It may be fferent, but we've a lot of our 
s in trouble. 
MR. DAWSON: Well, there are di and simi i-
ties. I think that one thing 's apparent is that once you 
start regulating an industry, as you to deregulate it, 
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selves And it i a s that must a 
must occur in a rational 
CHAIRIV'.AN PAP AN: , I want to move 
ha comment. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT: Do you want to 
members? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes, I 11. Mr. 
joined us, and he is a coauthor on the bill, is my 
Are you not? 
ASSEivlBLYWOMAN WRIGHT: Yes, he is; princ 
CHAIRI-1AN PAPAN: And Mr. Ca 
the He is a coauthor on 11. 
ASSEMBLYWOMJ:.N WRIGHT: I'd like 
1 because a all, I have 
as some of the other members 
on 
We ta about the 
l. What is bas bottom 1 
legislat has not been pa sed at level 








level, if are concerns 
've mentioned, Iowa or 
states 
se areas. They 
won t go in is 
lem 's a at nat 1 1 
this f lilt ? 
MR. DAWSON: Well, reason se<:'mls Lo suggest that the 
legislation we currently have is to a 
good reason why people should 
so rational. 
opposed to ng that: seems 
I think part of the objection is that 
protected situation in some of those states 
that the stance is just p 
stance. And that happens all 
that. I think that's part of 
and. simp an 





Part of the problem is that our regulators at 
al level are not full of enthusiasm for s undertaking. 
had 
n 
Part of the problem is that there's no real 
constituency to support such a legislative effort; that if 
something that impacts a small number of people, not so 
tant, not a big deal, not the object of a major effort w a ot 
of grassroots activity, it just seems very hard to get something 
going. There's a terrib 
start the process. 
inertia that confronts when 
I wish I had a better answer to give you. I wish I 
could explain to you why it made sense that it had taken this 
long to mount a serious effort this area. I just can't tell 
you any more than that. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT; have to admit that in 
through this -- and my mind ter on down the line 
but right now, I don't see s as an issue of whether we're 
going to be competitive in the marketplace, and looking at 
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banks as a financial bus ss enterprise, I t see as a 
scussion of competitiveness marketp I see as an 
issue is being led ' if we're going to it 
on a state-by-state basis; and that ld at 
federal level, and all pressure should be Anymore 
than we do legislation, hopefu , at state 1, 
that cannot be handled a city or a , but 
served by the total state taking a part in it. And I ss 
that's where I'm at at s particular point. And nothing I've 
heard so far or anything I've 
from that position. 
has been able to 
MR. DAWSON: I think you're dead 
me 
CHAIR1'1AN PAPAN: Oh, absolutely. And she' 11 probably 
vote against the bill. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: Probably because of the first line 
on the 11. 
1'4R. DAWSON : Mr • 1 WOU 
I·ir. Gray to make his comments is 
harbor Bank in Long , which is one of 
our state. He's been 
matters a 
CHAIFMAN PAPAN: Mr. 
MR. JAMES H. GF.AY: Mr. 
Ca 
, go 
, my name is Jim Gray, and I am 
ible Government 
a 





s of the 
current of 
I'm also a Bankers 1 Re 
member f the CBA of s and our s 
8 -
cominittee. I'm also President of Harbor Bank, Long Beach. 
Harbor Bank is an independent licensed by State of 
California, and we had $67+ million in assets and $6.3 l 
capit as of September 30th. 
UNIDENTIFIED: How long have you been in business? 
MR. GRAY: About 9-1/2 years. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes. I'm in a bank 
existence two years and we're at $30 million. 
we've 
MR. GRAY: That's very good. We were too. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay. In two ? 
MR. GRAY: About two and a half s 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: That's good. 
MR. GRAY: And then I took over. 
(Laughter} 
in 
ASSEMBLYI.!!AN CHARLES CALDERON: Have you gone publ ? 
MR. GRAY: It's a pleasure to be with you today. Let me 
say at outset that if the Legislature ses AB 2094 and the 
Governor signs it, Harbor Bank has made a firm decision not to 
expand into the State of New York. (Laughter) 
Frankly, in a marketing vein, as has been stated in 
earlier hearings on similar islation, I wouldn't trade two 
blocks of downtown Long Beach for all of Manhattan, because I 
think I know and like the Long Beach market better. Now, wi 
real estate powers, that might change a little bit. 
The Independent Bankers position on AB 2094 and inter-
state -- and that's a question that I'm sure comes up 
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1 1 ~1J. • and members, we are to 
this proposal because the s have not borne the burden of 
proving to you that s to s state and 
, at 
I might add --
Mr. Farnsworth of Citicorp following statement: 
"Today's ground rules provide, essence that an out-of-state 
may truck funds volumes into s state to lend 
to its corporate and individual citizens; but must not te 
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for ts within the state to he 
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only issue." own to 
capital-de state Cali benef 
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proponents 't answer que 
""'' <AlL im hearing on Mr. Berman' sure 
haven't answered in 1983. 
I' be glad to answer any que 
start with an answer to a question 
relates to independent community 
is the downside? What is some downs 
Most of the banks in California are 
Mr. Papan's been a director, I 
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r the most 
are the small independent banks that are trying to meet their 
con~unity needs. Because you have to have a spread, make a 
profit, to pay the dividends to your shareholders. I think there 
is a definite downside, short term risk there. Long term, to an 
independent bank, it probably doesn't make any difference whether 
it's Citicorp or Bank of America or Crocker or Merrill Lynch, if 
you do your job right. But I think there is some short term 
downside. And that's why, if it were done on a national basis 
and everybody was dealing with the same rules, I think it would 
be a far better overall effect, particularly in view of the 
deregulation that has come down the pike in the last couple of 
years. 
I'd be glad to answer any questions. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: I don't understand, from your 
standpoint -- if one accepts what you've just said -- why it 
makes any difference to you whether it comes through Mr. Floyd's 
reciprocal legislation or through federal legislation. If these 
other banks from other states come in and they start competing 
with the community banks and it has that effect, isn't it going 
to have that effect if they come in? 
MR. GRAY: I think that if you take a longer view of the 
result of national legislation relative to an overall 50-state 
approach, that the independent community banks will be better 
equipped, if you will, both from a personnel standpoint --
because I think anybody that's involved in banking in California 
recognizes that with the number of savings and loans and banks 
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that have been started in California, there is a very thin l 
of middle and senior management available. or 
from other areas, other territories within the , would 
tend to skim a lot of that very ef , or even 
effective. I think there'd be a very 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: But from what you've to us, 
they're going to do that if they come in under 
MR. GRAY: I'rr1 suggesting that if you talk about the 
federal legislation, they're going to be on pretty 
nationwide basis: and particularly in view of the 
a 
that are coming down the pike, that you will see a timeline that 
for the healthiness of the community and independent a 
three-year, five-year -- and I'm intrigued with the five-year 
due-date concept. I think the healthiness of the banking indus-
try per se is one thing. And you know, we don 1 t have any foreign 
loans; we have enough trouble with our local loans, much less the 
foreign loans. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: What wou take 
Manhattan/Citicorp for your bank? 
MR. GRAY: Well, as a matter of fact, that's a very good 
question, Mr. Papan s was not a setup, 
just entertained a tender of , where our 
are going to make a real good return on 
investment. 





MR. GRAY: No, from another group of local citizens that 
want to keep it local. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: As near as I can tell from 
you're saying, the only conceivable dif 
conununity bank in terms of how the out-o 
I can see to thC' 
e banks co!";e 
here is that somehow, perhaps if there's 1 s 
their attention will be dispersed throughout the nation rather 
than concentrating on California. But o course actually that 
means that they'll go to several areas. They'll go to Texa , 
Florida, California, maybe Boston that's about it. I mean, the 
areas that they think they're going to do uell in. 
MR. GRAY: Well, I think 's no question about 
but that also is going to take a period of time to get 
the Federal Legislature. And I think, if you are aware at ali of 
what banks have been going through -- and again, I'm talking 
about the community, the small bank is having to react to the 
deregulation without the resources -- albeit our capital may be a 
much higher percentage -- without the resources to JUSt buy this 
done. And we have to have some time if we're going to be vital, 
strong as community banks, I think it's tally important, and I 
think it's worked well for people of California, because 
there are an awful lot of community banks that serve their 
communities where a Chase Manhattan 1 in all deference, or a 
Citicorp, in all deference, or a Bank of Anterica, will not serve 
that same communi 
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MR. GRAY: That's hard to say, you know, t's subjec-
tive. I suspect, realistic<:d. , if yuu look t thr~ total amount~ 
of deposits, and you brought in 10 more bank::; size or sub~ 
stance, that would not a great increasE~ in tot:al number 
of deposits, it would just be spread around differen 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTEH: You havtc been, of r , com-
petjng -- and at least to the satisfaction of most small bank 
stockholders -- pretty well, for the last period of time, and 
\·lith a number of other rather big banks, haven't you? 
MR. GRAY: I think we've got prett.y happy s . 
ASSEMBLYI'-'!AH NcALISTER: In fact, the small bank s 
holders probably have done ter than the big bank s 
over the past decade. 
MR. GRAY: Well, I think that's a ralizat 
that are in some that folded probab \vouldn' t agree \vi you. 
(Laughter) 
ASSEMBLYMAN M.cALIS'I'ER: No, but there are some r 
big banks that have had some difficult too On ' J 
suspect that the stock of the small banks has gone up more than 
the b1g banks over the past 10 years. 
MR. GI<l\.Y: Probably up 'til about two years 
ASSEMBLYivJAN Mcb.LISTEH: Aren't you unccnfortablP sort of 
posing somebody's ricrht to come in and compete with you? 
HR. GRAY: No, not at all. Not at all. Lt:::t me try t< 
explain. 
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wlry a lot of the small banks, quite candidly, were : to 
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~:tart some to sell out. I there are se 
banks th t would love to see :::-state come 
i b~ New York or p else, so sell out, 
l at a But I don't see that lat t 
vlC;uld seem to me that if you look novJ 
there's in Ca fornia that wou not 
a relat the 11, fact 
enact state bank isl s s, 
f , s~ven ears I can't te l I to ss 
-I say three to ars. But 1 have a s of states 
thcc_t have fferent t ngs f 
req di things ffen;nt 
l' l to he much more fficult to asse nationa 
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state bank act real ll al the ente ise 
to totally 
ASSEMBLYHAN McALISTER: t\fel , ld we federa 
ins of the present craz rn of rec 1 s 
with regard IS s 
co sts, s, construct f rrns? 
could go on ad in tum. 
MR. GRAY ll, I would t to you if a 
pos step. But I think we're rea ta is 
is in it for peop State cf Ca 
are 
enacted, is they can deposits. It beE:m talked 
re are those to go? Are they inve 
? re here not: cause 
i sts a t. 
And if t aren't making a profit now, wou 't be st-
in it. If they want to depos 't 
submit to you that there's that will suggest t 
s are to stay 
ASSEMBLYJVAN .McALIS'l'EF: are some Cali 
put some of money outs of state. 
l'lii<.. GRAY : isn t bil 's be you. 
A.SSEMBLYNAN McALIS'l'ER No, 's a that m 
av1are of. are , federal state, 
money out-of-state activities, even foreign act 
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:t-_\R. GRAY: Absolutely. I'm sure that's true. 
ASSEI•IBLYMAN McALISTER: And they're not going to be he1:e 
apologizing for that, or tel ing us that they -- well some of 
thE::m ntil}' wish they hadn't now, but I mean, t.hey say they made a 
val business judgement and that's part of the free enterprise 
system. 
MR. GRAY: I have some of the same problems with a cou-
ple of loans I made in Orange County, but I can't -- you know, I 
don't consider that a foreign loan, but I may start. 
CHAIRI.viAN PAPAN: Mr. I,eonard has a stion of ~.r. Gray. 
MR. DAWSON: I beg your pardon. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILLIAM LEONARD: Maybe to either one of 
you, Mr. Gray or Mr. Dawson. As I hear your argument now, and 
maybe I just didn't understand it that well before, I hear you 
saying that we are in general agreement that the goal of inter-
state banking is a worthwhile goal of pursuing; or if not that, 
it's going to happen sooner or later, and our disagreement 
is is on, not the philosophy of interstate banking, but the 
strategy of how to make it come in the proper manner. 
MR. DAWSON: That' exactly right. 
ASSEHBLY~JP,_N LEONARD: And you seem to be saying that 
this bill, it it were enacted on a single-state basis would 
retard or do damage to the movement towards interstate banking. 
~lH. DAWSON: Yes. 
ASSElvJ.BLYNAN LEONARD: I obviously have some trouble with 
that argument, but as I understand the f 1 situation, that 
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while there's a lot of talk, 's ta s 
Bank Holding Act was enacted the 20' , and t hasn't 
ed beyond that a whole of reasons. I we' 
only talking about I 
about than it appears from the si of 
to date. Am I assess 
NR. DAWSON: No, I think on 
I think that are a 
I think \ve have to serious questions 
the bill do positive people of Cali 
the that resu ? lmd I 
here this morning that we 't think will do 
significant for the people of California; and 
downside risk. We don't know what is, and 






though -- and I don't want to pass off that downs too 
lightly, because it's conceivable that there could some 
downside risk. And would you a chance on any downs risk 
unless you could see some real ups potential? 
I think that at l level the thing is mov a 
faster than one would have s months or t\ve 
months ago. I think that we are now to see con-
cede, s, that is where we must come out. It's a question of 
can we orchestrate it to ? How can we 
some meaningful coustituenc s behind it so that it has 
of more than just a fu f peopl8 s count 
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ASSEli..BLYMAN LEONA.RD: But isn't that -- I guess it's 
back to my support of Mr. Floyd's introducing this bill. Isn't 
that because California has had a legislator introduce the 11? 
Washington State has passed a law to make it possible for a bank 
acquisition. 
MR. DAWSON: I don't think so. 
Ji.SSEMBLY¥1AN LEONARD: There's a regionalized New England 
movement that's growing. 
MR. DAWSON: I would disagree with that. 
ASSEHBLYMAN LEONARD: You don't think that's helped drag 
the Federal Congress into addressing this issue? 
MR. DAWSON: I would take exactly the opposite of that 
argument. I would think to the extent that enough of these 
things kind of popped up that took some of the heat off that 
there is not as much :momentum for change as there would be in the 
absence of these kinds of piecemeal solutions. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD: I guess we'll have to compare 
culendars when Mr. Floyd introduced the bill. I didn't see any 
movement at all. I think the r might show otherwise. 
ASSEMBLYIW.N FLOYD: Nor is there any federal movement at 
thls point. They have no author 
ASSEM.BLYMAN FLOYD: There is no legislation introduced 
ASSEt•lBLYf.tJ.AN FLOYD: They have never discussed it \vi th 
the Ca Delegation in Congress apparently ..• 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: to the extent of ing 
bill, although they've gone back and 
nia Delegation annually; but, you 
CHAIHMAN PAPAN: You know 
dinner \Ali th t Ca tor-
it's like, Hr. F 
ASSEHBLYI"lAN FLOYD: ..• It's just not happening, 
That's it. 
CHAI:RMAN PAPAN: There's been an effort made, and I 
think the statement by Mr. Dawson initially indicates to me nd 
you weren't here, Mr. Leonard, that it's a more 
complicated but he strongly embraces the idea of do it on 
national sis because of what he feels: a piecemeal 
wou not serve as well. 
ASSEMBLYiv1AJ:.i FLOYD: And because it will never h 
CHAIR!vlAN PAPAN: And he would support 
MR. DAWSON: And just as an example or that, if 
and Chase California Bankers' Association, instead of 
spending cur time this morning scussing this , were 
all of us Washington working on people 
we'd moving things forward a way that we're not 
we're here talking about a piecemeal solution to the bill. 
ASSEl-1BLYNAN McALIS'I'ER: I'd like to ask a quest Do 
either of our United States Senators from Cali 
tion on this issue we know of? 
MR. DAWSON: I can't quote e 
s, to tell you the truth. 
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one of their 
a i-
i 
A.SSEMBLYHAN McALISTEH: Senator Cranston is reputed to 
be a person interested in banking legislation and the banking 
industry. Has he ever taken a stand on this? 
NR. DAWSON: We have had a series of discussions vli th 
Senator Cranston; that Senator Cranston understands the issues 
very well. Conceptually, I think he's in agreement that 
desired outcome is national legislation on this issue; that he 
also senses as Senator Garn senses, as others sense, that right 
now is probably not the time to do it. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: ·what would be the impact if Californic, 
did it? 
~.;R. DAWSON: If we did what? 
CBI.IRMAN PAP AN: Proceed with 
MR. DAWSON: Reciprocal? 
CHAIRl"iAN PAP AN: Yes. Piecemeal approach. 
MR. DAWSON: I believe it would diminish the pressure 
for action at the federal level. 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: Okay. Hr:. Freemar1, now, if I could get 
to you; and thank you, Mr. Dawson. Stay here, because we're 
go to have an exchange later, like a seminar, so that it can 
be give and take; because we structure it so much we don't get 
the ll benefit. I'd like to see, Mr. Dawson and you are 
ve competent in that area a challenge, if you want to call 
it that, of the two New York bank representatives. And let's 
have an exchange that heats up sufficiently so that we learn. 
MR. DAvJSON: I 1 d be delighted. 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go ahead. 
MR. RUSSELL A. FREEMAN: I vmuld like to address a fev.r 
technical matters 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: How long are they? 'l'his is something 
entirely different. And you went to Syracuse and you have a way 
of wearing me down. 
(Laughter) 
MR. FREE~IAN: That's not kind, Nr. Chairman. You want 
to see the bullet holes? You always win. 
CHA.IFMAN PAP AN: No, I did vlin and then I learned to 





ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT: Oh, now let's not get into that! 
CHAIRJ.1".AN PAPAN: vJell, we get into it. We've got to be 
:MR. E'REEMAN: I'm glad \ve got your attention, Mr. Chair-
CHAIRNAN PAPAN: You dicl get my atb:mtion, so p 
MR. FREEl"lAN: All right. There was a question raiEed, I 
believe -- and I'm not quite sure which assemblyman it was -- at 
the last hearing, concerning possib constitutional problems 
with P.13 2094, particularly as it relates to SEC. 3751. Now, I'm 
interested to hear this morning that -- and I think as Senator 
Leonard pointed out -- what is really separating us here is not 
an awful lot. This whole presentation, and what struck me about 
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the sl&nt of our brethren from New York was, to quite st, 
I doi,'t think a legitimate interpretation of where the California 
banks are on the interstate banking issue and our position on 
competition. And this is, I think, overriding some c exami-
nation of some of the technical aspects of the bill that have 
problems, and I think probably are indicative of the lems 
that one gets into in trying to solve this issue on the state 
basjs -- state-by~state basis-- rather than a uni 
at the federal level. 
solut 
But the problem, of course, is created by SEC. 3751, 
which in effect says: California is not going to permit all banks 
to come into the State of California. Those that they will let 
come in will be those from other states that have enacted 
legislation that permits some activity by California banks in 
that other state. And their California banks activities will be 
limited to the extent California banks are limited in that 
foreign jurisdiction. Now I suppose s is an attempt to try 
and describe, or mirror, kind of feet reciprocity, but 1 
submit to you, 1 think it has some problems. And I think has 
some very serious public policy problems for the State ot 
California. 
CHAIR!'lAN PAPAN: I'm seeking counsel from Mr. McAlister 
on statement, because your legal interferes my 
fully understanding what you've been saying. Go ahead. 
MR. FREEI>1AN: Well, to be very cone i se , Lou, I wou ldn ' t 
have been admitted to the Bar the rst place. 
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Let me see. So we understand how this ~-- 51 t u.:S 1 opera es. 
C:Hl!..IR!JillN PAP AN: Yes. 
l'R. FREEMAN: It says that California, in effect, l 
t. out-of-state bank holding companies to acquire Cali a 
banks provided that the law of that other st.z1te permits Cali for-
banks to acquire the local banks. 
CHAIIUJ.J\N PAPA.N: Okay. Go. 
MR. FREEIA...AN: Secondly, the activity of that Californi 
bank will be limited in accordance with the laws of the other 
state. Let me give you an example. 
New York: New York says that out-of-state bank 
s are permitted intc New York on a reciprocal basis, but 
they restrict the branching activities in New York and the owner-
ship in New York. 
CHlURMAN PAP AN: How are you going to enforce it? Is 
that it? 
MR. FREE~...AN: Well, part of it, how are you going to 
enforce it. First of all, it raises this question of 
constitutionality that was raised at the other hearing, and I 
thought I would like to just address that a little bit. But 
secondly, I think it raises a very interesting ... 
CHA.IRJVIl\N PAPAN: We ~ve reviewed the issue of constitu-
t lity, so that I can look to Mr. McAlister to respond. 
I4R. FREBJViAN: Constitutionality? Yes, as you know, 
constitutionality is a very almost amorphous concept to apply 
ss you have specific cases that interpret I think 
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t s an obv s that. be 
of of v 
bank a state s ts 
me.n~ s state restri 
Cali a banks in that stat 
t power authority o State of Ca 
the act of this state. I 
area, probably the court would cone 
cons itutional. But one cannot give a 
is a l n 
cut right now, which is challenging the New 
is As you , the ~ew England states 
setts, Connecticut, and Rhode Is 
on a regional reciprocal, which 
tted to acquire across t.ate 1 
A in Connect 
to chal con 
const oi v 




ct cut ca 
] on rec 
Un the 
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than the U.S. congressional process, and I don't know when we're 
going to find out the answer to that. But I th it is 
di icult to say that there are not constitutional prob 
I think what concerns me mo:r.·e than anything, h, .l 
a publ policy issue on this; because we in Californ a, adopt 
this provision with SEC. 3751 in it, are in effect y, 
New York, we're going to let you dictate what banks in Cal fornia 
can do. If Citicorp comes into California and acquires a bank, 
s provision says the Superintendent of Banks must restrict 
that bank's activities to cow~unities that are greater a. 
50,00 population. You take it to Delaware. Now De 
statute 
ha a 
CHAIRiflAN PAPAN: Can we stipulat.e that possibly it 
be defective in this area? 
MR. FREJ::NAN: Well, yes. 
CHAIRNAN PA.PAN: So where the hell are you go to 
this beyond that? 
MR. FREE.tclll.N: I want to -- I'd likE: to put thE~ 1 
question aside, because that's mushy. But I would like to 
ss the public policy aspects of it, as to whether it's Wl 
for California to Let the other 49 states dictate the 
activity that banks from those states will have in the State 
Ca fornia. 
CHAIRMAN PArli.N: That's a good point. 
of 
MR. FREE!VlAN: Now 1 Delaware, as we know, has a statute 




n Sta.b~ cf De 
liz 
le; and, can't do bus 
Now, Delaware ha 
into the State of De 
can a 
type thing. But 
CPJ;..:HJ.tlAN PAPl;ll 
J'v1R. FREEHAN: Now, under 
wants to come 
it .. 
Ca 
This says, all right, because Delaware is 
re ct , Dela\vare is to tell u 
because it's owned in De , can't 
Ca li1 banks; to a 
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JI.SSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: Mr. Chairman, I believe that there 
can be, with staff's help, an amendment to make sure that reci-
procity is reciprocity, and conditions upon which other stateE 
CHAIRNAN PAPAN: Okay. We'll stipulate that --why 
don't you ask, or send a letter to the consultant of the commit-
tee on possible steps ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: I just did. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay. Thanks very much. He just did. 
Go ahead, Mr. Leonard. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD: A question of Mr. l''reeman. The 
point you raised is excellent, but back to the issue that I 
raised. How does a national interstate banking bill treat that 
issue any differently? If the bill is written in a certain way, 
I think reciprocity would be thrown out the window. 
MR. FREEf.'.LAN: ':the federal government can preempt 1 
those local restrictions. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD: Actually, they can preempt the 
constitutionality question. 
MR. FREEMAN: A part of it is states cannot discriminate 
in the interstate commerce area, but the federal government can. 
The particular constitutional section at issue in the Connecticut 
situation is the provision in the federal constitution that says 
states can't enter into compacts bet\veen themselves without t_he 
approval of the federal government. Unfortunately, the federal 
constitution lets the federal government do every God damned 
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thing it wants, but it hinges so many of canst 
provisions •.. 
CHAIFJII!..AN PAPAN: We understand. 
HR. FREEJvYAN: on state action ; so 
eral government can do it. It also has the abil to bring 
level playing field nationally because can the 
restrictive state laws that exist states \vould 
not want to go along with the reciprocal-type proposal. 
ASSEMBLYfv1J,N LEONARD: And that's my int. Because of 
that, that common denominator may be one that's not acceptable to 
California based banks. I don't see how you 
of a better future under that. 
MR. FREEMAN: vlell, by repealing the federal laws that 
now restrict; and by bringing in federal legislation that would 
authorize banks to engage in a nationwide branching and 
That could be done at the federal level, and could 
and preempt any contradictory state 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Leonard, could I have Mr. ster 
tune in at this point, so you guys can a 1 le exchange 
here to keep -- Do you want to tune in on ? 
ASSEM.BLYMAN JllicALISTER: He hasn't anyt.hing that I 
disagree with. 'l'hese interstate commerce laws Congress do 
practically anything they want. At as courts have 
interpreted. 
ASSEMBLYJlllliN LEONARD: Yes my is what you 
haven't addressed is what the federal law say you're 
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holding up to be the goal that you're after. It might put in 
restrictions, national restrictions which are unacceptable to a 
California specific situatio11, either way, in terms of some bank 
coming into California and in terms of Californic::. banks trying to 
expand their operations in other states. And that's my point. I 
don't think you have a guarantee for the future •.• 
MR. F'RE:EMAN: That's a risk, obviously, the way th:ts 
evolves, and the trade-offs that may have to be made to get leg-
islation. I was really addressing the power and ability of the 
federal government to do this. Unfortunately, we don't have the 
ability as a state. 
CHAiffi.'l'.AN PAPAN: Is that the major point of your te 
mony? Is there something more I should hear? 
HR. FREEMAN: No, I just want to be sure \ve focus on the: 
public policy. 
CHAII~lAN PAPAN: I was going to cancel for a recess, but 
I'm not going to recess. I'm going to ask the others to come up 
here now, so that we can build an appetite for lunch. 
i\SSEMBLYJYJ.J\N FLOYD: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: respectfully request. Will you 
gentlemen stay here, please? Mr. Dawson and the rest of you. 
ASSH1BLYMAN FLOYD: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAI~~N PAPAN: Yes. 
PBSEMBLYJY.tAN FLOYD: A very brief conference input. Mr. 
K. Reed Harrison, who is a Califor11ia small bank, who is in favor 
of the bill, and who would just like to do that. 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go ahead, sir. 
MR. REED hARRISON: Okay, thank you. I'm Reed Harrison, 
IV:r. Chairman and membe~,s of the committee. I'm from westlake 
Village, California. I'm Chairman of the Board ot the 
Bank in Westlake Village. We're about $23-$24 million 
assets. We've been in business about two a~d a half 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: l:iey, that's a good record. 
llage 
total 
MR. HARRISON: Well, not quite as good as yours, s 
but we're getting there. As I hear the arguments going back and 
forth, at the end of what I have prepared here, I'd like to make 
a couple of off--the-cuff comments, so to speak, if I might. But. 
I'm testifying in favor of Assembly Bill 2094 for several 
rea~ons, and I'll state them briefly and then give a little more 
detail. 
F'irst of all, I feel as many of you do, that competition 
is good. I believe that allowing these out-of-state banking 
holding companies to come into California will provide additional 
services for independent banks in a correspondent banking area. 
I feel that independent community banks really compete in a 
different market from the larger banks. And I feel that allowing 
the out-of~-state bank holding companies into California will 
create an additional market, for California banks which have the 
unfortunate circumstance of getting into trouble and need to be 
bought out. 
Now, the larger banks entering the California banking 
market would make available a broader range of correspondent 
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banking services, hopefully, at lower cost; and provide existing 
and additional financial services at more competitive prices 
which would result i11 a wider range and better services to local 
customers. Examples might be letters of crecii t, loan 
~articipation, and wire transfer services. I have an interest in 
a business that it. took us about three weeks to get the funding 
from the letter of credit out of Bank of America, and I -.;.Jould 
hope maybe Chase could give us a little better service down 
road somewhere. 
I think that this will h~lp the local businesses iacili-
tate their trade -- enhance their trade -- in the Pacific Basin, 
which we've been talking about here today. 
I think that better correspondent banking servlces for 
the independent banks will improve the indt:pendent banks' posi --
tion in the market; enable the independent banks to ~nhance 
service tl1at they're providing to their present and, hopeiully, 
future customers. 
Allowing out-of-state bank holding companies to come 
into California would provide a broader market for the Californi 
banks which are debignated as the so-called "troubled banks." 
lmd I think what this would do for us is that many of these bar 
have strong customer relationships these local. banks --
they're entrenched in the local markets; but so~e of them have 
operating problems. And if they were able to make a marriage 
between themselves and these out-of-state banks, then it woula 
result in a stronger bank which would protect the interests of 
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the investors in the independent banks; would ect the consum-
ers; and hopefully, would provide a 0 
service to the consumers of these independent banks, ch would 
get together with the out-of-state bank holding s. 
There are a few California independent banks which have 
developed very specialized kinds of services whi sh 
to export to other states. I'm told that there is an independent 
bank \'Jhich deals vli th a lot of veterinarians and has loped 
computer programs for veterinarian-type of services. Well, this 
might be a type of service that could be exported to states 
and would enhance the viability and the strength of particu-
lar independent bank in question. 
HiEtorically, the California independent banks have been 
innovators. For that reaso11, I don't think it makes much 
difference to Village Bank whether we're competing with Bank of 
lnr,f~rica, or whether we're competing vJi th Chase. I don't thiiLk 
really makes much difference. We're going our customers 
from either one o£ them who are dissatisfied with the kind of 
services they're getting there; and hopefully, the improved 
services whiclJ they're receiving from l\1r. Gray or from ourselves. 
The Calitornia independent banks have led the way 
services. They've led the way in extended hours and Saturday 
banking. They've led the way in providing teller 
machines for their customers. And if you'll see now, the or 
bnnks are getting on the bandwagon. 
banks have p1ovoked t.hese types of 
Gray would agree with that. 
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If you ll, the independent 
s. And I Mr. 
MR. HARRISON: I don't think it matters which large bank 
the California independent bank is competing with. We serve a 
different market. We're going to get our clients from the large 
banks regardless of whether it's Ch<::tse or Bank of America. 
The opportunity here is similar to -- in a way, perhaps 
-- the car industry at the turn of the century. I'm sure that 
many of you will recall that at the turn of the century there was 
something like 300 car manufacturers in the United States. Well, 
we've had a recent report that says there's something like 15,000 
banks in the United States today. In the next few years, that's 
going to be cut in half to about 7,500. Well, it seems to me 
that one of the possibilities that is going to increase the life 
span of these independent banks is similar to the car industry. 
In the car industry, many of these manufacturers of the turn o 
the century became dealers. Well, I think the same opportmli ty 
exists here; that many of the independent banks can become 
vendors, if you will, of the services which are to be offered by 
the large banking combines. And these would be increased 
services that we don't provide now. I think that in short, the 
independent banks and their investors and the consumers of Ca 
fornia will benefit by the passage of Assembly Bill 2094. 
Thank you. If you have any questions, I'll be ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 'lhank you, Mr. Harrison. If you'd like 
to continue listening to the exchange; I'd like now to get into 
the e)~ change. Who wants to begin? Mr. Aspinwall from Chase. 
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1\SSEMBLYM.AN F'LOYD: Mr. Chairman, with your discretion, 
please. I do have a bank from the East we've not heard from, for 
a brief statement. Okay. Very good. Thank you. 
CJ:iAIID·ffiN PAP AN: Let's have the exchange and 's start 
w.i·th the visitors from out-of-state who want to join us in Ca 
fornia. Go ahead, sir. 
MR. ASPlNWALL: ~1r. Chairman, I'd like to make, very 
briefly, about 10 points, if you will. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I hope they are in unswer to 
MR. ASPINWALL: They arE:: all responsive to 
testimony. First, I wish to respond to Mr. Dawson's statements 
on various questions in his testimony. 
One, the New York banks opposed the enactment of the 
International Banking Act in 1978, because was the general 
vic\v that reregulation of interstate banking was contrary to the 
public interest; and that, fact, we were seeking to expand 
ability ut domestic banks to branch and locate in states in 
the manner which the foreign banks this country had been 
enjoying. In short, instead of reducing the latitude to the 
least degree of branching, we sought to increase to what the 
most liberal form of regulation entailed. In short, we were 
supportive of interstate banking '78; and the California bank-
ers were not. 
Second, Mr. Dawson asserts incorrectly, in my view, that 
state action would impede federal action on banking. 
The history of barking is rich with examples state action 
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has accelerated federal action. The Now Account development ill 
New England is a specific case whe.r·e a small number of forward·~ 
looking states led the way and the Congress followed. In short, 
the Congress has a strong tendency to follov1; and I should think 
that enactment of this legislation would be encouragement to 
Congress, a signal that forward-looking banks were moving in the 
direction of interstate bunking. 
Third. Mr. Dawson asserts that consumer choices today 
are sufficient in this state. It is impossible to know whether 
consumer choices are sufficient until they are put Jco the market 
test. And the fact that California has chartered 60 or 70 new 
banks is not sufficient evidence that competition here is 
sufficient, even if that concept is measurable. In short, we ~re 
Peeking to test the allegiance of users of service in Ca fornia 
to Hew alternatives. 
Four. Mr. Dawson doubts that new funds would be infused 
into California. Our view is that only by infusing new funds, 
only by a presence here as a iunds gatherer, can out-·of-states be 
successful in achieving consumt:r allegiance. In fact, under the 
status quo, there is no way to know where out-of-state gatherers 
of funds place their resources~ and as out-of-state entities are 
chartered and located here, this determination can be made more 
easily and more accurately. And as I said, an out-of-state enti-
ty seeking to succeed here must commit to do so, and we do. 
Five. Interstate banking already exists, according to 
kr. Dawson. We have pointed out that the deposit presence is not 
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here, and that mn consumers and other users of s 
packages which re on a trans 
v a£: t.he core. Until core can be sent, a true state 
of broad scale 1nters·tate ba is not 
Six. reurning t.o lv1r '~. On New York banks would 
benetit, according to Mr. Gray, from 2094. is a ster~ 
ous assertion. The consumers and users of l ser-
vices California would be the true benef i i 
are not, then new entrants will not 
Next. The burden of proof, to Mr 1 is on 
out-of-state entities to show benef s. of .(": l J.. 
on t market to show how bene s are asser-
tion to the extent that the burden of f i on out-of~state 
Fina , Mr. Chairman, a statement 
some response. And you said re would t if 
out-of-state banks were permitted here on acces to 
credit. I think that, too, as statements, res a 
test of the market. And aut-o state entrie , value to 
range of markets s state, \'VOU sure 
improve access to credit a range of sectors, inc 
nori ty SE;ctors. 
Thank you, sir. 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: All 1.~ , Mr. on sonal 
1 . • 
..~..ege, go, s1r. 
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MR. DAWSON: Well, I'd be happy to respond to those 
points. To take the first one, the International Banking Act, 
I'd be curious as to whether I'1r. Aspinwall would say today th<Jt 
he wishes that they had won their fight, and that ... 
MR. ASPINWALL: Yes, he would. 
MR. DAWSON: foreign banks had been permitted to ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go ahead. Tune right in. 
MR. DAWSON: And that foreign banJcs had been permitted 1 
over these five years, to continue to expand into adjoining 
states at their will. 
MR. ASPINWALL: Sir, the evidence is that the foreign 
banks saw this Act coming and were well positioned in all the 
states they wanted to be in. And these are the major states of 
this country with the kinds of business appealing to the appe-
tites of the foreign banks. This legislation dragged through the 
Congress for years. And anybody who wasn't where he wanted to be 
was asleep. 
MR. DAWSON: Well, I don't think that's true at all. I 
think if you look at the foreign banks and where they are repre-
sented, it is not true that all the major foreign banks in the 
world are in all the states they want to be. That's simply just 
not correct. The bill could have been enacted much more quickly 
if the Chase and the Citibank had not opposed the bill. We could 
have cut some of these things off. They cynically ur.derstood 
that the longer they could delay it, the stronger argument they 
would have that they ought to be permitted to do the same thing. 
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If I could submit, an ana may be 
to be<:,r 011 this particular support of 2094 the New banks 
instead of their support of 
fact, they can, under p 1 
states they want to be protected 
tion comes about. 




I wonder if I 
here? 
s ; 
, p out 
that national s 
ject a comment 
CHAIEMAN PAPAN: Go ahead, sir. Make sure you're on 
speaker. This is the kind of an we fit. 
ASSEMBLYr~lN FLOYD: I love it, huh? 
MR. FARNSWORTH: I think what I've been impressed wi·th 
rst of all, I think we're all state banking, and 
i'm happy to realize that. 
:;:: ·think the , for examp that , or 
Chase, for that matter, doesn't the 
as well is erroneous to begin th. 
1 
But I think 's s me more than lse 
c>s some people , is that we a fference in 
strategy. 
And I think, as I've li to my learned 
here get into the legalistic twists that's the best argument I 
could ssibly make that just simp never on a 
national basis. It's just not to three t.o 
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years, or any other time-frame. There are too many who have 
special interests reasons for it not happening. And l just think 
that it's a copout. 
I'm interested in the comment that· we cynically in New 
York held back supporting the new legislation and holding out for 
an open entree of the foreign banks because we thought that the 
longer we stayed in that position, the better off we'd be. It 
seems to me quite evident that that's the position of the local 
banks on this particular legislation. But they're going and 
arguing for national with the absolute assurance that it's not 
about to happen in the near time-frame. It's a copout. 
MR. NASSER GRAMIAN: My name is Nasser Gramian. I'm 
from the Marine Midland Bank. And I'd like to read our 
statement, and I think there are points in this statement that 
are very pertinent to a number of questions that are being raised 
today. With your permission, I'd like to do that. 
CHAIRr.'I..AN P.A,PAN: Is it lengthy? Can you zero in on the 
questions to date. 
MR. GHAMIAN: . .. Marine Midland has that s been 
ignored in this meeting here this morning. We are a maJor Net.; 
York bank, and we would like to make our statement. 
CHAI~..AN PAP AN: All due respect, sir, go. 
MR. GRN1IAN: Thank you. 
I'm Nasser Gramian, Vice President and Deputy General 
Manager of Marine Midland lnternational Bank, the Edge Act sub-
sidiary of Marine Midland Bank, Incorporated. I am based in our 
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Los Angeles office, ahd l'm pleased to have 
today to talk br fly about Assemblyman F 
state banking, AB 2094. 
Based on our experlence at 
s opportunity 
's bill on inter-
~hat if the bill becomes law, will strengthen 
, we be 
economic 
climate of California, upgrade the services already provided by 
many local banks, and increase the banking and financ 1 resourc-
es available to the citizens of this state, particular to those 
segments of the public, such as small and medium bus sses, for 
whom banking services are often a critical factor in achieving 
success. Ultimately, passage of ~he bill would also let Califor-
nia, as it has done with so many other issues, help set the stan-
dards, structure and limits of interstate banking nationwide. 
Since I want to tell you about our experience at Marine 
Midland, let me take a moment to describe the bank. We trace our 
roots t<J 1812; maintain dual headquarters in Buffalo and New York 
City; and pioneered. t.he concept of the bank ho company. 
Until recently, we were the only in New York whose franchise 
was statewide; and we still maintain the st retail banking 
network in the state. 
Yet even though Marine Mid is the nation's 16th 
la1gest bank holding company by assets assets of approximately 
$22 billion -- and the 13th largest bank depos , we cannot 
offer full--services commercial or retail in California 
under current law. Instead, the of s we here are 
rf:st:ricted to looking after some of the comrnerc 1 lending we 
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provide for California customers, to helping out our correspon-
dent banks here, and to international banking under the Edge Act. 
Ivl.uch of our busiHess in fornia, in tact, is t 
buttressing local banks already in business here. And we would 
expand that business if the law perrni tted. E'or example; throu<Jh 
our Los Angeles office, we have established relationE:hips with 
growing number of California banks too small to under.·take inter-
national business on their own. The net result is that the local 
California banks are able to help their own customers rna 
sizeable volume of interr:ational trade. 
Still, while our presence in California is small by 
reasons of the law 1 in our home st.ate it is very large. In 
in a 
tion to operating the state's largest retail bankinq network, vi<.: 
e<.re also the state's largest financer of autos, 2 s vrell as the 
largest agricultural lender in New York. New York is not 
agricultural giant California is, but it is a major farm state. 
For exa.mple, it ranks third nationally in dairy production, 
trailing only Wisconsin and California. 
tvlar ine Midland is also the largest SBA lender i11. the 
country. We make Small Business 1-.dministration loans mo~:e than 
any other bank in the United States, including Calitornia'r:; uvm 
Bank of America. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALIST'ER: (Inaudible) and why is it thrt 
lt we pass Mr. Floyd's bill you will be able to do more of this 
Hl California? 
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l,·:h. GRAlvllAN: i•!e believe t_hat we could -- with a pres-
e~ce over here, because of our expertise in t s area we 
would, yes, sir. 
ASSE.HBLYMi\N ~-'!cALIS'I'I:;R: Because you'd be taking 
depc<: s? 'fha t' s why you'd be able to rr,ake more s? 
MR. GRAHiAN: Because we would be able to get into the 
various com.Ittuni ties of California. Marine's 
New York with over 300 retail branches across the state, 
believe we could do a similar thing. I'm not saying we'd go 
after 300 branches here, but at least we would be able to, with 
cur experience, get into the smaller communities. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: You'd open more branches? 
MR. GRAMIAN: I couldn't swear it at this point, but I 
would say this is a likelihood, yes. 
! mention these categories because they are all areas 
where our expertise and experience can prove extremely benef ial 
to Californians; to California farmers, to small Ca fornia busi-
ne:~ssmen and worHen, and to Californians involved in the automobi 
industry. 
There is, however, another aspect of Marine Midland's 
experience w.bich I think is icularly important to examine in 
context of today 1 s hearing. l,nd that is cur partnership with 
the Hung Kong Bank. As you may know, Mar r1idland was the 
flrut major bank in this country to enter ir1to a partnership with 
a large foreign banking institution. Ironically, to join with us 
in New York, the Hong Fang Bank had to the years of 
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reputable service and strong market standing it had achieved in 
California. I mention this because I understand, in earlier 
hearings on this issue, one California banker said he woulJr1't 
trade a single block of Fresno for all oi ~l1e State of New York. 
Yet the Hong Kong Bank clearly traded in far more than that ior 
the opportunity to get into New York State. It traded in nearly 
everything it had built in California, and today maintairts on a 
couple of ancillary offices here. 
Nonetheless, at the time we entered into our arrangement 
w1th the Hong Kong Bank, our intention to do so sparked consider-
able criticism. Th~re was concern that capital would be sucked 
out of New York State, depriving it of much needed financial 
resources. That same concern is frequently raised vJi th regard b.:: 
interstate banking. Many Cali~ornians fear that out-of-state 
banks, especially large New York banks, will funnel their dollarf' 
off into New York. 
Meanwhile, as most of you know, less than two years 
aiter Marine Midland announced its intentions, Crocker Bank of 
California teamed up with Midland Bank of London in an arrance-
mf::mt frequently described as a "clone" of our pioneering effort . 
Since then, one after another of your banks has been acquired by 
a foreign institution. I do not know how closely you have moni-
tared the results of those arrangements in terms of their market 
impact on Ca fornlans. But I can tell you wl,<:l.t happened ir: 
terms of our own arrangements in New York. And I thi~k our 
rience is very applicable to the idea of interstate bankinq. 
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Some critics felt that after our deal with the Hong 
Ba11k, Narine would no longer be able, or 'Vlilling, t.o serve s 
tracli tional customers. Those concerns have turned out to be 
rely ill-founded. In New York State, for le, s 1979 
CHAiru1AN lJAPAN: vh th due respect I 1 d like tc; have a 
copy of your statement atter you have gone through it, I'd 
lil:c; t:o get into the exchange. 
~1H. GRA11Il1 . N: Yes, we h<xve plenty o copies 
for you. 
CHAIRMAN Pf\_PAN: Why dcesn' t somebody -- do 
t.herr, htc·re now? 
MR. Gl~ilAN: Yes, right h(::!re. 
lable 
have 
CHAIR!vi.l\H PAPAN: Would you distribute those, please? 
'.rlwr: we can follow you and go a little further with 
Gc ahead, sir. I interrupted you. Where are you? 
MR. GRAHIP.N: Okay, page four, 
Since 197 , Marine's extension of c it to various 
levels of gov~o::1:.nment in the public sector has rif;en from $42 
million to nearly $900 million. 
Despite the recent recession, our consumer loans 
outstanding also increased by a healthy 76%. They now stand at 
more than $:'.4 billion. 
Our lendinc; to middle market companies has grown signif-
icantl:{. 
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Drawing upon the Hong Kong Bank's own market sence 
and expertise, we have also increased ou= volume of trade 
service~; and financing with the Asian markets; markets that <.Let• 
not only the world's fastest growing, but also vitally important 
to California's own economic well-being. 
CHAIID!..AN PAP.AN: And you're only interested if you can 
tap out some of the dE:posits in this state. Is that it'.:' 
MR. G:RAMIAN: No, we're right now getting involved :.n 
many of these areas through our Edge office. v.Je 're involved in 
the trade finance area. We're already bringing a nurnbf~:r of our 
expertise in the international area. Yes, sir. 
CHAIR]IT..AN Pl\PAN: So there is -- you wculd be l;;Jillir..g to 
do more of this in the event you were allowed to come into 
California as a fully ranked 
MR. GRAl:HAN: We, for instance, in the SBA are2, until 
very recently -- and I've just been inforn~d oi this ve_ 
recently -- Edge Act offices were not allowed to do bus ss in 
other states in the SBA area. They were not allowed to uo SBA 
lending out of their state. This has now been changed. And we 
are going to look very closely into small business loans 
the State of California. I don't see why we shouldn't do it. 
And I think many areas in the area of competition, specifical 
in the SBA u.rea, California banks have not, I would suggest, not 
been as lpful as they should be. So this is an area of 
competition that we would definitely bring in. When you take ~ 
bdnk the size of the Bank of America, with a $130 billion of 
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assets, lagging behind us, with $~~ bil ion of assets 
area, then there are a 
Mr. Chairman, 
of cue that 
we ve 
cru:~~ of matter. You have s of my statement and 
I ca b~rminate. But I think I made my 
off? 
man. 
CP:l\lHMAN PAP AN: Who's g 
M.R. Dl'~WSON: Let me try and 
If we were making the a.:cgument 
that action that was going to have 
to pick 
se it s 





chance, but some chance 
sumers of California, that, ult 
oi some for the con--
ly, that vwuld to 
open this state without any reciprocal requirement whatsoever to 
anybody who wanted to corrte into state to the busi-· 
ness. The that tha·t not been 
a reciprocal approach has been a 
acknow s re is a b o tr 
stake here. It's the same in interna one 
a theoretical argument that if we took down all of our 
iers, all oi our tariffs, 
importation of goods to 
that cur 
s 
prices to the consumer of this 
term in.pact of 
'I'hat l L' not our po Our 
vJe want tc 
tJ1em to do , we_: 
with people ensure 






r le and our 
• 
companies. If we accept that analogy, then I guess my point is, 
a~: J raade it earlier, that thi::; is not a reciprocal piece of 
legislation. 
If your approach was, we're going to opAn our borders. 
Anybody from any state who wants to come in is welcome to coree 
ln. There is a theoretical argument to support that. One that I 
would not agree with; but there is a theoretical argument. But 
once we've tied a reciprocal requirement to 1t, then it seems to 
me important that we ensure that it is reallv reciprocal. 
--"""""-
And I would like to ask our friends f~om New York what 
they see that's reciprocal about this arrangement between Ne\v 
York and California. 
ASSENBI,YMAN Mc/.;.::..lSTER: before they answer that, thou 
please don't assume that we're all joining this protectionist 
brigade in international trade. You're not winnin0 votes with 
that argument. Not with me. 
M.R. DAWSON: Well, sir, I'm not talking about J:.>rotec-
tionism. 1 1 m talking about the fact that we have ... 
ASSEMBLYHAJ;,; McALIS'fER: 'I'he so-called 11 fair trade" 
~1R. DAWSO~l: r'air trade, that we are not going to let 
people sell into our country unless we get something on the other 
side that we think offsets the advantage we give them. 
ASSENBLYFA.AN 1,1cALISTER: r.r'he euphemism that folk~: like 
the steel industry like to use to justify protectionism -- f 
trade. 
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NF.. DAWSON: No, I'm not usi.ng any of I'm on 
saying that I don't-- maybe I'm wrong ... 
P..SSE.I•lBLYJVtAN McALIS'l'ER: It's not a good 
MR. DAWSON: .•. but I'd be surpri if 0 
gt:r.tlemen would want to advocate that of vJhat 
to our exporters at the other side, that re would 
iments put in anyone's path on coming into s 
1"'.SSENBLY!V'lAN McALISTER: I think that most of our 
ers would be happy to -- they think that ionism only stim-
ulates protection1sm and makes it more diit to 
expurt. 
MR. DAHSON: I don't think that's true. 
ASSEMBLYJV;J>_K McALIS'l'ER: The exportc~rs who take ·that 
attitude are the ones that are losing out on exports anyway, and 
then arc losing to imports and then they start taking that view. 
Dou't try to speak for exporters. I'm surprised a r would 
toke that view. 
HR. DAWSON: Well, we have a lot of customers are 
8xporters and I can tell you that our exporters very strenuous 
that for those countries that do not our to come 
into their countries, that we ought to retaliate. 
ASSEt-mLY1>flAN McALIS'l·E::R: You 't read Wall Street 
;rournctl articles that say thcd: 1 s tne reason why we thl.::! b st 
reason \·!e \•lent into the aepression. 
MR. DAWSON: Well, with re I di h 
posi 
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ASSEMBLYMAN !-1cALISTER: l just think -- you're not win-
ning votes with me on a protectionist argument, I'll tell you 
that. 
MR. DAWSON: I'm arguing a protectionist argument. I am 
arguing that ... 
ASSEMBLYI-1AN McALISTER: You're a:rguing a euphemism. 
MR. DAWSON: we need to negotiate. We need to 
tiate sensibly and ensure that what we give up we get something 
for. 
And I think my question is still the same, Mr. Chairman, 
that if someone from New York would like to argue that there is 
genuine reciprocity in this proposal, then I'd love to hear it. 
CHAIRMAN PAI?AN: Go a.head, New York. Let's hear it. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: I'm frankly trying to understand why 
there isn't a genuine reciprocity. I think one thing that 
Ci ticorp and Ci·tibank have insisted on years and years and 
years, their stand on free enterprise, on their stand that their 
willingness to take on competition anywhere in the worl<l -- Of 
course I come from a foreign environment. 
I 
I 1 Ve heard the same rhetoric that I've heard today, in 
half the foreign countries in the world. And J guess I 
(inaudible) trying to understand why it isn't reciprocal. We're 
not asking for anything here that we aren't granting ••• 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Talk into that a little bit, would you? 
Come forward, yes. 
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MFr.. FARNSWOR'l'H: I say we're not asking for anything 
that isn't granted them in New York. 
~l.R. DAWSON: I don't think that's really re to 
my question, Mr. Chairman, because for something to rec 
cal, it seems to me that our friends from NevJ York must demon-
strate that the financial institutions of California are to 
gain an advantage approximately equal to the advantage to be 
gained by the New York financial institutions who wish to come to 
Califor:Eia. 
MR. ASPINHALL: I vJill be happy to take you on on 
ASSEMBLYMAN Cl\LDERON: Mr. Chairman, before you move on 
any further. I think that's a very important -- this is a 
importunt debate here, because I think it clarifies that real 
the issue -- in a public forum -- the issue is competition 
between banks with a make-weight argument in terms of what bene-
fit will befall the public or the consumer. So I just want to 
make that observQtion. 
MR. ASPINWALL: It's not my impression he is talking 
about the public or the consumer; but it is my impression is 
talking about the benefits to California banks. 
MR. DAWSON: I have talked about both. And one must 
talk about Loth; but I t~hink that Assemblyman Calderon is essen-
ally dead right on his point. 
MR. ASPINV.JALL: Well, then you have a definition of 
reciprocity that js neither incorporated in the bill nor, so far 
us ! can tell, i~corporated in any of the discuss that 
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members of the committee have initiated so far. And that is, in 
the interstate banking arena, reciprocity is generally considered 
to be a latitude of opportunity that is equivalent for both in 
and out-of-state banks ••• 
lvlR. DAWSON: Even if there's no opportunity ..• 
MR. ASPINWALL: and we conceded here, in the discus-
sion a few minutes ago, that there ruay be some technical or lan-
guage proLlems with the bill as it now stands. But the 
reciprocity proposition conceptually does not, in my mind, offer 
to the banks in one state a form of compensation that will entail 
equivalence as among states. 
ASSE14l...BLYf11AN McALISTER: I think that their argument, o 
course, is that while it may be I think they concede it would 
be de jure reciprocity, but it's not de facto reciprocity, since 
they don't want to go to your state. 
MR. ASPINWALL: That's right. And our difficulty to 
communicate here rests in part. on the fact that \ve have bc:en 
addressing what we perceived to be public benefits to users of 
financial services, and we have tended to assume that the strong-
est competitors from whatever state would be the ones enjoying 
the greatest success. 
ASSEr-1BLYI•1AN CALDERON: Mr. Aspinwall. Excuse me. It 
seems to me that if we're going to view the legislation from the 
perspective of the benefit to the consumer or to California resi-
dents, then reciprocity is irrelevant. But if we're going to 
vieu the issue in terms of the relationships between the banks 
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and edge , then we 
not competition the 
a , as a Ca 
Ca is to be re 
comrnuni ty to ensure ir s are 
do you 1 that i interest f 
banks are if AB 2094 is pa 
MR. l'>.SPINWALL: AB 2094 is not to 
s 
rec has a sen. 
But you could another stance, 
California is enjoying access to a broad 
s are not as 
them, and feel l1ke them, of s 
refore re is f 
Ca a out-of-
And as Mr. Fioyd s 
accoun r W(' want the enti 
that there va 
i state serving se customers 
MR. Fl\Rl~S\\Ok'fH I ss I 
t your se li 
nks? 
ASSE!•iBLYJVlAN CALDERON: We re 
ical quest ' I I that is re as a 
16 
iornia legislator to be responsive, not only tu meniliers of my 
district, but to my constituents as a whole, insofar as I vote on 
bills that affect the state and all of its concerns, be they 
homeowners or residents or business or educators or what else. 
And what we are hearing here today is opposition from banks 
California, saying that, "if you pass this bill, our elected 
representatives, you are not taking into account what is in the 
best interest of California banks and that ought to be part of 
your decisionmaking process." 
MR. GRAMIAN: Mr. Calderon. 
~IR. FARNSWORTH: Mr. Dawson said earlier that he saw no 
benefits to consumers nor harm to banks from the enactment of 
2094. 
MR. DAWSON: No, that's not what I said. 
MR. GP.AMIAN: Mr. Calderon, may I respectfully suggest_ 
that this is a philosophical decision thai: you will have to make. 
We have a number of consumer advocate groups who have come here 
and who have said that they would like to see competition from 
out-of-state banks here. This is a philosophical difference ---
decision that you will have to make yourself: whether you are 
going to try to protect the consumer or try to enhance the con-
sumer1 or whether you'd like to go with the California banks. 
It's something between yourself and your conscience. 
MR. DAWSON: No, I don't think 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Dawson is recognized. Go ahead, 
~.r. Dawson. 
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And I have heard nothing from the other end of the table 
that leads me to believe that if the positions were reversed 
they would be saying, "oh, sure, this is wonderful reciproca , 
even though we only want to go your direction and you don't want 
to come our direction." That's a reciprocal trade-off; that's 
got equivalence associated with it. The equivalence is JUSt not 
there. 
ASSEHBLYMAN CALDERON: Mr. Dawson, would you -- or do 
you believe California banks would have the guts to stand before 
this cornrnittee and say they're against competition? 
thctt. 
MR. DAWSON: No, sir. 
ASSEMBLY.IVlAN LEONARD: Mr. Dawson. 
HR. FAkNSWORTH: It gives a prett.y good imitation of 
A.SSEMBLY.tv1AN LEONAHD: :Mr. Dawson. 
MR. DAWSON: It is not. It is not. 
ASSE.tv'iBLYMAN LEONARD: Jl.<lr. D&.wson, let me follow up on 
the question, I think more properly. Your question is a i-
mate one, and I'd love to hear the answer, but 1 don't think 
should be addressed to out-of-state banks because from a competi-
tive point of view, they may not welcome you in New York as 
thing but competitors. 
But let me ask you, and Mr. Freeman, who are California 
banks who support interstate banking, are there other states in 
the Union where you would like to invest and expand your opera-
tions? And if so, can you name those states to n~, or a 
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samp , and tel me what s you that 
And would you some i 
icc . ' roadblock, in order to al 
point ? 
rm. DAWSON: \'Jell, I 's a st 
are indeed states we would be the 
r to go to. In fact, we like to 
into state. I if you go l 
individual institution, the s are plans 
are different, ·the priorities are different. we 
really come up with a list of states f we 
get this one plus this one plus s 
New York into the equation, that then maybe some 
real reciprocity. That be pos do. we 't 
it so far. 
l\SSEMBLYMAN LEONARD: \'Vell, are 
that you are interested 
MR. DAWSON: itJell, l 
we believe that we have tremendous 
and the time be , Ca fornia is our pr 
activit s where 1,-1e 
facto 
re the sea they're here 95 0 
we want to do outs of the state r 
ASSEMBLY~~N LEONARD: f a 
where you have kind of 
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MR. DA~JSON: Well, the State of New York, as an example. 
~e tave important wholesale operations in the State of New York. 
~e carry them on easily within the curre11t restraints. We have 
no desire to do anything more in New York beyond what we do today 
in New York. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD: So current lavl -- you're not 
chaffing under current law in that situation. 
JVlR. DAWSON: No. 
ASSEMBLY1-1AN LEONARD: Are you in no other state in the 
Union? 
MR. DAWSON: Well, speaking of Crocker, I would say that 
our position is different. I don't know, Russ, whether you'd 
want to respond for Security Pacific. 
MR. FREEI1AN: I hope I'm not being too elementarv hmv we 
are structured. But at Security Paclfic, and we're comparab to 
our friends at Chase and at Citicorp 
CHAIRMAN PJI"PAN: Since when are you friends? 
MR. 1''REEI.Jll\N: Pardon'i' 
MR. DAWSON: v~e just say tha·t. Instead of saying ene-
mies we say friends. It sounds nicer. 
ASSE.lv!BLYHAN FLOYD: They have f< nationality of friend-
ship that the other foreign banks don't have. 
MR. FREEHAN: It's ~vestern hospitality, t.hat' s all, Mr. 
Chairman. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONAEf;: We call each other colleagues, l~r. 
Papan. 
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ASSEHBLYWOMAN WRIGHT: That 1 s 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: understand, 
HR. FREE!·1l\N: Y,Je a f out-of-
tions in financ ly related ce areas 
companies, for an obvious s ' 
equipment leasing. But not deposi s becau 
can't be done in se non-bank sub 
ASSEHBLYMAN LEONARD: Right. 
MR. FREEMAN: Simil<:trly 1 we are 
Pac fie Bank, to have certain levels of act s 
other than branches. And we have 
mention that is, we are in about 40 states. Most of our 
because it lends itself to a very loca 
ntore you move to a more wholesale or 
you can do it out of centers. You can serve b 
Midwest from Chicago, example. 
MR. FREEMAN: I was just about we 
and where we're repre 
ASSEMBLYH1\.N LEONARD: , are 
states -- now, 're 40. Are of se states 
you a:r.e chaff under current , or 're 
tioll to change current law se states 
to your s? 
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MR. FREE~1AJ:-J: We are not --
CHAIRNl\1'>1 PAP AN: They h.:1Ven 't i.:old you. 
MR. FREE~..AN: What we are doing, we have an active --
because we do have a problem in some of these states that are 
very provincial in their outlook, to try and stop restrictive 
legislation any further than it's going. And I think that 
period of that movement is about over. We are trying 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: So you have no states 
MR. FREEMAN: .•• to solve the problem at the 
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD: Florida? 
MR. FREEMAN: ..• at the federal level and the reasor. 
that we want it solved at that leve]_ is that we would like the 
ability to look at all the states going. And markets shi 1'\nd 
it's difficult in the abstract to say this particular state 
ASSEN.BLYMAN LEONAED: Some of those restrictive laws 
that you're talking about, some of which you fought against, 
apparently, and maybe :..;orne of which exist today, do any of those 
get into the issue that originally broached this discussion: the 
idea of reciprocity? Do any of those states demand that Ca 
nia do something for them? 
MR. FI<.EEMAN: Not. beyond what exists in the reciprocal 
ASSEMBLY.HAN LEONARD:. If a legislator in that state, and 
I regret I can't name a name, you haven't given me one yet. 
Let's say Texas. If a legislator in Texas or Florida were to 
introduce a bill that would say Security Pacific couldn't 
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practice here without California al our 
same thing, where would be on 11 
MR. Fl{EEMAN: We v/OU just 
clear. 
MR. FREEMAN: We would not oppose we 
not be for it. We wou pretty much let 
want the federal solution. And we feel s 
peripheration around the states is just to a 
very hodgepodge, cockamamie ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD: Even if run it 
cost you business in Texas? 
MR. FREEMAN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN F'LOYD: Or if you're ? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I'm to sk s come 
because we're going to run out of want 
input. 
MISS YANG: Thank you, Mr. rman s 
Tasao Yang, and I'm an of 
c 1 institutions more s 
of course, for 1,000 s I was 
ings and loan industry State of Ca i 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN~ And not a it controvers 
ASSEl•iBLY~tAN FLOYD: ever 
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II 
MISS YANG: I wish to thank you and members of the com-
mittee and the indulgence of the author, Mr. Floyd, fo1. inviting 
me to come over here, and pay my $168 of airline ticket 2nd $62 
of per diem, so I could afford to be here. 
Somebody just mentioned hospitality, and I think we are 
all on an empty stomach, so I will try to make it mercifully 
short. 
I do not come here with a prepared statement because I 
have none. But I did make copious notes of all the gentlemen 
here who expressed their very high minded views. And \"'hat I plan 
to do, therefore, is to share with you my thoughts and my com-
ments on their comments, on their presentations, or, the basis of 
my experience and training as an economist, and this very rare 
and precious opportunity that I hari in the 1,000 days as a ~egu­
lator, into the insight of the decision making process within 
those financial institutions. A kind of a real word flavorer; 
the inside vievl. And furthermore, since leaving the state job, I 
have been a financial consultant; and mergers and acquisitions 
are what fills my rice bowl. And furthermore, in that role, I 
have some knowledge of some insight of why people want to go to a 
certain market; for what purposes, and what the strategy is; how 
to grab market shares, and what to follow later. 
In a nut shell, number one, from my knowledge of the 
State of Califorr:.ia and how the financial institutions operate 1 
and furthermore, the activities of out-of-state financial insti-
tutions, there's nothing in the law today that prevents them from 
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oftering whatever services they sh to of to f 
ifornia. 's to 
mortgages, second mortgages, leas 
financing There's nothing to them 
So if they would like to come and offer 
es at cut-rate and with a higher qual we we 
being here. 'rhere' s to 
that we kind of have barriers against to 
offer the kind of services that will Ca is not 
supported by facts. 
Number Two. The existing law, than the of 
opportunity of a physical presence of a State of 
Caliiornia, there's nothing to prevent them to s 
here, either. You will read in the New York s well, I 
won't the New York Times the L.A. s, or stern 
edition of the Wall Street Journal, 800 
by out-~of-state nanc 1 
California. If you call this 1 we' 1 rate; 
come. 
remember back late 1950's, was a res 
New York and I lowed t New s 
days. Ads placed California s 
money to Cali V.!e' 11 you re's no rea 
why the Citicorps, the ses, the o a 1 
fr out-of-state, f 
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Furthermore, you have a very active federal funds mar-
ket. 
Furthermore, you have some very active placing of funds 
going on every day across state border lines. Billions oi dol-
lars. 
So there is, other than the fact that they cannot have a 
physical branch in the state, with brick and mortar, there's no 
law that prevents them from competing effectively against the 
llierrill Lynches, the Sears, the American Expresses, or any finan-
cial institution throughout the country, for funds from Califor-
nia. 
Now, I'm somewhat disturbed at some of the statements 
being made that are really cleverly packaged assumptions, or 
broad generalities that are passed on to all of us, and through 
the media to the public, as if they were proven facts. Stat.e-· 
ments such as that when you have new entry you're going to have 
more competition, and without explicitly saying so, that the 
competitions are healthy, will bring more efficiency, bring dO'IrJll 
the cost and that cost will be passed on to the consumer in the 
form of lower credit costs, lower service charges. And by the 
very fact of having more entry that the public, the people of 
California are better served. Now, when I say people of Califor-
nia, I'm not thinking of the Hewlett Packard's or the IBM's or 
the Northrop's. And I'm not thinking about the Bank of America 
or Security Pacific or Home Savings. No. I'm thinking abou~ 
ordinary folks. Most of us are ordinary folks. I'm thinking 
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about d1em. I'm thinking about the sma 
tions, the credit 
corr~unity banks. 
, the little 
The statement that peop are 
t.hat "competition," that is, 
is the economists' dream world of perfect 
That's the economists' dream world for 
perfect competition. There's no such 
tial market mechanism. What we do see are, 
being littered -- I'm not saying s 
such practice as a predatory marketing 
slap, particularly when you have a giant who 
's 







store. You break into the market; f you 
ads, and, you know, the detergents are off 35%: can 
hamburgers for 35¢ a pound just for the 
thut kind of resource 
once they reach the market s 
practices could be switched, because a 
to the front ses; 
profits. And I think is 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Cou I 
l•lrs. Yang? 
MISS YANG: Yes. 
ASSEMBLY~~N McALISTER: 's 






MISS YANG: I beg your pardon? 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: What's the biggest bank in this 
country? 
MISS YANG: Well, it's sort of depending on how you add 
things up. It's sort of neck-and-neck Citicorp and Bank of 
America. 
ASSE.HBLYMAN McALISTER: Well the last I noticed, Bank of 
America, at least after their acquisition in Washington, was the 
biggest bank. Have they ever engaged in these predatory practic-
es you're talking about? 
MISS YANG: Well, I'm not speaking for, or in any way 
referring to any banks. I'm not saying that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Well, that's the 
MISS YANG: As I say, competition, there are different 
kinds of competition. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: You're hypothesizing that 
somebody might do that somewhere some time under some 
circumstances. Have the big banks in California ever, without 
mentioning anybody, at any time ever done the kinds of things 
you're talking about? 
MISS YANG: Well, I would not want to comment, because I 
don't have the facts before me. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Okay. 
MISS YANG: But .•• 
ASSE!-1BLYMAN McALISTER: But you're willing to assume, 
for hypothetical purposes, that some unnamed big banks, in the 
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iuture, under reciprocal or 
of thing. 
MISS YP~G: Well, I won't be 
thing could happen. But what my 
ASSEMBLY~illN McALISTER: Would it only 
out-of-state that would do ? 
, will s 
if 0 
banks from 
MISS YANG: Not necessari but is 
where you are already having 51% of the 
you do less of it, because how much more can 
outsider 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: You 
in other words. 
s are 
? an 
MISS YANG: Not fat and complacent, because if you se 








you've already got 51% of the depos 
marginal amount of money versus what you 
've already got in your hands, you 
come to the market, you don't have any s s at all, so 
can raise a little bit more, all you get is pure 
A.SSEMBLYJVJAN lvlcALIS'l'El{: So the consumers are 
by one or two big control who 
MISS YF ... NG: No. No, I 1 m not saying 
mean is, I just want to say, point out, 
tition, we have to be more exp 
value that competition necessari is 
We cannot 






cost, and cost ll be passed on to the consumer. 
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ASSEMBLYML'\N McALISTEI<.: Do you think competition more 
often than not is beneficial? 
MISS YANG: t--lell, I will put it this vlcty. Depending on 
the kind of competition we have. Now, let's -- I'm very glad, I 
like to pick up this point about competition. It has been 
implied by people that in California v;·e have not had the kind of 
competition that is P1ost beneficial to the public. I have had 
some experience in market studies, because I had to approve or 
disapprove of mergers. I remember distinctly in one case about 
two financial institutions, we did extensive studies of 186 
markets in California; 22 markets vmre selected tor very 
intensive study. And we find in every one of them there's 
intense competition. I remember, or recall, reading about Hr. 
Aspinwall's testimony in October in which he gave an example how 
in Syracuse, once it was open to New York, the local banks low-
ered or eliminated the service charges over night. I'm afraid he 
was comparing apples and oranges, with due respect to my former 
colleague, because I started my protessional carct:~r at Chase 
Manhattan Bank many years ago. Calitornia has had statewide 
banking years and years and years. Competition is really keen, 
very keen. Keener than most people would know. 
Yes. 
ASSEMBLY11AN IJEONARD: Can I ask a question. When you 
were trying to caution us in defining competition. You just said 
competition amongst Califor:nia banks is keen. Hmv does that take 
place? What is the competition •.. 
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HISS YANG: Well, what I mean - we 
like the people to say we would not at face 
vall..:e that competition r.eces ly is healthy aHa 1 
'fhere e:ue different types of competition. I'm lking one 
level. The other level that I'm talking about 
competition is keer1, you will , when the ot 
the market accounts, for , you 11 one 
relatively small s and loan on their ads, , we l 
pay X-bdsis points, or whatever, higher of ial 
institutions in our area. 
ASSEMBLYf.I'.AN LEONARD: That's que 0 
competition that's keen ~li thin California 
I•USS YANG: 'I.'hat is good. 
MISS YANG: Yes. This is very We that. 
I'm trying to caution 
ASSEMBLY!-1AN LEONARD: If we could to 
achieve the same kind of competition with all 
ether banks, a.Long that same sort of line that was healthy 
beneticial, ~ would be successful. 
MISS YANG: Yes. What I to is at 
competition, we c2nnot just ly an image of 
and being bene ial. We have to look it more. One exampler 
~or instance, I lived in New York for I understand 
t I read i11 the papers in the last 10 One major 
thf:re really invested s of llars 
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to reach a predetermined market share of the consumer market 
Manhattan and the five boroughs of New York. It took a number of 
years and millions of dollars of up-front losses. Okay? But 
once they through the cutting of fees and so on, (and during that 
period it was great) reached what they considered to be an 
acceptable level of market share, things changed. Service 
charges went up, New York credit cards went up, and to the point 
that some attempts were made that unless you can put in $5,000 in 
your account, you can only be treated by a nonhuman entity rather 
than a human being behind the counter. And I'm glad to see that 
was withdrawn. But in other words •.. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I guess she's saying is that some peo-
ple have staying power, can afford loss-leaders for an extended 
period of time, until such time as they're able to attain whatev-
er levels they have projected for themselves, and then try to 
recoup what it cost them to get there. 
ASSEMBLYMl1N .McALISTER: Well, after they've done that, 
can't these double-crossed customers and clients go somewhere 
else? 
MISS YANG: Yes, but during that period, some of those 
v.rho may not have as much staying power might have fallen by the 
wayside. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, you put it much more eloquently 
and succinctly than I can do. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: As I recall, how many banks are 
there in this country? 
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MISS YANG: About 15,000, or 14,000 now. 
ASSEMBLY!"l.AN McALISTER: 
by the wayside, others have 
I mean, some 
It be there 1 s a 
toward , but there's still quite 
MISS YANG: Oh, yes, are a In Cali 
nia - l mean, look at California. We have in 
area, we have 200 savings and 2,000 of s, 
250 new ones trying to fight to come 
ASSEMBLY~lliN McALISTER: Yes? 
MISS YANG: Yes. 
ASSElJ1BLY!-1.l\N McALISTER: \~,fell, do 
or bad? 
MISS YANG: Well, I think, when 
of a smaller kind, the impact 
you 
do 
take a stand or tand, the 
public is les But if you have a 
s 
And with your ssion, Mr ster, 
So what I want to is, as of 
Cali 
come in and otfer all the s, the excellent 
cost, to the of Ca fornia. 
CHAI~lliN PJ\PAN: Can we s 
disagreement with that? 
MR. ASPINWALL: I'll di 
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I move on? 
s no on 
to 
s, at low 
? Is there 
• 
The proposition is in the delivery of the service. And 
I will give you an example, Mr. Chairman. After our last testi-
mony, at which I made some observations about the difference in 
money market deposit rates between New York and California, our 
Edge Act office in Los Angeles received a number of telephone 
calls, unsolicited, from members of the public, sE~eking to take 
advantage of the higher rates we were offering in California. We 
are unable to offer them these deposits in California. They are 
obliged to somehow transfer their funds to New York or to Dela-
ware, and we do not have a location here that is permitted to 
accept domestic deposits. So •.. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: They can go to Seafirst, and ·then on to 
the Bank of America, in either direction. 
MR. ASPINWALL: Correct. But we are not here to take 
domestic deposits. 
MISS YANG: May I interject? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: To take domestic -- Okay, go ahead, 
ma'am. 
MISS YANG: May I interject? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes, let's have that kind of exchange 
going. 
MISS YANG: Yes. I think if you look at the deposits, 
total deposits, surely the physical taking of deposits is one 
function, but a lot of money moves across state borders without 
having been physically taken in California or any particular 
state. All you need .•• 
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN: The answer to 
MR. ASPINWALL: But that is not the statement 
at st. You said at first there are no con 
in California and you said, further, that 
on 
law s not 
prevent them from collecting depos except cannot have 
branches. But that is a major "except." Because a phys 1 
presence, whether it's a bank or head off , serves a 
function to a number of customers. Indeed, out-of-state 
customers cannot make deposits into ATM's s 
of California. 
the State 
MR. DAWSON: We have a real life example 
mentioned before, that we can look at. Chase is not 
depos 
we, as I 
to ta 
of that deposits of that sort. Citibank is here to 
sort. And Citibank is not paying above the 
that is just an irrefutable fact. 
rate. I mean, 
MISS YANG: May I clari 
po ? 
CHAIRYillN PAPAN: Please 
out apology. Go. 
my esteemed col 
the 
MISS YANG: Yes. What I want to is, I 
beginning that there's nothing the law State 




kinds of s want. ing, consumer 




ASSEl>iBLYMAN McALIS'I'ER: And if they can do all of that, 
why can't they accept deposits in the state? 
MISS YANG: There's nothing to prevent them to gather 
funds from California other than the fact that they do not have a 
branch that physically you can transact 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Okay. 
CHAIJU-4..AN PAPAN: You talked about the 800 line. 
MISS YANG: Yes, and then •.. • ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Well okay. But why not go that 
one extra step? They can do all those other things, why can't 
they do that final last thing? 
MISS YANG: No. What I'm trying to say is, I just want 
to clarify the air. They could have an 800 number . .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Why make them do thaoc? 
MISS YANG: Well, what I want to come down to is, Mr. 
McAlister, we must address the question. They are proposing that 
we allow them to come in. All right? Have all the brick and 
mortar, the branches and so on. The burden of proof should be on 
those people who advocate it to say that really in what way that 
the people of California -- and I say the ordinary folks -- would 
benefit. 
ASSE!I-lBLYHAN lJicALISTER: Shouldn't the burden of .•• 
MISS YANG: The burden of proof should not be on those 
who say, well, let's wait a minute. If somebody wants something, 
it is more their responsibility to come and say, well, look, here 
are the goodies. 
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ASSEl4BLY1v1AN McALISrrER: shouldn't the of 
MISS YANG: Well, 's not a matter f 
s I believe that however 's ust bent 
anyone who wants to something, 
be prepared, they ld have burden of f. f 
course, those who oppose it would e reasons 
ASSEMBLYJII'J\N McALISTER: shouldn't 1e who 
don't want the competition have the f f to that 
tht::y ... 
MISS YANG: Oh, I'm not saying they not have 
the burden of proof. It seems to me of f rst 
should be on those who propose it and, of course, those who 
oppose should also present the views as vJe l. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: I don t any of s i 
down in the Cali l f proof. 
MISS YANG: No. No no, 
ASSEMBLY~~N FLOYD; not 
or like that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: ss , let me ask 
tion that ... 
MISS YANG: That was just 
bent. 
ASSE~lliLYMAN CALDERON: ll g a 
to re Are saying that \iho s 
henring and s consumer as a basis 
1 8 ~ 
• 
passage of this reciprocal banking law should carry some burden 
of proof to show that that will bear out? 
MISS YANG: I support that view, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CONNELIJY: Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIR11AN PAPAN: Question? Go ahead. 
ASSEMBLYl.t.~AN CONNELLY: Well, I was going to follow up on 
Chuck's question, and focus it at Mr. Aspinwall. Because the 
primary quantifiable identified benefit has been the higher basis 
points, and I was hoping at some point in this interchange you 
would respond to Mr. Dawson's earlier comment, which he just 
repeated, and that is that your figures are a bunch of hocurn and 
that the rates here are just as high as are there, and f 
you were in our market you wouldn't be paying any more. Essen-
tially, that's what you said, wasn't it Mr. Dawson? 
MR. DAWSON: That's exactly what 1 said. 
MR. ASPINWALL: Oh, well, was not attacking my f 
ures. He was attacking the local operatio11s of Citicorp Saving. 
And I'm not. going to respond to Ci ticorp Saving's pricing deci-
sions. They are competent to respond to that. What I said in 
the testimony was that rates in New York offered by banks are 
higher than rates offered here; that the New York rate climate 
reflects, to me, an aggressive attitude toward pricing consumer 
services. 
ASSEMBLYI•1AN CONNELLY: Is tha.t a function of the New 
York market, or is that a function of the institution? In other 
words, when you enter the California market •.. 
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MR. ASPINWALL: Well, the institutions are 
in New York. And that their attitude toward pric New York 
s convincing to me that if were ab to s 
here they would continue an po 0 And 
would further add that that was one of a number o s I 
reviewed in my testimony. Another fit be on 
of lower credit costs. A further acces to c-
1 financing services. 
ASSElvlBLYMAN IvlcALISTER: As Mrs. Yang has out, of 
by 
doing it through the mail or whatever. If do , I assume 
they'll get the rates that talked about New York ? 
MR. ASPINWALL: Correct. 
ASSEMBLY.fYl.AN McALIS'rER: , if we ss l'llr. Floyd's 
bill and they deposit money directly Cali , would 
there be two different pricing lie es? One ? wou 
that work? 
MR. ASPINWALL: It is 
policy of New banks le to the 
would be seeki to successful are 
to achieve successful and come 
is, do you the rate 
some lower one or higher one? 




f"l.R. FARNSWORTH: I think the ultimate choice here lies 
vvith the consumer himself. In terms of comments on Citibank, 
you're ta , not the bank. However, I 
final judgement is where people put their Does he put 
where he finds the most security or where he finds best 
MR. FARNSWORTH: Just let me one other conrrnen·t 
here. True, we do the facilities to (inaudible). 
CHAiill'lAN PAPAN: Is that mike working? I can bare 
hear you. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: Today we do have the li ty to takE: 
deposits via Citicorp Savings. We do probab 96%-97 0 
anything we would like to do. I suggest that our interest here, 
as much as anything else, is because we vievl it, contrary the 
view of Mr. Dawson and the California Bankers' Association, a8 
the primary way to ultimately put the pressure on federal 
authorities and other states to ultimately gain that 
nationwide freedom which all of us have ag to do. 
But I think that 's the purpose as much as else 
our lar case. 
ASSE!YIBLYWO!./lAN WRIGHT: May I a one question, while 




building still be 
and forth on this. s Citicorp Sav~ 
s reciprocal agreement, would 
place or would it suddenly become Citibank? 
MR. DAWSON: That's good question. 
41 -
MS. BE'l"l'Y SUE f rec l \.vere 
ssed, the Citicorp Savings a 
service S & L Cali 
l'HSS YANG: J.ltlr. Chairman. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: We kind of 1 the 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes. Go s 
MISS YANG: I follow up exce lent que that 
Mr. Connelly said. In other words, i now, someone 
California is informed of nice rates be of New 
York and through the 800 number, electronic trans-
fer, could immediately be credited in a New account and earn 
the New York fees, suppose that have a sence 
terms of a branch in California, now would Ca s-
itor putting the money in the California then rate 
's paid in New York? 
CHAIPYlAN PAPAN Okay, will answer Is 
there any quest that 'd rate 
MR. ASPINWALL: The answer i , of 
NR. DAWSCN: true of one 
New York bank we at i see 
've 
MR. ASPINWALL: There is no New re, s r 
MR. DAWSON: Citicorp i 
MR. FA.I:<NSWOR'l'H Cit 1 re 
2 --
.IVlS. PEABODY: Citicorp S bt L is here. 
MR. DAWSON: And so you are saying that you differenti-
ate between your customers ..• 
MR. FARNSWORTH: We have an S & Land I'll go a step 
further and say that we compete in the marketplace and we recog-
nize -- and I think Mr. Dawson is absolutely correct in making a 
statement that marketplaces can be different, but I suggest 
always that the ultimate judge is the consumer and he'll put 
money with us if he finds that he's getting a better rate or 
better service. And the answer is that we'll be competing in 
California with the California institutions. I have every reason 
to think that if we had the total freedom that we're all aspiring 
to, you would find that those rates would prevail. You'd have 
common rates throughout the country. '!'hat isn't necessarily .. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: What would happen, sir, if I had my 
bank go to you and, say, we're talking about 52 basis po ts~ 
give us 15 of those and we'll go out and solicit all the funds we 
can get through my bank? 
MR. DAWSON: Try it. 
MISS YANG: Well, you could do that. 
MR. DAWSON: Without objection from Mr. Asfinwall. 
MISS YANG. Yes. 
ASSE~1BLYMAN FLOYD: Not while we • re conducting state 
business, however, here at a hearing. 
(Laughter) 
MISS YANG: Mr. Papan, may I continue. 
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CHAIR~ffiN PAPAN: Yes ma'am, go sure. 
MISS YANG: I would like to refer back to some notes 
I took at earlier testimony by Mr. 11. 
questior was asked, when you say that 50 basis 
in New York vis a s those paid in California 
looked upon, I mean, from my viewpoint, a bene 
be 
to the consum-
er. However, are two things: in answer to a st as 
to, now, does that mean that if you are here, Cali 11 
oy those higher rates? And his answer, well, that would 
dictated by the actual level. The actual level of cannot be 
known, would be more or less decided by the marketplace. And I 
assume the marketplace is the California 
York marketplace. So in other words ... 
lace, not the New 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: Has somebody answ•~red that? 
f4H. FARNSWOR'I'H: The answer I would is that 
1 of rates is determined by both 1 
markets, because California residents 
CHAIR~illN PAPAN: Okay, stop. I 
s. 
s 
MISS YANG: Well, I don't consider that very s 
ry because his biggest sell 
dents would benefit from 








, five in 
California plus one savings loan. He chose only one 
account, the money market account. W~ 







rates are very different. You find one day, one savings and 
loan, because they need the money from the 7 to 32-day segment, 
they're willing to pay a quarter percent or even more than any-
body else is paying. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, let's stipulate that early, Miss 
Yang, by stating that we would argue -- get into this thing and 
it wouldn't benefit anyone, so let's 
MR. DAWSON: Mr. Papan, if I could 
MISS YANG: What I have 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: •.• let's stipulate 
MR. DAWSON: make this one quick comment on that. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go ahead. 
MR. DAWSON: We have talked on only one particular 
instrument, the money market account. If we look at the broad 
range, we'll see that on the Super Now account, the California 
rates are higher than the New York rates. If we look at the 
one-year CD rates, the California rates are higher than the New 
York rates. If we look at the 2 1/2-year CD rates, the 
California rates are higher than the New York rates. So we're 
not looking at a consistent pattern of New York rates being 
higher than California rates. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Somebody from New York? 
MR. ASPINWALL: I would like to suggest to the gentle-
man, if he would like to submit some tables of the kind I have 
MR. DAWSON: What time period? 
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tiiR. ASPINWALL: The whole period. Not today, the whole 
eight months. 
JYIR. DAWSON: 'I'ha t ' s what I have. 
CHAIID,1AN PAPA.N: Okay, will they kindly be furnished to 
the conrrni ttee. 
MR. DAWSON: With pleasure. 
MISS YANG: Well, Mr. Papan, just in concluding, I would 
say, while it was presented to us as a fact, that is to , that 
if they are allowed to be here, having their branches here, that 
California residents will gain, much higher returns. It's 
presented to us as a matter of fact, while upon examination, we 
know it's contingent on a whole array of conditions. local 
market here in California, the market in New York, or what kind 
of instruments you're talking about. So therefore, whatever is 
presented as a fact, that California residents 11 get higher 
rates 1 it's not a fact but an assumption under a series of condi-
tions. That's what I want to point out. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I'd have to stipulate to that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: And let's assume that to 
true, Mrs. Yang 1 the of argument. So what? 
MISS YANG: \'Jell, that is a very major point that they 
make as a very evident, clear benefit to California people. May 
I turn 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Should we only buy automobi s 
that are assembled and manufactured Ca fornia? 
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MISS YANG: Oh, no, sir. No, no. No? Because look 1 
Ca fornia had to (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: I knew Labor would come out 
eventually. 
MISS YANG: in Northern California agriculture's 
very important. If no one will buy Cali agricu 1 
products, a lot of us would starve. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I'm go g to this to an And 
I'm going to serve notice to you t we're going to have r 
hearing. 
ASSEIV.LBLYMAN .FLOYD: Good. 
CHAIRMAN PAPl\.N: And we're going to hear this 
until such time as we •.• 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: In January? 
ASSEMBLY.fv'I.AN FLOYD: Twenty-four hours around t.he c 
until we wear down everybody. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: On the 24th of December, i it's 
acceptable to you. lt'll probably be in Northern California. 
one •.. 
MISS YANG: Mr. Papan, may I ..• 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go ahead, Miss Yang. 
~HSS YANG: ly, I would like to say that based 
my experience as a regulator during those 1,000 days, an 
unmatched period of turmoil, and I've dealt with bailout situa-
tions, both small and not too small, and I have dealt with inter-
state mergers as well. I would like to that what's most 
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cor is not quantifiable but from my exper as a 
tor was real real in terms of on the le of Ca 
n -- I mean the le people, not the IBM's and 
s that the concentration of the decis 
and I'm not saying necessarily out-of-state, 
ss --
tate --- when 
those huge gigantic s. A.nd 
further is the decision is 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: The harder. 
HISS YANG: the ss 1 ly the people 3,000 les 
are going to be served. I think all of us have had that 
you -~ now, that is not a problem is 
p at low rates. I remember when I first went into 
lment buying, the government bond was selling 2-3/4%. 
rtgages were 4%. That might me a bit, but was my 
ence. But when is p 
lem but the minute credit is 
ful at 
lable 
find a f 
\'lOU 
ASSEMBLYir..AN McALISTER: !vlrs. Yang, 
you favor under 
or any other kind? 
.rvnss Yl;.NG: In answer to your st 
some experience in other deregulation 
isla.tions came about. The impact of all 
itutions, both small, medium size and 
in cr 1 trans l s 
48 -




r sir, I sel 
ss and hmv 
se f 1 
Many of them 
And wou 
prefer to see their getting their se in order in the transi-
tional stage before delivering them another 
an example. 
or cha 
ASSBMBLYJVJAN McALISTE:R: So you wouldn't support ral 
interstate banking, either? 
MISS YANG: I would not want to see introduc 
tion and implementation of inte:L.·state banking, whether it's 
eral or the way it is. I have more problem with this bill than 
the federal one. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: Okay. But. you'd like for us to 
wait until there's less turmoil, until there's stabil in 
financial wor ? 
MISS YANG: Yes, and healthier. Because let me one 
example 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: P..nd when is that going to 
pen? 
MISS YANG: Well, let me give one example. 'I'ake the 
problem of the thrift of the last three years 
the mismatch and the timing of the deregulat 
It vias precise 
process that 
caused many of the savings and loans and some of the banks their 
problems. In other words, legislation was introduced and imple-
mented that deregulated their l lity side. They had to pay 
market related rates (inaudible). And yet, the legislation to 
them to have re assets were held back. This 
kind of a mismatch, fore institutions had a chance to put 
ir liability side in order, to match with the ex1. 
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as t s ' s hm"' the prob is. The of 
slative process. a the l f the last 
yea s, v10uld the as well s of 
ant, vwuld need to the own t. 
And -r vJOuld J.. themse s in a healthier situation. 
them a little time to work s some 
t to be a lthier be change. 
Now, I more problem th s. This is not a 
rec l tate banking deal, because we have tat.e 
terms f offering of s. There's no law 
tha if they'd just work a harder. It is an state 
situation. That's the question. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: If I could make ... 
MISS YANG: Furthermore •.. 
MR. FARNSWORTH: ... just one point at ease here . 
The lendi cf cers Ca forni have s l 0 
SS YANG Yes. I continue? 
CHJ,,IHNAN PAPAN 1 wou c se 
Go ahead, ma'am. you w i se s 
si 
MISS YANG: Wel , I know we are all So am I,. 
to a closer at of 
We to take a c the cost and 
£ t fo of fore we move 
forward. s i Cal on a platter 
~ 15 
plucked. And the bottom 1 however, and I do appreciate 
forthrightness when I see it, is not thA fact t we have ba 
ers preventing them from providing se bene cial services. 
bottom line, I would to , in a spe before 
Boston University in March of 1983 now can I find 
CHAIRJif.AN PAP AN: I am goir.rr to close ... 
ller, the Vice r of MISS YANG: Mr 
icorp, he spoke before Boston Univers 's Moran CentEr 
for Banking Law Studies in of '83. 
and so on. He said: "Citicorp is intere 
about 
" and I 
"any state with a warm climate and a lot of people 
excess cash." That is the bottom line. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Thanks so much. Okay, do you want to 
give us a closing 
MISS YANG: Let's think about it. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: You c se and we're 1 set. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
First I'd like to thank the committee, 
chairman, and the full committee chairman, the members who sat 
through these last couple of hearings. And I think particular 
the staff on this committee, which I think has done a marvelous 
job. 
Everybody on the committee knows, and I guess 
room by now knovJs, 'm the lea eab 
member slature financial matters. 
ASSEMBLYJV'lAN Mc.hLISTER: But you 1 re learning fast. 
- 15 
ASSEMBLYHAN FLOYD: l introduced 
CHAIPP,AN PAP AN: It's an old idea 
ASSEMBLY~~N FLOYD: 
was an old you gave me when I 
llering about all these foreign 





of Tokyo sigL up over the Ca 
really bothered me some. 
rst, or vice versa, 
But anyway, the chairman d poin out how ly 
complex and difficult this proposal is. If weren't, one of 
it 
more exper and knowledgeable member would be 
lf. 
I'm really sorry that the one large interstate bank, 
Bank of America, is not here. And that they need fu study. 
lc.:::. 
'd 
CHAIRMAN PAP AN: No 1 but Mr. DavJson 
ASSEt1BLYMAN FLOYD: Yes, I know. But 
1 the bill months ago. 
CHAIR~lA.N PAP AN: s bill is 
ASSEMBLYfJIAN FLOYD: CBA, 1 1 m ve 
're not here, at s 
w us, ir constant re 
San Francisco s it that 
t re. 
The 4 0 of CBA, and Mr. 
irman o 
'fha 's t i st on 
Gove 
at al 
speak for them. 
to 
were us at 
out --
rman's 
reference to the heavy support of his opponent for being on the 
other side of CBA on a matter ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Hey, could I pause there. Do 
insurance, Citicorp, Chase? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: It bothers me a little 
CHAIHNAN PAPAN: If you come to Ca fornia, 
going to sell insurance. 
sell 
ain't 
ASSEJ.vlBLYMAN McALISTER: Lou wants to be 1 handed. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: It bother me a little bit, but it 
doesn't frighten me. I think in my district probably the banks 
ganging up on Assemblyman Floyd would probably increase my per-
centage and turnout a ttle bit. 
But CBA in particular have pointed out they welcome all 
cornpeti tion, but they want the feds to do it first. t'Ve know 
that's a red herring. It's never going to happen. 
And I think, quite frankly that the decision over wheth-
er we pass a bill like this, if not this bill, or w&it for 
feds -- California as a state is a leader. This Legislature is 
very proud of its position as a national leader in a lot of 
gressive legislation many, many fields. And particularly as 
the seventh largest market in the world I think we ought to 
lead. 
CBA refers to banks from 'l'ennessee, Utah, Rhode Island, 
Nebraska, Utah again several times, other Midwest and New England 
states. Who the hell needs them? They're not in our league. 
New York is in our league. We're a big state. We don't have 
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much common with most of those states anyway. You 
want to come in under s 
ASSEMBLY1'1AN McALISTER: 
ASSEMBLYMI\N FLOYD: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER: 
free enterprise lls? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: All 
Mr. McAlister, some a l 
(Laughter) 
more 
1, they can do 
I only one 
't 
lls are 
But, you know, a lot has been said about all 
-- this is an area of California where we're 
new banks all the time. Miss Yang compared this to 





state were saying to Seven Eleven, sure, you can open all 
little stores you want. But then tell , A & P, Safeway, 
uh uh. You know, where's 
Sure you can up the 
advantage to 
of Harbor 
the Bank of Tulare. nut what we're ta 
areas 1 most of us in 





I've seen Bank of clos s. I bel 
we want is of rship. 
Now don't t and me , Mr. 
want to talk about Mrs. Yang's son of her 1,000 










CHAIRMAN PAPAN: If you do I'm going to leave, '11 tell 
you. 
ASSEMBLn4AN FLOYD: You know, her whole s is, 
she opposes the bill. That's very good. She sed the bill 
and I see as she's listed does some kind of consulting 
I don't know if she consults any banks thi state or for 
CBA or anything like that, but I think ought to 
MISS YANG: Not CBA. I do have a bank . 
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD: I think if you consult for a 
you're then speaking for that bank rather than an unbiased person 
from a 1,000 day reign. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I consider that you're pretty astute. 
You're not going to lose votes by continuing to hold up 
END OF HEARING 
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TO: Assembly Finance and Insurance Committee Members 
FROlVi: William C. George, General Counsel 
SUBJECT: AB 2094 (Floyd) Interstate Banking 
On Friday, Noveinber 8, 1983, in San Diego the Assemb 
Finance and Insurance Coinrnittee 11 hold the second of two 
hearings on AB 2094 (Floyd) interstate banking. 
the first hearing was relatively well attended by sted 
ies, representatives o Chase Manhattan and Citicorp 
testified. Committee members requested additional information 
some of the points raised by witnesses. Since that hearing, 
Richard Aspinwall has provided several additional pieces of 
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EVIDENTIARY HIGHLIGHTS 
1. Mr. Richard Aspinwall, Vice President and 
of Chase Manhattan Bank testified t~hat in late 1982 " ... money 
market deposit account rates in New York have consistent 
averaged at least 50 basis points above offered 
California institutions •... " (October 11, 1983, 
Transcript, p. 12) This information elicited questions 
members regarding greater specificity about time, the number and 
s of institutions compared, the relative cost of funds and 
interest rates on loans. Some of this information has been 
provided and is among the materials to each member. 
Attachment "A" to this memorandum is a 
comparison of interest rates paid on 
Accounts by five Cali banks and one s and loan 
a sociation and five New York banks from March 1 
November 1, 1983. 
PUBLIC ENTITY BENEFITS 
2. f to accrue to Ca ifornia, 
to proponents, will be o State and 
municipa access to capital market financ 
RECIPROCITY 
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holding companies to those sions applicable the holdi 
company home state (n) the consensus, among the 
at the first hearing, is that there is little likelihood 
state could lawfully scriminate against a bank having a 
Ca fornia charter merely because its holding company was a 
foreign (other state) corporation. 
CONSUMER AND BUSINESS BENEFITS 
4. The committee also wishes to know whct.her 
s could identify services not now prov i 
businesses and consumers that would be provided if the bill 
became law. In response, proponents said the probable effectE 
vmuld be pr and service resu form marketplace 
competition. 
(n).. ·.c: the 
l!!o •• l..L determines that the laws or 
of the jurisdiction in which the foreign bank hold 
nc 1 conducts its business would operate to 
t, restrict, condition, or otherwise limit a Californ 
bank holding company from transacting a bus ss 
a subsidiary bank or banks organized or acquired pursuant to the 
laws of that jurisdiction, a similar prohibition, re 
cond , or limitation to be prescribed by regulation or order 
ssued by the superintendent, shall apply in this state to the 
foreign bank holding company or subsidiary thereof." the 
consensus, among the committee members at the first hear , is 
that there is little likelihood that the sta could lawful 
discriminate against a bank a California charter merely 
because its holding company was a foreign (other state) 
(AB 2094 (Floyd) as introduced, p.3, lines 16-27 
F'& Members 
November 18, 1983 
4 
5. The 50 basis differential 
(see Attachment A) might result in cost of 
that would soon be diminished by the 
proponents' wjtness. For rates of return 
of Attachment B. 
EFFECT OF FOREIGN LOAN PORTFOLIOS 





truncated because committee members bel it is not a relevant 
dist shing characteristic between California and New York 
banks. From the testimony, however, it is not unreasonab 
assume that the nonperforming loans are among the or reason 
for a recent decrease in the market value of bank stocks. 
the ority of depos is l it 
surance, a failure of a or bank could federal 
s general if reserves were 
losses. In add ion to the fore loan 
io discus ion, there was some tes on the role f 
Internationa Monetary Fund and fore loans. UJ!F sanctions 
upon debtor nations were ment , but was 
stimony on the impact of those upon the f 
affected s. 
F&I Members 
NOV('Jnber 18, 1981 
Nonperforming loans are not limited to 
loans ..• "Problem loans were a , and more 
less pervasive, ssant to ea 1982. Loan-los 
sions increased significantly in 198 at banks of ll iz s 
and with all kinds of lending specialties, particularly 
the second half of the year. Medium-sized and banks 
recorded especially severe deterioration in commercial and 
industrial loans; in the second half, chargeoffs doubled to an 
annual rate exceeding 1 percent of fol as incidence 
of business bankruptcies reached a postwar peak." (Opper, 
Profitability of Insured Commercial Banks in 1982, Federal 
Reserve Bulletin, July 1983, p.489). 
Low-earning banks seem to have been distinguished from 
high-earning banks by loans of poor quality, as evidenced 
higher loan-loss provisions and loan chargeoffs net of 
recoveries ..•. "(Opper supra p. 496) 
Discussion of potential capital impairment should not 
to foreign loan l s but to loan portfol s j 
A more s ificant immediate issue is that fac 
stars in or holders of bank stock because of sed 
earnings and market values. If the loan portfolio i 
sti l relevant to the discussion of interstate banking, the 
comparison of banks should be on the basis of overall financial 
not limi t 
November 
TY BENEF 
As n example of the 
presence in Cal 
tion of Fidel 







r inc rea 
• to October 7, 1 8 
1 , Co • • ) : 
Sen. Jake Garn said 
s introduce wi 
i tuat. he 
s approve of imila e 
" won' l 
lican who i C)f t.he 
Bank Hous , and Urban s. 





AB 9 i 
his , rv1r • 
there wil be any 
Amendment, which 
f banks and bank 
11 'But state 
fathered networks such a 
. of Los le , 
"Mr. Garn earl r had said that 
the st 
in that t 
October 8 
0. The purpose 
addi and 
l'>.TTACHMENT "A" 
INrF.REST RATES PAID CN Kl'JEY MARKET DEPOSIT ACCClJNI'S 
California 
Bank of Security Wells First Heme 
America Pacific Fargo Crocker Interstate S&L 
"Nov. 1 8.40 8.40 8.40 8.50 8.40 8.75 
Oct. 25 8.40 8.50 8.40 8.50 8 8. 
18 8.35 8.50 8.50 n.a. n.a. 8.75 
12 n.a. 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 9.25 
4 n.a. 8.50 8.50 8.55 8.50 8.75 
Sep. 27 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.60 8. 
20 8.65 8.55 8.65 8.65 8.60 8. 
13 8.60 8.50 8.60 8.65 8.60 8.75 
7 8.60 8.55 8.60 8.65 8.60 8.75 
Aug. 30 8.00 8.55 8.60 8.60 8.55 8.75 
23 8.55 8.40 8.55 8.55 8.50 8. 
16 8.45 8.35 n.a. 8.45 8 8. 
9 8.45 8.35 8.30 8.40 8.35 8.50 
2 8.45 8.25 8.30 8.40 8.50 8.50 
July 26 8.35 8.25 8.25 8.30 8.30 8.50 
19 8.35 8.25 8.25 8.30 8.25 8.50 
12 8.50 8.25 8.25 8.30 8.25 8.50 
6 8.50 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.50 
June 28 8.25 8.10 8.20 8.15 8.10 8.50 
21 8.25 8.00 8.25 8. 8.10 8.50 
14 8.20 8.00 8.00 8.10 8.00 8.50 
7 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 
1 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 
May 24 8.10 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 
17 8.10 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.25 • 10 8.10 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.25 3 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.25 
Apr. 26 8.20 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.50 
19 8.20 8.00 8.02 8.05 8.00 8.50 
12 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.10 8.00 8.50 
5 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.10 8.00 8.50 
Mar. 29 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.00 7.75 8.50 
22 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.50 
15 8.15 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.25 
8 8.25 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.50 
1 8.25 8.00 7.75 8.00 8.00 9.00 
Average 8.29 8.21 8.23 8.25 8.21 8.58 
Source: RateLine 16 
INTEREST RATES PAID ON MONEY MARKET DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS 
New 
Man. 
Citibank Chase Hanover Chemical 
Nov. 1 8.90 8.90 8. 8.90 
Oct. 25 9.00 8.90 8.50 9. 8 
18 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8. 
12 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8. 
4 9.00 9.00 8. 9.00 8 
Sep. 27 9.00 9.00 8.50 9. 
20 9.00 9.00 8.50 9 00 
13 9.00 9.00 8 9. 
7 9.00 9.00 8.50 9. 
Aug. 30 9.00 9.00 8.50 9. 8. 5 
23 8.90 8.95 8.50 9. 8. 
16 8.90 9.00 8.50 8. 8. 
9 8.85 8.85 8.35 8.75 8. 
2 8.85 8.80 8.10 8.75 8 85 
July 26 8.75 8.80 8.10 8.75 
19 8.75 8.80 8. 8.75 
12 8.75 8.80 8. 8 75 
6 8.75 8.71 8. 8. 5 
June 28 8. 8.79 8.25 8 5 
21 8.35 8.67 8. 8.7 
14 8.65 8.76 8. 8.75 
7 8.80 8.63 8. 9 
1 8.60 8.50 8.00 9 00 
May 24 8.50 8.50 8.00 
17 8.50 8. 8. 
8.50 8. 8.10 
3 8.50 8. 8.25 
Apr. 26 8. 8.75 8. 
19 8.50 8. 7 5 8. 
12 9.00 9.00 8.75 
5 9.25 9.00 8.75 
Mar. 29 9.00 8.75 8. 5 
22 8.50 8.25 8 75 
8.16 8.55 8.00 
8 8.16 8.55 8 
1 8.39 8.55 
Average 8.75 8.77 8.35 8 93 8.78 
Source: RateLine 16 
ATTACH.HENT "B 
Table 1 
ELEMENTS OF INCOME AND EXPENSE 
(As percent of average consolidated assets) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 
ALL INSURED BANKS 
Net Interest Margin 
(tax equivalent) .3.48 3.46 .3.45 3.55 
Loan Loss Provision 0.24 0.25 0.26 0 . .39 
Noninterest Income 0.78 0.89 0.99 1.05 
Noninterest Expense 2.54 2.63 2.76 2.91 
Net Income (after tax) 0.80 0.79 0.76 0.71 
CALIFORNIA 
Net Interest Margin 
(tax equivalent) 3.25 3.10 2.96 2.92 
Loan Loss Provision 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.43 
Noninterest Income 0.82 0.94 1.06 1. 
Noninterest Expense 2.53 2.66 2.88 3.08 
Net Income (after tax) 0.68 0.61 0.49 0 . .39 
NEW YORK 
Net Interest Margin 
(tax equivalent) 2.38 2.35 2.32 2.56 
Loan Loss Provision 0.21 0.22 0. 0.28 
Noninterest Income 0.81 1.00 1.17 1.20 
Noninterest Expense 1.93 1.98 2.11 2.36 
Net Income (after tax) 0.53 0.56 0.58 0.58 
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
l6f 
2 




SELECTED RATES OF RETURN 
(As percent of average outstandings) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 
ALL INSURED BANKS 
F:ates Earneo 
Loans, Gross 
(net of loan loss prov.) 11.55 13.19 15.83 
Rates Paid 
Large Negotiable CDs 10.52 12.56 16.42 .14 
Consumer Time and Savings 6.65 8.10 10.02 9.75 




(net of loan loss prov. 12.12 13.91 16.43 .6 
Rates Paid 
Large Negotiable CDs 10.69 14.34 16. 
Consumer Time and Savings '6 .89 7. 8. 




(net of loan loss prov. 12.18 14.22 17.01 14.95 
Rates Paid 
Large Negotiable 10.25 12.56 16.67 14. 
Consumer Time and Savings 6.65 8.20 .03 8.53 
All Interest Bearing 10.76 13.00 16.30 13.54 





@ MacNe!!y--Chlcago Tnbune 
Going Bump in the t 
Bank stocks are taking a beating as billions of dol-
lars in bad loans are driving jittery · away. 
A round Halloween, it's not unusual for things to go bump in the night~but 
the last things expected to do so were bank 
stocks. For months a booming recovery and 
a flood of deposits had been boosting profits 
and lifting many large banks' share prices 
sharply higher. But in the past few weeks 
the shares of venerable J.P. Morgan have 
slumped from $86 to $46--while un-
founded rumors that Argentina would 
default on $40 billion in loans dragged 
Citicorp shares down to $31, one-third 
below their recent high. With stocks like 
Chase Manhattan and Bank of America 
also declining, the banks' staunchest 
defenders are defensive indeed. "I'm 
bullish on the banks, but I'm prob-
ably one of six this country who 
feels that says Richard Bove, an 
analyst Shearson/ American Ex-
press. "People are now afraid to hold 
these stocks." 
Some of their fears are rooted in 
ent reality. Because of weak 
loan demand, poor profits on bond and 
currency trading and huge write-offs 
for bad loans, profits for the 
15 biggest banks slumped nearly 42 per-
cent in the third quarter of this year. 
But more important, many investors 
are looking tiown a dark hallway of 
international and seeing visions 
that would make the boldest risk-takers 
pale. With the exception of Mexico, the 
international debt crisis has intensified 
in the past six months, as nations 
like threaten to or default on 
debt payments. So has the situation 
become, says Arthur analyst with 
& Co., that the stock mar-
THE DEBT CRISIS WORSENS 
Bank profits are under increasing pres-
sure as a growing of foreign borrowers 
fail to pay interest on loans. 
Cllibank America 
Source: Koofe, B 
ATTACHHENT "C" 
ket seems to be assuming that "one full 
year's worth of earnings" at the 
center banks will be 
out-and that 
lapse may be imminent. 
The primary reason for the poor \tock 
performance is that many 
managers and 
agers have backed away from the 
stocks. Analyst Bove says the money man-
agers fear they will violate a 
provision of judicial law that 
to invest only as a "prudent 
face legal liability for losses on to 
stocks like Citicorp, Chase, BankAmerica 
and Manufacturers Hanover-all 
more than 150 percent of bank capital in 
loans to Latin Ameriean borrowers-
would hardly seem wise, the 
gue; as the economies of most 
countries remain in recession, billions 
of dollars' worth of loans to 
borrowers in particular seem 
shaky. At the end of the third 
example, Chase Manhattan 
nearly $2 billion in 
on which it was either ;..u:uc:c.u"'~ 
late or not at all-and 
an 
demanded as a 
condition for its assistance. a result. 
Brazil may soon run out of all money to 
make payments on loans. 
Generous: That would a harsh 
blow to the big banks. A rise in nonper~ 
forming loans does more than make 
investors jittery; if interest on 
unpaid long enough, 
matched by so-called "loan-loss 
sions" and eventually written 
Such loan-loss provisions reduce bank 
earnings, and because only a fixed per-
centage can be used to otl'<;et federal 
taxes, banks normaily try to forestall 
them as long as possible. the 
major banks, for ~"" .. "''"-• 
Guaranty Trust has 
setting aside loss reserves. month 
the bank announced it would increase it' 
loan-loss provision to 1.4 percent 
of loans, reducing bank by 5 
percent. By contrast, with 3 
Christoph 81umrich-~N£wswt£K 
percent of its loans classified as nonper-




FINANCE AND INSURA E 
Alister McAlister, Chainnan 
SUBJECT 
AB 2094 would 
acquire a bank in 
which would apply 





to a J fornia bank holding 
urisdiction where the out of 
1 busines . 
AB 2094 
to 
AB 2094 would rmit an out of state bank hold company or 
subsidiary thereo to acquire a subs bank in Cal fornia and 
to transact the business of in i 
the Superintendent of Banks determine 
jurisdiction in which the out of sta bank 
conducts its 1 business proh bit a 
California bank company from 
business through a subs bank then 
subject to the same restr or l 
other words, an out state bank can transact 
California only to the extent that a Ca i 
in the horne state of the out of state bank, as 
Superintendent of Banks. 
"Acquire" is defined in the 11 as obta 
voting shares, or st , or all or substant 
ssets of a the z of a bank pur 






law are Alaska, York, 
Delaware, Connecticut, land, Nebraska 
and s Bills were 
, I 1 
The ttee held two 










services, and a broader range 





of state banks 
order to 
3. Interstate is a 
4. 
banks are a Cali 
, serves more than 
corporate customers, has 
holders, 
process of const 
San Francisco at 
respectively. 
The concept of 
of state banks 
equity would be served 
banking 
bus 
to enter Cal To 
s to enter the 
stic 
OPPONENTS 
1. There is no California 
from tt out of 
commercial bus s 
2. 
3. A state ba 
BILL 20 
4. Out of state banks 
every commercia 
of depos Out state banks wish to 
market for the purpose s 
p. 3 
them when demand lsewhere. 
NOTE: 
render it.s 
bill, the Banking 
other states which "re 
California banks in states 
here, e.g., branching laws, vary 
appears likely that an out of state bank 
chartered bank under AB 2094 would chal 
to treat that state chartered fferent 
chartered banks based on the ile of its 
owner of its assets. In such a case, a court 
disparity of treatment resulting from the 1 
the bill to be an impermissible denia of equal 
Similarly, there is a que 
of the Currency would ze 
domicile in admini ng or 
federally chartered banks. 
The following have expressed an interest in 







Interest: Chemica Bank 













4/14/83, Rev. 6/ 83, 
BILL NO. AB 2094 





Artie I §8, 
the power to "regulate 




U.S. 349, 71 S.Ct. 29 
40 
• • 20 
expressly permits out-of-state BHC's narrower in ir 
operations than their California counte 
discriminatory. 
However, ress has e 
power to regulate interstate 
particular, Congress, in enacting 
of 1956, included section 3(d), the 
states control over the acquisition 
out-of-state BHC's. That ovis 
standing any other 
this section, no app cat 
approved under this sect 














res or asse a 
mere 
add 
To the extent 
at all unclear as 
18 
debate over the Amendment 
each state has the power to 
within its borders. Duri 
Senator Douglas, author of 
tate bank 
au ized the 
State in which such 
.. 
( d • 
at feet and not 
is 
las Amendment is 
is , the Senate 






Reserve System, F 9 
den., 96 S.Ct. 144 423 
overturn an Iowa statute at 
acquire Iowa banks upon certa itions 
effective pe tted one BHC to enter Iowa. The court 
found that the Iowa statue fell within discretion granted 
the states by the Doug Amendment. 
In addition to Iowa, other states have enac t 
that permit BHC's to enter states t 
conditions that differ greatly from to 
domestic banks. For example, south 
out-of-state BHC's to own banks with 
on the condition that the ired may not 
branch and must be located where it will not 
attract customers to the substan al detr ex st ng 
banks within the state. Reci statutes such as New 
York's or Maine's, similarly itions to out-of-state 
BHC's that do not apply to domes In general, see 
Douglas H. Ginsburg, Hofstra L 33, 
1227 (1981). 
None of these statutes have 
Indeed they are consistent with the inci es noted 
Likewise, A.B. 2094 is not subject to attack on the bas 
the Commerce Clause. 
Equal Protection 
The United States Supreme Court 
standards by which state 
r ard to the al Protection ause: 
"When local 
sole as v lati e 
Clause, Court 
islation determ nations as to 
des rab li of particular statu 
discriminat ite] 
classi cation trammels f tal 
rights or is drawn upon inherently 
distinctions such race, religi 





their local economies under 
powers, rational distinct 























Rainier National Bank 
Sox 3966, Seat:!e, Was:-,1ng:on 9812~. (205) 621-..:887 
John D. Mangels 
President 
Dear Assemblyman Papan: 
November 15, 1 
Your subcommittee presently has before it a 
California 1aw to allow ownership of California 
of-state bank holding companies. Rainier National is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Rainier Bancorporation, a Washington 
State bank holding company. We strongly support a change in 
California law to allow ownership of California ks by non-
California based bank holding companies, whether that permiss 
is based solely upon reciprocity or is the result of California 
allowing such ownership even without reciprocal privileges. 
We believe that the future of banking in the Uni 
includes unrestricted inter-state banking and that 
that wish to assume a leadership position should 
fromt of the movement toward full, open, inter-state 
The wider geographic business base available to banks which 
are allowed to freely cross state borders will prov a 
stronger banking system for the future. Of particular 
importance to those of us on the Pacific Coast is the 
to have banks of a size and diversity to meet the c 
of providing adequate financial services to the Paci i 
economies: economies that will be dominant in world commerce 
in the decades to come. 
Certainly, the potential benefits to the state of Californ 
and its invidivual financial institutions far a 
perceived adverse affects upon individual institu ons. We 
do not believe that anyone has suffered from ownership of 
domestic financial institutions by foreign bank holding com-
panies, and we see no reason to expect different 
inter-state ownership of domestic i tutions. In 
the utility of such ownership has been recognized many, 
including Bank of America as demonstrated by its acquis tion 
of Seattle-First National Bank in the state of hington. 
RlL\liRll\.\1\. 
Muno n 








WILFORD M. FARNSWORTH, JR. 
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
CITIBANK, N.A. 
BEFORE THE 
CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE 
ON FINANCE AND INSURANCE 
SAN DIEGO 






























IT'S ENOUGH TO M E THE ORDINARY MAN RE FOR 
HIS SECURITY BLANK ONLY IN THIS CASE, IT'S A 
SECURITY QUILT OF ANTI ED UTES TO 
MORTALS AS "THE STATE AND FEDER BANKING l S. 
BUT WHATEVER YOU CALL IT, THIS SECURITY BLANKET 
HAS BECOME A CRAZY QUILT. 
WHEN I VISITED NEW YORK THE OTHER D , B 
AMERICA'S NEW TOWER WAS NEARING COMPLETION OPPOS E 
GRAND CENTRAL STATION, ON THE SI E OF THE OLD BI R 
HOTEL. AND THEN A FEW MONTHS AGO, I HAD THE PLEASURE 
OF TAKING PART IN TOPPING OUT THE NEW CITICORP CENT R 
IN SAN FRANCISCO, AND E GR NDBREAKI 
NEW CITICORP PLAZA IN LOS ANGELES. 
AT TH 
I SPEAK FR 
BANK I 
PERSONAL EXPERIE 
S - E PE lALLY T 
TH 
E WHE AY 
SE ERTAIN 
TO I ERST E BANKING--HAVE BECOME OUT-OF-DATE. EY 
JUST DON'T REFLE RE ITY ANYMORE. 
18 
3 -
ILE BANKS BEE I IES 
ER S H E ERE 
ED I L E 
R AlLER LIKE C. PE EY 
E LO s, AGES, CAR 
K F M ER SE I N R AIL 
E s L K 
I E ARE 
D DIN I c L s s, I s 
AND B s ST E INES. 
I'VE D I BUT ED FOR I PE I s WHICH 
T E I SINES ES E E ION 
R ER I 
N I 
DI ED s I E 1 H 
RE LEGIS E HER I ER E 
BANK I E AR E ION; 
E B I 
E F E 
I 
- 4 -
CLEARLY, TIMES HAVE CHANGED, AND THE WORLD OF 
BANKING WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO TURN BACKWARD A N, 
CONSIDER: CITIC P H 
AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
982 OFFICES IN 41 ATES 
BUT WE'RE UNIQUE. 
LITERALLY HUNDREDS OF BANKS HAVE OFF CES IN STATES 
WHERE THEY CONDUCT PRATICAL THE WHOLE SPECTR 
BANKING SERVICES. 
IN THIS STATE, CITIBANK IS BY ANY E A 
C IFORNIA BANK. WE SERVE MORE THAN 1.5 MILLION 
INDIVIDUAL AND MORE THAN 800 CORPOR E STOMERS HERE. 
WE HAVE MORE THAN 5,000 CALIFORNIAN SHAREHOLDER , 
ARE QUITE LITERALLY OUR OWNERS. 
WE PROVIDE JOBS FOR 2,800 CALIFORNIANS, DIRECTLY, 
AS MEMBERS OF CITICORP STAFF. WITH 0 BUILDIN S I 
UP IN SAN FRANC SCO AND S ANGELES, WE'RE P OVI I 
NEARLY 5,000 JOBS IN THE IFORNIA ION 
INDUSTRY. AND, OF COURSE, ERE ARE UN ED 
CREATED INDIRECT THIS IVITY. 
SIMILARLY, CONTRIB E TO THE ECONOMY OF 
CALIFORNIA. ICE IN T L 
THE STATE WAS FACED WITH BUDG 
SPECIAL FINANCIAL NEEDS, WE 
SEVERAL S, WHEN 
ARY PROBLEMS AND 
EPPED ARD AND 
SISTED, AND E N PARTICIPATED IN A LE SITION. 
WITH NEARLY $6 BILLION INC IFORNIA LOANS OUTSTANDING, 
WE'D BE THIS E'S SIXTH LARGEST BANK-- WE WERE 
CALIFORNIA BANK. 
18 
IF CIT I p WER A IF NIA B E 
c I A S B c 
B s E I B E 0 F 
s EIGN, 
IN TERMS OF I , I p E s E 
N C I NIA L 0 ED 
B NE LY $6 BILLI ED 
UN! 's $4J B L I NE B LL ON; 
AYS' LESS AN ONE BILL I 
END E J ANESE-OWNED c I NIA F R 's 
AND THE N M s ISH ANK CAL IF NIA'S NEAR 
$3 BILLION EACH, AND MULTI ES LE I SUM ITOMO, 
M SUI, GOLDEN E SANWA, E ED BANK 
0 THE 
IF WE L R, , 
R B F E L E 
c IF N B ED E A, E ION 










' I I .~ ' ' -" f / 
LAST YEAR, WE GAVE $20,000 
THE CABLE CARS OF SAN FR ISCO 




"NEW ALTERNATIVES," A NOT-F -PROFIT ORG IZATION 
THAT CARES FOR UNFORTUNATE CHILDREN. 
AND WHILE IT'S REWARDING MAKE T SE 
IT ALSO SHOWS THAT CITICORP IS AS MUCH A CALIF NIA 
INSTITUTION AS ANY BANK OR S&l IN THIS ST 
THE POINT I WOULD EMPHASIZE IS TH 
BANKING TODAY IS NO LONGER A QUESTION BE 




THE ONLY ASPECT OF INTERSTATE BANKING AT REMAINS 
TO BE ADDRESSED, AND THE ONLY ONE WE HAVE LEFT TO T K 
ABOUT HERE, IS THE SINGLE FUNCTION OUT -STATE B S 
STILL CAN'T PROVIDE WITHOUT A BILL LIKE THE ONE BEF E· 
YOU. 
THAT 1 S DEPOSIT-TAKING. 
TODAY'S GROUND RULES ATE, IN ESSE E, AT AN 
0 -oF-STATE BANK MAY TR K FUNDS IN UNLIM ED VOLUMES 
INTO THIS ST E TO LEND ITS CORPORATE AND I IV I DUAL 
CITIZENS, BUT IT MUST NOT COMP E FOR DE SITS WITHIN 
THIS STATE TO HELP FUND S LOANS. 
1 r::. 
- 7 -
NOW, MANY PEOPLE, AS YOU MEMBERS OF E ASSEMBLY 
KNOW BETTER THAN ANYONE, SPEAK OUT AIN ER 
BANKING. BUT THEIR ARGUMENTS E A E PU I 
THE CHAIRMAN OF A MAJOR BANK HERE H 
EXPRESSED ASTONISHMENT AT A C IF NIA B WOULD 
BE ACQUIRED BY A JAPANESE INSTEAD OF RICAN BANK. 
AND YET, HE ILL OPPOSES A CAL I N IA B 1 S BEI 
ACQUIRED BY AN AMERICAN BANK FR NEW YORK. ANOTHER 
LARGE BANK HERE FREELY ADVERTISES E NEF S ITS 
INTER ATE BRANCHES BRING TO THE PUBLIC, BUT 
JUST CAN'T SEE ANY BENEFIT TO ANOTHER BANK'S 
OFFERING INTERSTATE BANKING TO CONSU RS. 
SUCH INTERESTS ARRAY A FORMIDABLE B ERY OF 
REASONS FOR BARRING THE DOOR. BUT TO P SUE MY 
QUESTION: IT IS N ER ATE B I F TH 
p 
E 
THEY OPPOSE, BECAUSE THEY NEVER 
OF INTERSTATE BANKING WHERE 
E 
-oF- E B PUMPS 
ASS S INTO THE ATE: THE 
E S L 
NOP BIA 
WHEN MEONE -o -
COMP E FOR N W IN E 
THAT SEEMS TO ME PATENTLY A 
STRIP AWAY L THE EMBELLISHME 
IS THE ISSUE, AND E ONLY S E 







ALL OF E ARGUME S 
OUT-OF- ATE BAN S E 
RESOLVED EASI JU LOOKI 
E PERILS OF 
POS S HERE 
ARO US. 
THERE'S THE EXAMPLE OF FOREIGN-OWNED B 
HOLD A TREMENDOUS RESERVOIR OF DEPOSITS HERE. 
BE 
FOUR BIGGEST BRITISH-OWNED BANKS HOLD OVER 26 BILLION 
CALIFORNIA DO ARS IN DEPOSITS. FIVE 
JAPANESE-OWNED BANKS HOLD ANOTHER 10 BILLION DOLLARS. 
IF THIS STATE THRIVES WITH SUCH DEPOS S HELD BY F EIGN 
BANKS, WHAT REASON IS THERE TO BELIEVE IT WI FFER 
BY HAVING DEPOSITS ATTRACTED BANKS THAT E BASED IN 
THE SAME COUNTRY AS YOURS? 
FOR YEARS CITICORP AND OTHER U.S, BANKS HAVE 
BEEN TRANSPORT! MONEY INTO CALIFORNIA IN H E 
GROWING AMOUNTS. WHAT IN THE WORLD WOULD S E 
THAT A BANK THAT FOR YEARS HAS BEEN INGING MON Y 
INTO THE ATE FROM OUTSIDE, SUDDENLY GIVEN THE ANCE 
COMPETE HERE, WO D REVERSE E FLOW TAKI 
MONEY OUT OF CALIFORNIA? IT SIMPLY DEFIES LOGIC. 
WHEN WE SPEAK OF INT STATE BANKING, SE S A 
BROAD QUESTION TO ADDRESS. BUT THE BROAD QUESTION OF 
INTERSTATE BANKING HAS BEEN MOST COMPLETELY ANSWERED. 




C IFORNIA HAS ANSWERED THIS QUE ION I E 
AFFIRMATIVE W H RESPECT TO B S AN 
FRANCE, XICQ, KOREA, CAN ILL I 
AND DENMARK. WE NOW ADDRESS E AME QUE W H 
RESPE TO AMERICAN BANKS. 
IN SUMMARY, FAILURE TO ACT THIS LEGI ATI 
PROPOSAL WOULD EM SIMPLY TO PRESE ISTI 
SPECIAL INTEREST LEGISLATION E ING A MARKET 
FRANCHISE AT THE EXPENSE OF CALIFORNIA C I NS. 
IT H DLY SEEMS NECESSARY OR SENSIBLE IN 1983 IN ONE 
OF THE LARGEST, MOST MODERN, FREE-E ERPRISE ECONOMIES 
IN THE WORLD TO CONTINUE TO PROTECT THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
BANK, AMONG OTHERS, FROM COMP I 
THIS SEEMS TO ME UNFAIR, NOT TO I u rc 
I URGE THAT C IFORNIA TAKE IS ONE PO I p 
INTO THE WORLD OF RN B I AND E LD OF FA R 
COMPETITION, 
MEMB s OF E SEMB E RS c IF 
AWA YOUR LEADER IP THIS I S 












Assembly F ce Insurance Committee 
November 18, 1983 
SUPPORT OF AB 2094 INTERSTATE BANK 
Issue is what is good for local banks v. what 1s good for 
bank customers. 
Presidents Carter and Reagan have both public supported 
interstate banking. 
Twelve of twenty largest California banks are fore owned 
or controlled. U.S. banks cannot even bid for a California 
bank . 
Present state-by-state system discriminates against small 
business and household customers and in favor of major 
corporations and wealthy individuals. 
Will improve competitive condi in local ts --
out-of-state banks want to compete head-to-head with 
California banks for loans and deposi s. This translates 
into a better deal for the customer. 
Will increase range of financial services available to local 
communities but have little impact on credit ava labil 
Does not pose a significant threat to viabil of sma 1 
banks which have continuously thrived in California compet 
with Bank of America, Wells Fargo, etc. 
Would not have a material impact on the safety and stability 
of the banking system. 
Congress is not acting to break down 
because of 1 cal factors - strong a 
majority of the nation's banks. There is no effective lobby 
for consumers and small businesses counteracting this 
pressure not to act. Congress is considering slation to 
explicitly recognize state action, in addition to existing 
laws delegating responsibi ty to states. 
Seven states have acted already to allow out-of-state banks 
in: Alaska, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New York, 
South Dakota and Virginia. The states of Connecticut, Florida, 
Illinois, Minnesota and Rhode Island are presently considering 
legislation. 
Federal S & L 1 s presently have author for interstate 
automatic teller networks (by regulation from the Federal 




First Interstate Bank, California's 1 rges state-char red 
bank, is showing in a real and practical se se orne of the 
advantages AB 2094 wou br 
Several California banks 
tutions al have ter 
in federa law: Bank o 
of the West, Barclays Bank, Ca if 
California First Bank, Californi 
Sanwa Bank, Kyowa Bank, L s 
Manufacturers B , S 
-2 
STATEMENT BY 
BETTY SUE PEABODY; PRESIDENT 
CITICORP SAVI 
BEFORE THE 
CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON 
FINANCE AND I 
NOVEMBER 18; 1983 
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, CHAIRMAN.~ I 
I I CITI 
IN 
IS A N 
IS 
AND I I 
OFFICES IN THE GREATER 
IS us vii 
MARKETPLACEJ AND C 















YOU ALL REMEMBER HEARING; I N I 
IFORNIA SAVINGS 
COMPETITION FROM A IG 
OUT OF BUSINESS. 
I WOULD LIKE TO POINT NONE 
IZED. NOT ONE. ARE ALL I 
IN BUSINESS. WHAT'S BUSINESS IS 
WHEN WE TOOK 
PROGRESS--AT 




SOME $350 MI ION DURI I 
OUR IMMEDIATE TASKJ OF COURSEJ WAS TO 
OUTFLOW. FIRST WE LAUNCHED A STRONG 
REASSURI DEPOSI 
FIDELITY. 





IT I T REVERSE 
FLOW- ITY 1 S EXCELLENT 
STRONG CUSTOMER TO 
INFLm~S WI IN A p, 
JOBS IN CALIFORNIA) WI ADDI 
EXPAND THROUGHOUT CALI IA. 
THAT'S NOT I ITY I 
FRDr1 JANUARY- J I 
I 
I 






















S I I NG IS 
INCREASED I DENT I 
ON AN ANN IZED BAS S, 
GROWING DRAMATICALLY EACH MONTH 
MADE IN THE I IA. 
J IA H 
A 
1 




I v I 
• 
OUR DESIRE TO 
BEEN CRITICIZED 
ENTRY MIG PUT THEM 
YOU; HAS ANYONE QUESTI 
- 4 -
IN 





I 1 T THAT WHAT 
NO BUSINESS CAN HOPE SUCCEED IN A UNLESS IT 
AND PRODUCTS AT PROVIDES ITS CUSTOMERS WITH BETTER 
A FAIR RATE. THIS IS WHAT COMPETITION MEANS--STIMULATING 
SERVICE, CREATING NEW PRODUCTS, AND I PRICES FAIR. 
WITHOUT REAL COMPETITION, CONSUMER IS FORCED TO ACCEPT 
THE FINANCIAL SERVICES LOCALLY AVAILABLE, FOR MANY CITIZENS 
OF OAKLAND, CITICORP SAVI ' HOMETOWN, THIS WAS NOTHING AT 
ALL. WE DECIDED TO CHANGE THAT. 
THE POPULATION OF OAKLAND; YOU MAY IS INANTLY 
BLACK, SPANISH, ASIAN, 
ORDINARILY PRICED OUT OF THE 
-PEOPLE VIHO ARE 
ING MARKET. 
WE FORMED THE CI I INGS HOUSI ADVISORY BOARD 
COMPOSED PROMINENT I IN OAKLAND ADVI US ON 
lNG IT ALSO REVIEWS AND RE-OAKLAND'S CRITI 
COM~1ENDS VAR I HOUSING ICH CAN SPONSOR, OR 
CONTRIBUTE FUNDS TO. WE HAVE TWO HOUSING PROJECTS 
DATE, AND WE ARE IN THE FI OF DEVELOPING A 























AND SECOND MORTGAGES; HOME I LOANS; ALTERNATI 
TO TRADITIONAL HOUSING. R FI TAKE I ACCOUNT 
THE SPECIAL NEEDS PARTICU OF COUNRTY IN 
WHICH WE ARE PERMITTED OPERATE 
I BELIEVE THAT THIS IS A EXAMPLE KI HEAVY 
COMMITMENT LARGE OUT-OF-STATE BANKS CAN OFFER. CAN 
BRING THEIR PRODUCTS~ THEIR MONEYJ THEIR EXPERIENCE; AND 
THEIR SERVICE INTO MORE OF OUR COMMUNITI - F YOU ALLOW THEM 
TO DO SO. 
CITICORP'S PRESENCE IN SOUTHERN I lA IS SUBSTANTI 
BOTH THE BUSINESS AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT . CON-
STRUCTION OF CITICORP PLAZA IN DOWNTOWN LOS AN SIGNALS A 
STILL DEEPER COMMITMENT TO THIS REGION THE STATE. 
CITICORP SAVINGS IS~ AS I'VE ID~ NEWEST MEMBER OF THE 
CITICORP FAMILY I SOUTHERN IFORNIA. OUR 
IT SAME VARI 
DO OUR 
GROW A SAN DI 
BRANCHES AROUND STATE. PLAN TO 
WI BUSI IS SMALL BASE. AS 
WE DO~ WE WI LEARN THE NEEDS OF THIS 
ITY~ AND ROLE WE N TO PLAY IN R BEST FILL 
THEM. WE'RE RECEPTIVE TO ING: IT'S PART OF OUR 
TRAINING AS KID ON . AND BECOME 
INVOLVED IN THE SOCI LI THE COMMUNI ~ 
AS WE HAVE DONE IN THE BAY AREA. 
INTERSTATE BANKING DOESN'T MEAN~ AS SOME LI 
I THE ~10N II QUI 
THROUGH CONTRI IONS 
SAVINGS IS WO ING ~HTH 
ORCHESTRA) THE BAY I 
AND A VARI OTHER 
A MEMBER OF THE CALIFORNIA LEAGUE SAVI 
ISLATION REGULATION COMMITTEE. s I 
BEHAVIOR OF INTERLOPERS? 
IF WE EXAMINE SOME BENEFI THAT HAVE COME CALI I 
A RESULT OF CITICORP'S INCREASED INVOLVEMENT HERE~ I THINK 
YOU'LL UNDERSTAND WHY I BELIEVE FULL-SERVI I 
BANKING CAN 
BEFORE CITI 




























WE ARE CALIFORNIA 1 S LARGEST . DOES 
THAT SOUND LIKE AN ING "OUT-
IN THE SKIRMISHING WE 
FIDELITYJ OUR ADVERSARI RAISED SERI 
POTENTIAL EFFECTS ALLOWI CITI 
MIGHT HAVE. LET'S TAKE A MINUTE 
INTO CALI 
THOSE 
AT WHAT HAS ACTUALLY HAPPENED IN THE YEAR THAT CITI 




ONE OF THE QUESTIONS RAISED WAS: WOULD A GI LI CITICORP 
BE SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIVE OF LI 
OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITIES. 
I THINK OUR RECORD IN I I NG~ FROM ZERO 
FOR THE FAIL! FIDELITY TO OVER $250 MI I UALIZED 
CITICORP SAVINGS; AN THAT CONCERN . I THINK 
RECORD I OUTLI OUR COOPERATION WITH COMMUNI GROUPS, 
ESPECIALLY IN OUR FOCUS AREA HOUSING, DEMONSTRATES BY DEED 
I ITI LI PEOPLE 
CDr1MUN IT I . 
JUST MAKES 
ARE CUSTOMERS AND IT 
N SENSE THIS. 
TODAY, WITH CITICORP , WE TRULY A IFORNIA 
INSTITUTION, AND ARE MAKING SI IFI I IONS TO 
OUR CALIFORNIA COMMUNITIES. PASSAGE S BILL WILL ALLOW 
CALIFORNIA CONSUMER TO ENJOY SERVICES AND PRODUCTS 
REASONABLE PRI , WHI I BELIEVE WHOLE HEARTEDLY 
- 9 -





Richard C. Aspinwall 
Vice President 
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. 
Before the Ass Committee on 
California l..egis 
San Diego, California 
November 18, 1983 
and Insurance 
of e I am Richard C. Aspinwall, Vice 
Manhattan Bank, N.A. It is a privilege to before 
this Committee and to participate in the d cussions of the 
important banking issues raised by Ass 1 2094. 
bill would authorize bank holding companies outside California 
to acquire and operate banks within Cali , provided the 
headquarters states of such entit 
subsidiaries of California holding companies. 
The citizens of California would enjoy fits 
from the new competition which this legislation would 
promote--better prices, higher quality a 
broader range of services. Moreover, emp growth and tax 
revenues would also be strengthened. 
to e s 
to the public must rest with those 
to fores 1 ional compet Indeed, there an 
ever-increas number of mult t nonbank financial 
ent by most ions affecting 
banks--soliciting bank customers on a nat basis. That 
California banks seek to block by tate banks is a 
futile protect t ture, given the ies of 




11 concentrate on the c tit 
res ts. In so, 
accorded 
titut a 
t-rate depos s. 1 In t 
1 s to customers 






s are be s as a means f 
ation. A steadily r of 
interest at market rates. At the same t 
explicit fees for services are also rising in importance. 
evolving explic fee system provides a new incentive for 
~ustomers to curtail or el cost forms of s 
Over t , for 
on paper checks 
revo 
and sources of 
amount o 













to mean less rel 
of 








Second, explicit fees for services are highl 
qualitative differences among appl 
new technology to methods of liver 
by ATMs, point of sale terminals, and 





Third, the delivery revolut is also ing re ec a 
ion of greater range of services In turn, this reor 
delivery suggests that significant changes cost patterns are 
in prospect. That is, where suppl s 
costs of processing and delivery across a 
services, costs for a specific service may be 
suppliers offer a narrower scope of 
services benefit from the effects of such e 
Competition in California. Californ is 







services. Chase representation in Cali covers commerc 
and consumer finance, loan product , money market ing 
computer time sharing, and Edge Act offices o 
international services. 
The services available to California res 
auspices of sales offices and nonbank 
s 
s of 
out-of-state bank holding companies represent a ion of 
important banking services. Many it transaction 
services cannot be offered. Without these, many 
are less attractive for customers 




Enactment this legislation would put ~ competitors to 
a test--to lop for California customers 
ial services in order to win their 
This value will reflect a combination of 
better more and ter services. Here are some 
i example 
In late 1982, the Depository Institutions Deregulation 
C tee ) author banks and thrift institutions to 
o market deposit accounts (MMDAs) to customers 
of st rate ceilings. Over the past eight months, as the 
t , MMDA rates offered by major banks in New York have 
8.70%, 46 basis points above those offered by 
California banks. The application of this difference on the 






deposit institutions (in the neighborhood of 
would mean additional income to California savers 
1 e the ac of rates to 
event of interstate banking cannot be known, the 
._ New is a strong indication 
1 than under the status 
of bene 
volume of 
to a wide range 
s of new compet ive 
and credit-related 
California residents. 
credit terms to state and municipal ent s 
In t, banks are already 
active role in California financings. 
05 
Several months ago New York banks took a 44% share of a 
$1.2 billion State of California loan facility. Since 
out-of-state banks cannot accept deposits in California, 
however, a critical aspect of customer relationship is absent. 
Consequently, direct access to the extensive distribution 
networks developed by Chase and other large banks ipal 
securities is foreclosed to many smaller California 
municipalities, since it is not cost effective to solicit such 
entities. Smaller governmental units having broader marketing 
of their new issues could expect lower 
much as 1/4 percentage point. 
it costs--perhaps as 
Improved terms on credit and other services for 
users--consumers, small business, construction, home mortgages, 
and agriculture--would also accompany a full-service banking 
presence. For example, rates on personal installment cred 
offered by New York banks currently tend to be at t 200 
basis points below those of the major California banks. 
again, California residents could expect lower credit costs 
from the entry aggressive banks. 
Access to an integrated package of international and 
domestic business financing services would be another element 
of enhanced competitiveness. (Chase itself has branches, 
sid ies, and other facilities in over 100 foreign 
countries.) That is, many firms needing international services 
(which Edge Act subsidiaries may provide) could obtain these as 
well as domestic services (including deposits and loans) at a 
single entity. Such consolidation would be more cost 
-5-
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effective. At present, for example, the need to document the 
ernational character of credit usage, imposed on Edge 
o s, raises credit costs; the requirement that Edge offices 
ish collection and money transfer services only for 
ional transRctions curtails operating efficiency by 
volumes, thereby raising costs. 
all, California has a major stake in international trade 
and finance. The state could achieve an even greater role as 
an international financial center with the full-scale 
part ipation by the major U.S. international banks 
headquartered outside California. 
Conclusion. Provision for out-of-state bank holding 
companies to establish direct banking presence in California 
will benefit users of services in local California markets. 
Moreover, increased financial activity will create jobs and 
augment tax revenues. In addition, the prospect of entry by 
1-service, out-of-state banks is likely to generate more 




to provide special protection for local entities 
issue that California must confront is 
be actively promoted or merely a 
events. Assembly Bill 2094 paves the 
s of enhanced competition that can be 
achieved through entry by out-of-state bank holding companies. 
ts s will place California in the vanguard of states 
terms of financial trade and economic 
-6-
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INTEREST RATES PAID a-t n:NEY MARKET DEPOSIT ACCOONTS 
California 
Bank of Security Wells 
America Pacific Fargo Crocker Interstate S&L 
Nov. 1 8.40 8.40 8.40 8.50 8.40 8.75 
Oct. 25 8.40 8.50 8.40 8.50 8 8. 
18 8.35 8.50 8.50 n.a. n.a. 8. 
12 n.a. 8.50 8.50 8.50 8. 9.25 
4 n.a. 8.50 8.50 8.55 8.50 8.75 
• Sep. 27 8.65 8.65 8.65 8 8 8. 20 8.65 8.55 8.65 8.65 8.60 8. 
13 8.60 8.50 8.60 8.65 8.60 8. 
7 8.60 8.55 8.60 8.65 8.60 8.75 
Aug. 30 8.00 8.55 8.60 8.60 8.55 8. 
23 8.55 8.40 8.55 8.55 8.50 8. 
16 8.45 8.35 n.a. 8.45 8.40 8. 
9 8.45 8.35 8.30 8.40 8. 8. 
2 8.45 8.25 8.30 8.40 8.50 8. 
July 26 8.35 8.25 8.25 8.30 8.30 8 
19 8.35 8.25 8.25 8.30 8 8. 
12 8.50 8.25 8.25 8.30 8.25 8.50 
6 8.50 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 8. 
June 28 8.25 8.10 8.20 8.15 8.10 8.50 
21 8.25 8.00 8.25 8.15 8.10 8.50 
14 8.20 8.00 8.00 8.10 8.00 8.50 
7 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 
1 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 
May 24 8.10 8.00 8.00 8.00 8 8 
17 8.10 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8 
10 8.10 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8 
3 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.25 
Apr. 26 8.20 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.50 
19 8.20 8.00 8.02 8.05 8.00 8.50 
12 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.10 8.00 8.50 
5 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.10 8.00 8.50 
Mar. 29 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.00 7.75 8.50 
22 8.10 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.50 
15 8.15 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8 
8 8.25 8.00 8.02 8.00 8.00 8.50 
1 8.25 8.00 7.75 8.00 8.00 9.00 
Average 8.29 8.21 8.23 8.25 8.21 8.58 
Source: RateLine 208 
INTEREST RATES PAID ON MONEY MARKET DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS 
New York 
Man. Bank for 
c ibank Chase Hanover Chemical Savings 
1 8.90 8.90 8.50 8.90 9.00 
Oct. 9.00 8.90 8.50 9.00 8. 
9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8. 
9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8. 
4 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.90 
. 27 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 
20 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 
13 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 
7 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 
. 30 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.85 
23 8.90 8.95 8.50 9.00 8.85 
16 8.90 9.00 8.50 8.90 8.85 
9 8.85 8.85 8.35 8.75 8. 
2 8.85 8.80 8.10 8.75 8.85 
26 8.75 8.80 8.10 8.75 9.00 
19 8.75 8.80 8.20 8.75 8.75 
12 8.75 8.80 8.20 8.75 8.75 
6 8.75 8.71 8.20 8.75 9. 
28 8.65 8.79 8.25 8.75 8.80 
21 8.35 8.67 8.25 8.75 8. 
8.65 8.76 8.00 8.75 8.25 
7 8.80 8.63 8.00 9.00 8.60 
1 8.60 8. 8.00 9.00 8. 
8.50 8.50 8.00 9.00 8.00 
8. 8. 8.10 9.25 8. 
8.50 8. 8.10 9.25 8.75 
8. 8. 8.25 9.25 8.75 
8. 8.75 8.50 9.25 8 75 
8 8. 7 5 8.75 9.50 9. 
9.00 9.00 8.75 9.50 9. 
5 9.25 9.00 8.75 9.50 9.00 
9.00 8.75 8.75 8.51 8.75 
22 8.50 8.25 8.75 8.50 8. 
8.16 8.55 8.00 8.50 8. 
8. 8.55 8.00 8.50 8. 
8. 8.55 8.25 8.50 9.00 
8.75 8.77 8.35 8.93 8.78 
Source: RateLine 209 
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I'm Nasser Gra ian, Deputy General Manager Marine 
idland Bank International in Angeles, anu I'm plea to 
ave this rtunity today to talk briefly about Assemblyman 
d s bi on interstate banking, AB 2094. 
Ba ed on our own experience at Marine Midland, we beli ve 
hat i the bill becomes law, it will prove a real boon to the 
citizens of lifornia. 
Although Marine Midland is the nation's 16th largest bank 
lding company by assets, and the 13th largest by deposits, we 
cannot offer full-service commercial or retail banking in 
California under current law. Instead, the offices we maintain 
re are restrict to looking after some of the commerci 
e we provide for California customers, to helping out our 
corrc ondent nks here, and to international banking under 
t 
h our business in California, in fact, is aimed at 
ttres i local nks already in business here--and we would 
hat siness if the law permitt For example, 
through our s eles office, w~ extend lines of credit to 
smal Calif rnia banks so that they, in turn, can guarantee 
t credit issu for their customers. The net 
result s that ocal California banks are able to help their 
s mainta siz le volume of international trade. 
211 
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Still, while our prG~ence in California is small by reason 
of he law, in our home state it is very la e. We ope ate the 
largest retail nking network in York State. We are also 
the state's largest (inancer of autos, as well as th~ largest 
agricultural lender in New York, which to cite just one 
example, ranks tl1ird nationally in dairy production trailing 
only Wisconsin and California. 
We arc also the largest SBA lender in th count We 
make more SBA loans for small busine~s than any other bank in 
the United States, including California 1 s own k America. 
I mention these categories because they are all areas 
where our expertise and experience could prove r 
beneficial to Californians--to California farmers t small 
California businessmen and women, and to Californians invol 
in the automobile industry. But they are of no beneift if we 
are not permitted to offer our services here. 
There is, however, another aspect of Marine Mi nd's 
experience which I think is particularly important to examine 
in the context of today's hHaring -- and that is our 
partnership with the HongkongBank. As you may know, Marine 
Midland was the first major bank in this country to enter into 
a rtnership with a large foreign banking institution. 
Ironically, to join with us in New York, the HongkongBank 
had to give up its years of reputable service a strong market 
standing in California. I mention this because I understand, 
in earlier hearings on this bill, one California banker said he 
would trade one block of Fresno for all of New York State. 
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Yet the HongkongBank clearly traded in far more than that for 
the opportunity to get into New York State. 
everything in California. 
It traded in 
Nonetheless, at tl1e time we entered into our arrangement 
with the HongkongBank, our intention to do so sparked 
considerable criticism. There was concern that capital would 
be sucked out of New York State, depriving it much needed 
financial resources. Th~t same concern is frequently raised 
with regard to interstate banking. Ma11y Californians fear that 
out-of-state banks, especially large New York banks, will 
funnel their dollars off into Wall Street. 
Meanwhile, as most of you know/ less than two years after 
Marine Midland announced its intentions, Crocker Bank of 
California teamed up with Midland Bank of London in an 
arrangement frequently described as a •clone• of our pioneering 
effort. Since then, one after another of your banks has been 
acquired by a foreign institution. I do not know how closely 
you have monitored the results of those arrangements in terms 
of their market impact on Californians. But I can tell you 
what happened in terms of our own arrangement in New York, and 
I think our experience is very applicable to the idea of 
interstate banking. 
Some critics felt that after our deal with the 
HongkongBank, Marine would no longer be able--or willing--to 
serve its traditional customers. Those concerns have turned 
out to be entirely ill-founded. In New York State, for example: 
-4-
i 19 9, Mar e's e ten on o credit to vario 
rnment n th~ pu lie sector has risen fr 4 
per od our consumer core depo ts have 
r:: sen pe ent; 
te e rece recession, our consumer loan 
s ve so 1n reased- a healthy 76 percent. 
stand at more than $2.4 billion 
a so incr:: se our volume of trade service 
1 with sian markets--mark~ts that are not on 
f s grawi but so vitally important to 
l f n a s wn economic well being. 
d, as I not , we are the largest SBA lender in the 
wel s the maj r ricultural lender and auto 
rk State. 
s h financi resources of New York State were 
t instead bei milked away. In fact, 
as ye ve a is near $200 million in 
al, giv us t to fer even 
w ta e on our e rience, 
e con vi t permitti 
n Cal fornia would have a similar 
t s r lster t ate' eco 
re to d that in other states. We are, 
1 on eat ng 100 new obs 
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by starting a new bank in Delaware. We ve a so lnit ated a 
program of enriched correspondent relationships, investing 
close to SlOO million in banks in Pennsyl ania a 0 io to 
increase their capitalization and make them stronger 
competitors in their marketplilces. We have opened ne<w Edge Act 
Offices in Texas and here in California. 
In other words 1 while more than meeting our 
responsibilities in New York State, we are also pr red and 
equipped to bring our financial resources to o her states--to 
bolster their economic underpinnings and to serve the kind of 
markets we serve well: small and medium businesses, farmers, 
exporters and other nks. 
That prospect, of course, suggests increas competition 
for the California banks currently serving those markets. But 
again, I think Marine Midland's experience in 
relevant here. 
York State is 
Seven years ago, when New York opened its banki rna kets 
statewide, many large New York City banks moved ickly and 
heavily into the upstate markets previously unavailable to 
them. The expectation was that, with their financial muse , 
they could quickly dominate. That did not happen. Instead, we 
at Marine Midland, since we were a major bank in the market, as 
well as the smaller regional banks, faced the •big city• 
competition squarely. And the real winners were the people and 
businesses of upstate New York. They now enjoy some of the 
most progressive, competitive banking anywhere in the country. 
21 
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Final , there is on other myth a ut Whdt might n 
0 f-
t 
te bunki o anizations enter Cal forn 
loca f nds will flow inexorably nto 
in rnational loans d investments by big n k s . '1:' h a t c n c e n 
s fo n ed. It ignores the fact that the largest u.s. 
mo e n foreign deposits than they have n fore 
a balance, then, the funds of American 
e not us to u en;rite foreign loans. 
ine Midla is extr pleas u it 
a ion with the HongkongBank, we certainly don't de 
t ne t factors influencing us to enter that 
re ionship was the prohibition against interstate banki 
e 
s 
ro ic, f course, is that many the lifornia banks 
foreign interests are the very institutions we 
n 
e, ex 
en we were look 
for states 
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as New York, ich 








e nk remains 
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So Marine Midl 
ki and financi 
, look at who 
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eles; National Steel Corporation, 
ionwide savi s in San Francisco; H.F. 
Sa vi A.'!Tier ca 






That list goes on endl ssly. with e exc tion of 
Citicorp, which now owns Citicorp Savings, none is a nk and 
almost all are companies hea uartered outside Cali ornia. so 
while guarding the front door against out -state banks, 
California has left the back door wide open for out-of-st te 
non-banks offering pretty much the same services s. 
While Marine Midland can serve Koreans in Seoul, we cannot 
serve them in San Diego • 
That is another reason why we support A.B 2094. In 
addition, our support stems from the fact th t we pa t ed 
in the process which created New York State's reciprocal 
inter ate banking law. Passed in June of 1982, with a n t 
of June 30, 1987, that law authorizes the acquisition one r 
more banking institutions in New York State by an out 




An acquisition is not authorized, however, un ess t 
statutes of the applicant•s own state permit New York bank 
holding companies to complete a similar acquisition. Moreover~ 
the law also prohibits a New York State bank holding company 
from acquiring an out-of-state bank holding company if it has 
failed to maintain an acceptable record of meeting the credit 
needs of its communities. 
In our opinion, New York State took a le rship role in 
eliminating legal barriers to interstate commerce in the area 
of banking--at least with those states willing to enact similar 
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rtain Marin M dland 1 S xpe ien wi h its extensive 
branching stem throughout New York tate 11 ee very 
positive in this respect. And we would anti ipa e t arne 
positive experience in California, ere our t e and 
business experience could make a difference in the lives of so 
• many people, people whose liveli depends on their access o 
the full spectrum of banking and f nancial ser ces from a 




D&B develops new weekly series 
T he Dun & Bradstreet Corporation has developed a significantly improved statistical system for measuring the 
national level of business closings. 
The Dun & Bradstreet Record of Busi-
ness Closings, which incorporates the pre-
vious Dun & Bradstreet Business Failure 
Record, measures both the number of 
busmess failures and the number of busi-
nesses that close voluntarily after paying 
their outstanding debts. 
The new weekly series also provides 
wider and mora detailed coverage of busi-
ness closings. Under the new system, clos-
ings in mining, durable and non-durable 
manufacturing are compiled separately . 
And closings in service firms now are dis· 
tinguished from those in the transportation 
and utilities sector. 
While statistical differences in the new 
Record of Business Closings limit 
comparisons with data compiled for the 
Business Failure Record, initial data col-
lected for the new series has yielded some 
surprises. 
Interestingly, data collected during the 
Record of Business Closings' first three 
months of operation show that the number 
of voluntary discontinuances rivals the 
, number of failures. There are, however, 
· significant variations between failures and 
2 
discontinuances region and industry. 
The accompanying table compares the 
new series· results for the three-month pe-
riod from August through October. The dis-
tribution of business failures compared with 
voluntary business closings reveals that 
the percentage of failures in the Pacific Re-
gion is double the percentage of dis· 
continuances .3 percent versus 11.8 
percent). 
In contrast, the percentage of failures in 
the Middle Atlantic States (12.2 percent) is 
Interest rates remain high 
c:::rt.'nL·ed frorn car:;e 1 
est in the West, which may be inhihitinn 
consumer spending in the region and 
contributing to the West's relatively slow 
economic recovery compared with other 
regions. 
In addition to data on fixed-rate 
consumer loans, the survey investigated 
the availabilit':l of variable-rate loans. 
Variable-rate are designed to more 
accurately ;r act the fluctuating cost of 
funds banks obtain in order to make 
I u.s. 
Wholesale trade 




significantly below the percentage of dis-
continuances in that region. 
In terms of sectors, both failures 
and discontinuances were among 
retailers, at 30.4 and 36.1 Fail-
ures among service firms were the next 
at 21.4 percent. 
The new series also includes mora com-
on firms that failed, but ware 
Dun & Bradstreet credit inves· 
This additional coverage has in-
creased the level of business failures 
""'""""''">ti with 
! loans. Interest rates on these loans are 
usually tied a financial index and !he 
rates may increase or decrease during the 
term of the loan, depending on changes 
the index. 
About 48 of surveyed 
indicated they offer some form of variable-
rate loan. More banks offer vanable· 
rate loans than do smaller 
banks percent). 
Table 3 shows the of banks 
variable-rate loans in different re-
gions of the country. 
the banks which do not 
offer variable-rate loans, 12 percent said 




Bradstreet Record of Business Closings is 
available contacting Dun & Bradstreet 
looks at Business. Ill 
PAirl":t'l•nt~anA of banks by region 






months, and 24 percent indicated that 
they offer them. 
The sample of banks queried in the D&B 
survey was drawn from the database at the 
National Business Information Center of 
The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation. II 

Activity Since Fall 1981 

